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53.112 The Princess On The Glass Hill\fn{by Peter Christen Asbjornsen (1812-1885)} Oslo, Oslo County, Norway (M)
4
Once on a time there was a man who had a meadow, which lay high up on the hillside, and in the eadow was a
barn, which he had built to keep his hay in. Now, I must tell you there hadn’tbeen much in the barn for the last
year or two, for every Saint John’ night, when the grass stood greenest and deepest, the meadow was eaten down
to the very ground the next morning, just as if a whole drove of sheep had been there feeding on it over night.
This happened once, and it happened twice; so that at last the man grew weary of losing his crop of hay, and said
to his sons—he had three of them, and the youngest was named Boots, of course—now one of them must just go
and sleep in the barn in the outlying field when Saint John’ night came, for it was too good a joke that his grass
should be eaten, root and blade, this year, as it had been the last two years. So whicheer of them went he must
keep a sharp lookout; that was what their father said.
Well, the eldest son was ready to go and watch the meadow; trust him for looking after the grass! It shouldn’t
be his fault if man or beast, or the fiend himself, got a blade of grass. So, when evening came, he set off to the
barn and lay down to sleep; but a little later on in the night there came such a clatter, and such an earthquake, that
walls and roof shook, and groaned, and creaked; then up jumped the lad and took to his heels as fast as ever he
could; nor dared he once look round till he reached home; and as for the hay, why, it was eaten up this year just as
it had been twice before.
The next Saint John’s night, the man said again it would never do to lose all the grass in the outlying field year
after year in this way, so one of the sons must trudge off to watch it, and watch it well, too. Well, the next oldest
son was ready to try his luck. So off he went and lay down to sleep in the barn as his brother had done before him;
but as night came on, there came a rumbling and quaking of the earth, worse even than on the last Saint John’s
night. When the lad heard it, he got frightened, and took to his heels as though he were running a race.
Next year the turn came to Boots; but when he made ready to go, the other two began to laugh, and make game
of him, saying:
“You’re just the man to watch the hay, that you are; you who have done nothing all your life but sit in the ashes
and toast yourself by the fire.”
Boots did not care a pin for their chattering, and stumped away, as evening drew on, up the hillside to the
outlying field. There he went inside the barn and lay down; but in about an hour’s time the barn began to groan
and creak, so that it was dreadful to hear.
“Well,” said Boots to himself; “if it isn’t any worse than this I can stand it well enough.”
A little while after there came another creak and an earthquake, so that the litter in the barn flew about the lad’s
ears.
“Oh,” said Boots to himself; “if it isn’t any worse than this, I daresay I can stand it out.”
But just then came a third rumbling, and a third earthquake, so that the lad thought walls and roof were coming
down on his head; but it passed off, and all was still as death about him.
“It’ll come again, I’ll be bound,” thought Boots; but no, it did not come again; still it was and still it stayed; but
after he had lain a little while he heard a noise as if a horse were standing just outside the barn door, and cropping
the grass. He stole to the door and peeped through a chink; and there stood a horse feeding away. So big and fat
and grand a horse, Boots had never set eyes on; by his side on the grass lay a saddle and bridle, and a full set of
armor for a knight, all of brass, so bright that the light gleamed from it.
“Ho, ho!” thought the lad; “it’s you, is it, that eats up our hay? I’ll soon put a spoke in your wheel; just see if I
don’t.”
So he lost no time, but took the steel out of his tinder-box and threw it over the horse; then it had no power to
stir from the spot and became so tame that the lad could do what he liked with it. He got on its back and rode off
with it to a place which no one knew of, and there he put up the horse. When he got home his brothers laughed
and asked how he fared.
“You didn’t lie long in the barn, even if you had the heart to go as far as the field.”
“Well,” said Boots, “all I can say is, I lay in the barn till the sun rose, and neither saw nor heard anything; I
can’t think what there was in the barn to make you both so afraid.”
“A pretty story!” said his brothers; “but we’ll soon see how you watched the meadow.”
So they set off, but when they reached it, there stood the grass as deep and thick as it had been the night before.
Well, the next Saint John’s night it was the same story over again; neither of the elder brothers dared to go out
to the outlying field to watch the crop; but Boots, he had the heart to go, and everything happened just as it had
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happened the year before. First a clatter and an earthquake, then a greater clatter and another earthquake, and so
on a third time; only this year the earthquakes were far worse than the year before. Then all at once, everything
was as still as death, and the lad heard how something was cropping the grass outside the barn.,door, so he stole to
the door and peeped through a chink; and what do you think he saw? Why, another horse standing right up against
the wall, and chewing and champing with might and main. It was far finer and fatter than that one which came the
year before; and it had a saddle on its back and a bridle on its neck and a full suit of mail for a knight lay by its
side, all of silver, and as grand as you would wish to see.
“Ho, ha!” said Boots to himself; “it’s you that gobbles up our hay, is it? I’ll soon put a spoke in your wheel;”
and with that he took the steel out of his tinder-box and threw it over the horse’s crest, which stood still as a lamb.
Well, the lad rode this horse, too, to the hiding place where he kept the other one; and after that he went home.
“I suppose you’ll tell us,” said one of the brothers, “there’s a fine crop this year, too, in the hayfield.”
“Well, so there is,” said Boots; and off ran the others to see, and there stood the grass thick and deep, as it was
the year before; but they didn’t give Boots softer words for all that.
Now, when the third Saint John’s eve came, the two elder still hadn’t the heart to lie out in the barn and watch
the grass, for they had got. so scared the night they lay there before, that they couldn’t get over the fright; but
Boots, he dared to go; and, to make a long story short, the .very same thing happened this time as had happened
twice before. Three earthquakes came, one after the other, each worse than the one which went before; and when
the last came, the lad danced about with the shock from one barn wall to the other; and after that, all at once, it
was as still as death. Now when he had lain a little while he heard something tugging away at the grass outside the
barn; so he stole again to the door.chink and peeped out, and there stood a horse close outside—far, far bigger and
fatter than the two he had taken before.
“Ho, ho!” said the lad to himself; “it’s you, is it, that comes here eating up our hay? I’ll soon put a spoke. in
your wheel, I’ll soon stop that.”
So he caught up his steel and threw it over the horse’s neck, and in a trice it stood as if it were nailed to the
ground, and Boots could do as he pleased with it. Then he rode off with it to the hiding place where he kept the
other two, and then went home.
When he got there his two brothers made game of him as they had done before, saying they could see he had
watched the grass well, for he looked for all the world as if he were walking in his sleep, and many other spiteful
things they said; but Boots gave no heed to them, only asking them to go and see for themselves; and when they
went, there stood the grass as fine and deep this time as it had been twice before.
Now, you must know that the king of the country where Boots lived had a daughter, whom he would give only
to the man who could ride up over the hill of glass, for there was a high, high hill, all of glass, as smooth and
slippery as ice, close by the king’s palace. Upon the tip-top of the hill; the king’s daughter was to sit, with three
golden apples in her lap, and the man who could ride up and carry off the three golden apples was to have half of
the kingdom and the princess for his wife. This the king had stuck up on all the church doors in his realm, and had
given it out in many other kingdoms besides.
Now, this princess was so lovely that all who set eyes on her fell over head and ears in love with her whether
they would or not. So I needn’t tell you how all the princes and knights who heard of her were eager to win her, as
a wife, and half of the lingdom besides; and how they caine riding from all parts of the world on high prancing
horses, and clad in the grandest clothes, for there wasn’t one of them who hadn’t made up his mind that he, and he
alone, was to win the princess.
When the day of trial came, which the king had fixed, there was such a crowd of princes and knights under the
glass hill, that it made one’s head to whirl to look at them; and everyone in the country who could even crawl
along was off to the hill, for they were all eager to see the man who was to win the prmcess.”
The two elder brdthers set off with the rest; but as for Boots, they said outright he shouldn’t go with them, for
if they were seen with such a dirty changeling, all begrimed with smut from cleaning their shoes and sifting
cinders in the dusthole, they said folk would make game of them.
“Very well,” said Boots; “it’s all one to me. I can go alone, and stand or fall by myself.”
Now when the two brothers came to the hill of glass, the knights and princes were all hard at it, riding their
horses till they were all in a foam; but it was no good, by my troth; for as soon as ever the horses set foot on the
hill, down they slipped, and there wasn’t one who could get a yard or two up; and no wonder, for the hill was as
smooth as a sheet of glass and as steep as a house-wall. But all were eager to have the princess—and half the
kingdom. So they rode and slipped, and slipped and rode, and still it was the same story over again. At last their
horses were so weary that they could scarce lift a leg, and in such a sweat that the lather dripped from them, and
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so the knights had to give up trying any more. The king was just thinking that he would proclaim a new trial for
the next day, to see if they would have better luck, when all at once a knight came riding up on so brave a steed
that no one had ever seen the like of it in his born days, and the knight had mail of brass, and the horse, a brass bit
in its mouth, so bright that the sunbeams shone from it. Then all the others called out to him that he might just as
well spare himself the trouble of riding up the hill, for it would lead to no good; but he gave no heed to them, and
put his horse at the hill, and up it went like nothing for a good way, about a third of the height; and when he had
got so far, he turned his horse and rode down again. So lovely a knight the princess thought she had never seen;
and while he was riding she sat and thought to herself:
“Would to heaven he might only come up, and down the other side.”
And when she saw him turningback, she threw down one of the golden apples after him, and it rolled down
into his shoe. But when he got to the bottom of the hill he rode off so fast that no one could tell what had become
of him. That evening all the knights and princes were to go before the king, that he who had ridden so far up the
hill might show the apple the princess had thrown; but there was no one who had anything to show: One after the
other they all carne, but not a man of them could show the apple.
At evening, the brothers of Boots came home too, and had a long story to tell about the riding up the hill.
“First of all,” they said, “there was not one. of the whole lot who could get so much as a stride up; but at last
came one who had a suit of brass mail, and a brass bridle and saddle, all so bright that the sun shone from them a
mile off. He was a chap to ride, just! He rode a third of the way up the hill of glass; and he could easily have
ridden the whole way up, if he chose; but he turned round and rode down thinking, maybe, that was enough for
once.”
“Oh! I should so like to have seen him, that I should,” said Boots, who sat by the fireside, and stuck his feet
into the .cinders as was his wont.
“Oh!” said his brothers, “you would, would you? You look fit to keep company with such high lords, nasty
beast that you are, sitting there amongst the ashes.”
Next day the brothers were all for setting off again; and Boots begged them this time, too, to let him go with
them and see the riding; but no, they wouldn’t have him at any price, he was too ugly and nasty, they said.
“Well, well,” said Boots; “if I go at all, I must go by myself. I’m not afraid.”
So when the brothers got to the hill of glass, all the princes and knights began to ride again, and you may fancy
they had taken care to shoe their horses sharp; but it was no good—they rode and slipped, and slipped and rode,
just as they had done the day before, and there was not one who could get as far as a yard up the hill. And when
they had worn out their horses, so that they could not stir a leg, they were all forced to give it up as a bad job. The
king thought he might as well proclaim that the riding should take place the next day for the last time, just to give
them one chance more; but all at once it came across his mind that he might as well wait a little longer to see if
the knight in the brass mail would come this day too. Well, they saw nothing of him; but all at once came one
riding on a steed far, far braver and finer than that on whjch the knight of brass had ridden, and he had silver mail,
and a silver saddle and bridle, all so bright that the sunbeams gleamed and glanced from far away. Then the others
shouted out to him again, saying he might as well hold hard and not try to ride up the hill, for all his trouble would
be thrown away; but the knight paid no attention to them, and rode straight at the hill and right up it, till he had
gone two thirds of the way, and then he wheeled his horse round and rode down agajn. To tell the truth, the
princess liked him still better thari the knight in brass, and she sat and wished he might only be able to come right
to the top, and down the other side; but when she saw him turning back, she threw the second apple after him, and
it rolled into his shoe. But as soon as ever he had come down the hill of glass, he rode off so fast that.no one knew
what became of him.
At evening when all were to go before the king and the princess, that he who had the golden apple might show
it, in they went, one after the other; but there was no one who had any golden apple to show. The two brothers, as
they had done on the former day, went home and told how things had gone and how all had ridden at the hill and
none got up.
“But, last of all,” they said, “came one in a silver suit, and his horse had a silver bridle and a silver saddle. He
was just a chap to ride; and he got two-thirds up the hill, and then turned back. He was a fine fellow and no
mistake; and the princess threw the second gold apple to him.”
“Oh!” said Boots, “I should so like to have seen him too, that I should.”
“A pretty story,” they said. “Perhaps you think his coat of mail was as bright as the ashes you are always
poking about and sifting, you nasty, dirty beast.”
The third day everything happened as it had happened the two days before.. Boots begged to go and see the
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sight, but the two wouldn’t hear of his going with them. When they got to the hill there was no one who, could get
so much as a yard up it; and now all waited for the knight in silver mail, but they neither saw nor heard of him. At
last came one riding on a steed, so brave that no one had ever seen his match; and the knight had a suit of golden
mail, and a golden saddle, and bridle, so wondrous bright that the sunbeams gleamed from them a mile off. The
other knights and princes could not find time to call out to him not to try his luck, for they were amazed to see
how grand he was. He rode at the hill, and tore up it like nothing, so that the princess hadn’t even time to wish
that he might get up the whole way. As soon as ever he reached the top, he took the third golden apple from the
princess’s lap, and then turned his horse and rode down again. As soon as he got down, he rode off at full speed,
and out of sight in no time.
Now, when the brothers got home at evening, you may fancy what long stories they told, how the riding had
gone off that day; and amongst other things, they had a deal to say about the knight in golden mail.
“He was just a chap to ride!” they said; “so grand a knight isn’t to be found in the whole world.”
“Oh!” said Boots, “I should so like to have seen him, that I should.”
“Ah!” said his brothers, “his mail shone a deal brighter than the glowing coals which you are always poking
and digging at; nasty, dirty beast that you are.”
Next day all the knights and princes were to pass before the king and the princess—it was too late to do so the
night before, I suppose—that he who had the golden apple might bring it forth; but one came after another, first
the princes and then the knights, and still no one could show the gold apple.
“Well,” said the king, “someone must have it, for it was something that we all saw with our own eyes, how a
man came and rode up and bore it off.”
He commanded that everyone who was in the kingdom should come up to the palace and see if he could show
the apple. Well, they all came, one after another, but no one had the golden apple, and after a long time the two
brothers of Boots came. They were the last of all, so the king asked them if there was no one else in the kingdom
who hadn’t come.
“Oh, yes,” said they. “We have a brother, but he never carried off the golden apple. He hasn’t stirred out of the
dusthole on any of the three days.”
“Never mind that,” said the king; “he may as well come up to the palace like the rest.”
So Boots had to go up to the palace.
“How, now,” said the king; “have you got the golden apple? Speak out!”
“Yes, I have,” said Boots; “here is the first, and here is the second, and here is the third one, too;” and with that
he pulled all three golden apples out of his pocket, and at the same time threw off his sooty rags, and stood before
them in his gleaming golden mail.
“Yes!” said the king; “you shall have my daughter and half my kingdom, for you well deserve both her and it.”
So they got ready for the wedding, and Boots got the princess for his wife, and there was great merry.making
at the bridal-feast, you may fancy, for they could all be merry though they couldn’t ride up the hill of glass; and all
I can say is, that if they haven’t left off their merry-making yet, why, they’re still at it.
76.156 Jack Of Sjoholm And The Gan-Finn\fn{by Jonas Lie (1833-1908)} Drammen, Buskerud County, Norway
(M) 10
In the days of our forefathers, when there was noting but wretched boats up in Nordland, and folks must needs
buy fair winds by the sackful from the Gan-Finn, it was not safe to tack about in the open sea in wintry weather.
In those days a fisherman never grew old. It was mostly women-folk and children, and the lame and halt, who
were buried ashore.
Now there was once a boat’s crew from Thjotto in Helgeland, which had put to sea, and worked its way right
up to the East Lofotens.
But that winter the fish would not bite.
They lay to and waited week after week, till the month was out, and there was nothing for it but to turn home
again with their fishing gear and empty boats.
But Jack of Sjoholm, who was with them, only laughed aloud, and said that if there were no fish there, fish
would certainly be found higher northwards. Surely they hadn’t rowed out all this distance only to eat up all their
victuals, said he.
He was quite a young chap, who had never been out fishing before. But there was some sense in what he said
for all that, thought the head-fisherman.
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And so they set their sails northwards.
On the next fishing ground they fared no better than before, but they toiled away so long as their food held out.
And now they all insisted on giving it up and turning back.
“If there’s none here, there’s sure to be some still higher up towards the north,” opined Jack; “and if they had
gone so far, they might surely go a little further still,” quoth he.
So they tempted fortune from fishing-ground to fishing-ground, till they had ventured right up to Finmark. But
there a storm met them, and try as they might to find shelter under the headlands they were obliged at last to put
out into the open sea again.
There they fared worse than ever. They had a hard time of it. Again and again the prow of the boat went under
the heavy rollers, instead of over them, and later on in the day the boat foundered.
There they all sat helplessly on the keel in the midst of the raging sea, and they all complained bitterly against
the fellow Jack, who had tempted them on, and led them into destruction. What would not become of their wives
and children? They would starve now that they had none to care for them.
When it grew dark, their hands began to stiffen, and they were carried off by the sea one by one.
And Jack heard and saw everything, down to the last shriek and the last clutch; and to the very end they never
ceased reproaching him for bringing them into such misery, and bewailing their sad lot.
“I must hold on tight now,” said Jack to himself, for he was better even where he was than in the sea.
And so he tightened his knees on the keel, and held on fast till he had no feeling left in either hand or foot.
In the coal-black gusty night he fancied he heard yells from one or other of the remaining boats’ crews.
“They, too, have wives and children,” though he. “I wonder whether they have also a Jack to lay the blame
upon.”
*
Now while he thus lay there and drifted and drifted, and it seemed to him to be drawing towards dawn, he
suddenly felt that the boat was in the grip of a strong shoreward current; and, sure enough, Jack got at last shore.
But whichever way he looked, he saw nothing but black sea and white snow.
Now as he stood there, peering and spying about him, he saw, far away, the smoke of a Finn Gamme, which
stood beneath a cliff, and he managed to scramble right up to it.
The Finn was so old that he could scarcely move. He was sitting in the midst of the warm ashes, and mumbling
into a big sack, and neither spoke nor answered. Large yellow humble-bees were humming about all over the
snow, as if it were Midsummer; and there was only a young lass there to keep the fire alight, and give the old man
his food. His grandsons and grand-daughters were with the reindeer, far far away on the Fjeld.
Here Jack got his clothes well dried and the rest he so much wanted. The Finn girl, Seimke, couldn’t make too
much of him; she fed him with reindeer milk and marrow-bones, and he lay down to sleep on silver fox-skins.
Cozy and comfortable it was in the smoke there. But as he thus lay there, ’twixt sleep and wake, it seemed to
him as if many odd things were going on round about him.
There stood the Finn in the doorway talking to his reindeer, although they were far away in the mountains. He
barred the wolf’s way, and threatened the bear with spells; and then he opened his skin sack, so that the storm
howled and piped, and there was a swirl of ashes into the hut. And when all grew quiet again, the air was thick
with yellow humble-bees, which settled inside his furs, whilst he gabbled and mumbled and wagged his skull-like
head.
But Jack had something else to think about besides marveling at the old Finn. No sooner did the heaviness of
slumber quit his eyes than he strolled down to his boat.
*
There it lay stuck fast on the beach and tilted right over like a trough, while the sea rubbed and rippled against
its keel. He drew it far enough ashore to be beyond the reach of the sea-wash.
But the longer he walked around and examined it, the more it seemed to him as if folks built boats rather for
the sake of letting the sea in than for the sake of keeping the sea out. The prow was little better than a hog’s snout
for burrowing under the water, and the planking by the keel-piece was as flat as the bottom of a chest. Everything,
he thought, must be arranged very differently if boats were to be really seaworthy. The prow must be raised one or
two planks higher at the very least, and made both sharp and supple, so as to bend before and cut through the
waves at the same time, and then a fellow would have a chance of steering a boat smartly.
He thought of this day and night. The only relaxation he had was a chat with the Finn girl of an evening.
He couldn’t help remarking that this Seimke had fallen in love with him. She strolled after him wherever he
went, and her eyes always became so mournful when he went down towards the sea; she understood well enough
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that all his thoughts were bent upon going away.
And the Finn sat and mumbled among the ashes till his fur jacket regularly steamed and smoked.
But Seimke coaxed and wheedled Jack with her brown eyes, and gave him honeyed words as fast as her tongue
could wag, till she drew him right into the smoke where the old Finn couldn’t hear them.
The Gan-Finn turned his head right round.
“My eyes are stupid, and the smoke makes ’em run,” said he; “what has Jack got hold of there?”
“Say it is the white ptarmigan you caught in the snare,” whispered she.
And Jack felt that she was huddling up against him and trembling all over.
Then she told him so softly that he thought it was his own thoughts speaking to him, that the Finn was angry
and muttering mischief, and jojking\fn{Singing magic songs} against the boat which jack wanted to build. If Jack
were to complete it, said she, the Gan-Finn would no longer have any sale for his fair-winds in all Nordland. And
then she warned him to look to himself and never get between the Finn and the Gan-flies.
Then Jack felt that his boat might be the undoing of him. But the worse things looked, the more he tried to
make the best of them.
*
In the gray dawn, before the Finn was up, he made his way towards the sea-shore.
But there was something very odd about that snow-hills. They were so many and so long that there was really
no end to them, and he kept on tramping in deep and deeper snow and never got to the sea-shore at all. Never
before had had seen the northern lights last so long into the day. They blazed and sparkled, and long tongues of
fire licked and hissed after him. He was unable to find either the beach or the boat, nor had he the least idea in the
world where he really was.
At last he discovered that he had gone quite astray inland instead of down to the sea. But now, when he turned
round, the sea-fog came close up against him, so dense and gray that he could see neither hand nor foot before
him.
By the evening he was well-nigh worn out with weariness, and was at his wits’ end what to do.
Night fell, and the snowdrifts increased.
As now he sat him down on a stone and fell a-brooding and pondering how he should escape with his life, a
pair of snow-shoes came gliding so smoothly towards him out of the sea-fog and stood still just in front of his
feet.
“As you have found me, you may as well find the way back also,” said he.
So he put them on, and let the snow-shoes go their own way over hillside and steep cliff. He let not his own
eyes guide him or his own feet carry him, and the swifter he went the denser the snowflakes and the driving seaspray came up against him, and the blast very nearly blew him off the snow-shoes.
Up hill and down dale he went over all the places where he had fared during the daytime, and it sometimes
seemed as if he had nothing solid beneath him at all, but was flying in the air.
Suddenly the snow-shoes stood stock still, and he was standing just outside the entrance of the Gan-Finn’s hut.
There stood Seimke. She was looking for him.
“I sent my snow-shoes after thee,” said she, “for I marked that the Finn had bewitched the land so that thou
should’st not find the boat. Thy life is safe, for he has given thee shelter in his house, but it were not well for thee
to see him this evening.”
Then she smuggled him in, so that the Finn did not perceive it in the thick smoke, and she gave him meat and a
place to rest upon.
*
But when he awoke in the night, he heard an odd sound, and there was a buzzing and a singing far away in the
air:
The Finn the boat can never bind,
The Fly the boatman cannot find,
But round in aimless whirls doth wind.

The Finn was sitting among the ashes and jojking, and muttering till the ground quite shook, while Seimke lay
with her forehead to the floor and her hands clasped tightly round the back of her neck, praying against him to the
Finn God. Then Jack understood that the Gan-Finn was still seeking after him amidst the snowflakes and the seafog, and that his life was in danger from magic spells.
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So he dressed himself before it was light, went out, and came tramping in again all covered with snow, and
said he had been after bears in their winter retreats. But never had he been in such a sea-fog before; he had groped
about far and wide before he found his way back into the hut again, though he stood just outside.
The Finn sat there with his skin-wrappings as full of yellow flies as a beehive. He had sent them out searching
in every direction, but back they had all come, and were humming and buzzing about him.
When he saw Jack in the doorway, and perceived that the flies had pointed truly, he grew somewhat milder,
and laughed till he regularly shook within his skin-wrappings, and mumbled,
“The bear we’ll bind fast beneath the scullery sink, and his eyes I’ve turned all awry, so that he can’t see his
boat, and I’ll stick a sleeping-peg in front of him till spring-time.”
But the same day the Finn stood in the doorway, and was busy making magic signs and strange strokes in the
air.
Then he sent forth two hideous Gan-flies, which flitted off on their errands, and scorched black patches
beneath them in the snow wherever they went. They were to bring pain and sickness to a cottage down in the
swamps, and spread abroad the Finn disease, which was to strike down a young bride at Bodo with consumption.
But Jack thought of nothing else night and day but how he could get the better of the Gan-Finn.
The lass Seimke wheedled him and wept and begged him, as he valued his life, not to try to get down to his
boat again. At last, however, she saw it was no use—he had made up his mind to be off.
Then she kissed his hands and wept bitterly. At least he must promise to wait till the Gan-Finn had gone right
away to Jokmok in Sweden.
*
On the day of his departure, the Finn went all round his hut with a torch and took stock.
Far away as they were, there stood the mountain pastures, with the reindeer and the dogs, and the Finn’s people
all drew near. The Finn told\fn{The text has: took.} the tale of the beasts, and bade his grandsons not let the reindeer
stray too far while he was away, and could not guard them from wolves and bears. Then he took a sleeping potion
and began to dance and turn round and round till his breath quite failed him, and he sank moaning to the ground.
His furs were all that remained behind of him. His spirit had gone—gone all the way to Jokmok.\fn{ A mountain
between Sweden and Norway}
There the magicians were all sitting together in the dark sea-fog beneath the shelter of the high mountain, and
whispering about all manner of secret and hidden things, and blowing spirits into the novices of the black art.
But the gan-flies, humming and buzzing, went round and round the empty furs of the Gan-Finn like a yellow
ring and kept watch.
In the night Jack was awakened by something pulling and tugging at him as if from far-away. There was as it
were a torrent of air, and something threatened and called to him from the midst of the snowflakes outside—
Until thou canst swim like the duck or the drake,
The egg thou’dst be hatching no progress shall make;
The Finn shall ne’er let thee go southwards with sail,
For he’ll screw off the wind and imprison the gale.

At the end of it the Gan-Finn was standing there, and bending right over him. The skin of his face hung down
long and loose, and full of wrinkles, like an old reindeer skin, and there was a dizzying smoke in his eyes. Then
Jack began to shiver and stiffen in all his limbs, and he knew that the Finn was bent upon bewitching him.
Then he set his face rigidly against it, so that the magic spell should not get him; and thus they struggled with
one another till the Gan-Finn grew green in the face, and was very near choking.
After that the sorcerers of Jokmok sent magic shots after Jack, and clouded his wits. He felt so odd; and
whenever he was busy with his boat, and had put something to rights in it, something else would immediately go
wrong, till at last he felt as if his head were full of pains and needles.
Then deep sorrow fell upon him. Try as he would, he couldn’t put his boat together as he would have it; and it
looked very much as if he would never be able to cross the sea again. But in the summer time Jack and Seimke sat
together on the headland in the warm evenings, and the gnats buzzed and the fishes spouted close ashore in the
stillness, and the eider-duck swam about.
“If only some one would build me a boat as swift and nimble as a fish, and able to ride upon the billows like a
sea-mew,” sighed and lamented Jack, “then I could be off.”
“Would you like me to guide you to Thjotto?” said a voice up from the sea-shore.
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There stood a fellow in a flat turned-down skin cap, whose face they couldn’t see.
And right outside the boulders there, just where they had seen the eider-duck, lay a long and narrow boat, with
high prow and stern; and the tar-boards were mirrored plainly in the clear water below; there was not so much as a
single knot in the wood.
“I would be thankful for any guidance,” said Jack.
When Seimke heard this, she began to cry and take on terribly. She fell upon his neck, and wouldn’t let go, and
raved and shrieked. She promised him her snow-shoes, which would carry him though everything, and said she
would steal for him the bone-stick from the Gan-Finn, so that he might find all the old lucky dollars that ever
were buried, and would teach him how to make salmon-catching knots in the fishing lines, and how to entice the
reindeer from afar. He should become as rich as the Gan-Finn, if only he wouldn’t forsake her.
But Jack had only eyes for the boat down there. Then she sprang up, and tore down her black locks, and bound
them round his feet, so that he had to wrench them off before he could get quit of her.
“If I stay here and play with you and the young reindeer, many a poor fellow will have to cling with broken
nails to the keel of a boat,” said he. “If you like to make it up, give me a kiss and a parting hug, or I shall go
without them.”
Then she threw herself into his arms like a young wild cat, and looked straight into his eyes through her tears,
and shivered and laughed, and was quite beside herself.
But when she saw she could do nothing with him, she rushed away, and waved her hands above here head in
the direction of the Gamme.
Then Jack understood that she was going to take counsel of the Gan-Finn, and that he had better refuge in his
boat before the way was closed to him. And in fact, the boat had come so close up to the boulders that he had only
to step down upon the thwarts. The rudder glided into his hand, and aslant behind the mast sat some one at the
prow, and hoisted and stretched the sail; but his face Jack could not see.
Away they went.
*
And such a boat for running before the wind Jack had never seen before. The sea stood up round about them
like a deep snow-drift, although it was almost calm. But they hadn’t gone very far before a nasty pipin began in
the air. The birds shrieked and made for land, and the sea rose like a black wall behind them.
It was the Gan-Finn who had opened his wind-sack, and sent a storm after them.
“One needs a full sail in the Finn-cauldron here,” said something from behind the mast.
The fellow who had the boat in hand took such little heed of the weather that he did not so much as take in a
single clew.
Then the Gan-Finn sent double knots after them.
They sped along in a wild dance right over the firth, and the sea whirled up in white columns of foam, reaching
to the very clouds.
Unless the boat could fly as quick and quicker than a bird, it was lost.
Then a hideous laugh was heard to larboard—
Anfinn Ganfinn gives mouth,
And blows us right south;
There’s a crack in the sack,
With three clews we must tack.

And heeling right over, with three clews in the sail, and the heavy foremost fellow astride on the sheer-strake,
with his huge sea-boots dangling in the sea-foam, away they scudded through the blinding spray right into the
open sea, amidst the howling and roaring of the wind.
The billowy walls were so vast and heavy that Jack couldn’t even see the light of day across the yards, nor
could he exactly make out whether they were going under or over the sea-trough.
The boat shook the sea aside as lightly and easily as if its prow were the slippery fin of a fish, and its planking
was as smooth and fine as the shell of a tern’s egg; but, look as he would, Jack couldn’t see where these planks
ended; it was as if there was only half a boat and no more; and at last it seemed to him as if the whole of the front
part came off in the sea-foam, and they were scudding along under sail in half a boat.
When night fell, they went through the sea-fire, which glowed like hot embers, and there was a prolonged and
hideous howling up in the air to windward.
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And cries of distress and howls of mortal agony answered the wind from all the upturned boat keels they sped
by, and many hideously pale-looking folks clutched hold of their thwarts. The gleam of the sea-fire cast a blue
glare on their faces, and they sat, and gaped, and glared, and yelled at the blast.
Suddenly he awoke, and something cried, “Now thou art at home at Thjotto, Jack.”
*
And when he had come to himself a bit, he recognized where he was. He was lying over against the boulders
near his boathouse at home. The tide had come so far inland that a border of foam gleamed right up in the potatofield, and he could scarcely keep his feet for the blast. He sat him down in the boathouse, and began scratching
and marking out the shape of the Draugboat in the black darkness till sleep overtook him.
When it was light in the morning, his sister came down to him with a meat-basket. She didn’t greet him as if he
were a stranger, but behaved as if it were the usual thing for her to come thus every morning. But when he began
telling her all about his voyage to Finmark, and the Gan-Finn, and the Draugboat he had come home in at night,
he perceived that she only grinned and let him chatter. And all that day he talked about it to his sister and his
brothers and his mother, until he arrived at the conclusion that they thought him a little out of his wits. When he
mentioned the Draugboat they smiled among themselves, and evidently went out of their way to humor him. But
they might believe what they liked, if only he could carry out what he wanted to do, and be left to himself in the
out-of-the-way old boathouse.
“One should go with the stream,” thought Jack; and if they thought him crazy and out of his wits, he ought to
behave so that they might beware of interfering with him, and disturbing him in his work.
So he took a bed of skins with him down to the boathouse, and slept there at night; but in the day-time he
perched himself on a pole on the roof, and bellowed out that now he was sailing. Sometimes he rode astraddle on
the roof ridge, and dug his sheath-knife deep into the rafters, so that people might think he fancied himself at sea,
holding fast on to the keel of a boat.
Whenever folks passed by, he stood in the doorway, and turned up the whites of his eyes so hideously, that
every one who saw him was quite scared. As for the people at home, it was as much as they dared to stick his
meat-basket into the boathouse for him. So they sent it to him by his youngest sister, merry little Malfri, who
would sit and talk with him, and though it such fun when he made toys and playthings for her, and talked about
the boat which should go like a bird, and sail as no other boat had ever sailed.
If any one chanced to come upon him unexpectedly, and tried to peep and see what he was about in the
boathouse there, he would creep up into the timber-loft and bang and pitch the board and planks about, so that
they didn’t know exactly where to find him, and were glad enough to be off. But one and all made haste to climb
over the hill again when they heard him fling himself down at full length and send peal after peal of laughter after
them.
So that was how Jack got folks to leave him at peace.
He worked best at night when the storm tore and tugged at the stones and birchbark of the turf roof, and the
sea-wrack came right up to the boathouse door.
When it piped and whined through the fissured walls, and the fine snowflakes flitted through the cracks, the
model of the Draugboat stood plainest before him. The winter days were short, and the wick of the train-oil lamp,
which hung over him as he worked, cast deep shadows, so that the darkness came soon and lasted a long way into
the morning, when he sought sleep in his bed of skins with a heap of shavings for his pillow.
He spared no pains or trouble. If there was as board which would not run into the right groove with the others,
though never so little, he would take out a whole row of them and plane them all round again and again.
Now, one night, just before Christmas, he had finished all but the uppermost planking and the gabs. He was
working so hard to finish up that he took no count of time.
The plane was sending the shavings flying their briskest when he came to a dead stop at something black
which was moving along the plank.
It was a large and hideous fly which was crawling about and feeling and poking all the planks in the boat.
When hit reached the lowest keel-board it whirred with its wings and buzzed. Then it rose and swept above it in
the air till, all at once, it swerved away into the darkness.
Jack’s heart sank within him. Such doubt and anguish came upon him. He knew well enough that no good
errand had brought the Gan-fly buzzing over the boat like that.
So he took the train-oil lamp and a wooden club, and began to test the prow and light up the boarding, and
thump it well, and go over the planks one by one. And in this way he went over every bit of the boat from stem to
stern, both above and below. There was not a nail or a rivet that he really believed in now.
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But now neither the shape nor the proportions of the boat pleased him any more. The prow was too big, and the
whole cut of the boat all the way down the gunwale had something of a twist and a bend and a swerve about it, so
that it looked like the halves of two different boats put together, and the half in front didn’t fit in with the half
behind. As he was about to look into the matter still further (and he felt the cold sweat bursting out of the roots of
his hair), the train-oil lamp went out and left him in blank darkness.
*
The he could contain himself no longer. He lifted his club and burst open the boathouse door, and, snatching up
a big cow-bell began to swing it about him and ring and ring with it through the black night.
“Art chiming for me, Jack?” something asked. There was a sound behind him like the surf sucking at the shore,
and a cold blast blew into the boathouse.
There on the keel-stick sat someone in a sloppy gray sea-jacket, and with a print cap drawn down over its ears,
so that its skull looked like a low tassel.
Jack gave a great start. This was the very being he had been thinking of in his wild rage. Then he took the large
baling can and flung it at the draug.\fn{An undead creature of Norse mythology}
But right through the draug it went, and rattled against the wall behind, and back again it came whizzing about
Jack’s ears, and if it had struck him he would never have got up again.
The old fellow, however, only blinked his eyes a little savagely.
“Fie,” cried Jack, and spat at the uncanny thing—and back into his face again he got as good as he gave.
“There you have your wet clout back again,” cried a laughing voice.
But the same instant Jack’s eyes were opened and he saw a whole boat-building establishment on the seashore.
And, there, ready and rigged out on the bright water, lay an Ottring,\fn{An eight-oared boat} so long and shapely
and shining that his eyes could not feast on it enough.
The old ’un blinked with satisfaction. His eyes became more and more glowing.
“If I could guide you back to Helgeland,” said he, “I could put you in the way of gaining your bread too. But
you must pay me a little tax for it. In every seventh boat you build ’tis I who must put in the keel-board.”
Jack felt as if he were choking. He felt that the boat was dragging him into the very jaws of an abomination.
“Or do you fancy you’ll worm the trick out of me for nothing?” said the gaping grinning draug.
Then there was a whirring sound, as if something heavy was hovering about the boathouse, and there was a
laugh.
“If you want the seaman’s boat you must take the dead man’s boat along with it. If you knock three times
tonight on the keel-piece with the club, you shall have such help in building boats that the like of them will not be
found in all Nordland.”
Twice did Jack raise his club that night, and twice he laid it aside again.
But the Ottring lay and risked and sported in the sea before his eyes, just as he had seen it, all bright and new
with fresh tar, and with the ropes and fishing gear just put in. He kicked and shook the fine slim boat with his foot
just to see how light and high she could rise on the waves above the water-line.
And once, twice, thrice, the club smote against the keel-piece.
So that was how the first boat was built at Sjoholm.
*
Thick as birds together stood a countless number of people on the headland in the autumn, watching Jack and
his brothers putting out in the new Ottring.
It glided through the strong current so that the foam was like a foss\fn{ Waterfall} all round it.
Now it was gone, and now it ducked up again like a sea-mew, and past skerries\fn{ Rocky islands} and capes it
whizzed like a dart.
Out in the fishing grounds the folks rested upon their oars and gaped. Such a boat they had never seen before.
But if in the first year it was an Ottring, next year it was a broad heavy Femboring for winter fishing which
made the folks open their eyes.
And every boat that Jack turned out was lighter to row and swifter to sail than the one before it.
But the largest and finest of all was the last that stood on the stocks on the shore.
This was the seventh.
Jack walked to and fro, and though about it a good deal; but when he came down to see it in the morning, it
seemed to him oddly enough, to have grown in the night and, what is more, was such a wondrous beauty that he
was struck dumb with astonishment. There it lay ready at last, and folks were never tired of talking about it.
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Now, the Baliff who ruled over all Helgeland in those days was an unjust man who laid heavy taxes upon the
people, taking double weight and tale both of fish and of eider-down, nor was he less grasping with the tithes and
grain dues. Wherever his fellows came they fleeced and flayed. No sooner, then, did the rumor of the new boats
reach him than he sent his people out to see what truth was in it, for he himself used to go fishing in the fishing
grounds with large crews. When thus his fellows came back and told him what they had seen, the Bailiff was so
taken with it that he drove straightway over to Sjoholm, and one fine day down he swooped on Jack like a hawk.
“Neither nor tax hast thou paid for thy livelihood, so now thou shalt be fined as many half-marks of silver as
thou hast made boats,” said he.
Ever louder and fiercer grew his rage. Jack should be put in chains and irons and be transported northwards to
the fortress of Skraar, and be kept so close that he should never see sun or moon more.
But when the Bailiff had rowed round the Femboring, and feasted his eyes upon it, and seen how smart and
shapely it was, he agreed at last to let Mercy go before Justice, and was content to take the Femboring in lieu of a
fine.
Then Jack took off his cap and said if there was one man more than another to whom her would like to give the
boat, it was his honor the Bailiff.
So off the magistrate sailed with it.
Jack’s mother and sister and brothers cried bitterly at the loss of the beautiful Femboring; but Jack stood on the
roof of the boathouse and laughed fit to split.
And towards autumn the news spread that the Bailiff with is eight men had gone down with the Femboring in
the West-fjord.
But in those days there was quite a changing about of boats all over Nordland, and Jack was unable to build a
tenth part of the boats required of him. Folks from near and far hung about the door of his boathouse, and it was
quite a favor on his part to take orders, and agree to carry them out. A whole score of boats soon stood beneath the
pent-house on the strand.
He no longer troubled his head about every seventh boat, or cared to know which it was or what befell it. If a
boat foundered now and then, so many the more got off and did well, so that, on the whole, he made a very good
thing indeed out of it. Besides, surely folks could pick and choose their own boats, and take which they liked best.
*
But Jack got so great and mighty that it was not advisable for any one to thwart him, or interfere where he
ruled and reigned.
Whole rows of silver dollars stood in the barrels in the loft, and his boat-building establishment stretched over
all the islands of Sjoholm.
One Sunday his brothers and merry little Malfri had gone to church in the Femboring. When evening came,
and they hadn’t come home, the boatman came in and said that some one had better sail out and look after them,
as a gale was blowing up.
Jack was sitting with a plumb-line in his hand, taking the measurements of a new boat, which was to be bigger
and statelier than any of the others, so that it was not well to disturb him.
“Do you fancy they’re gone out in a rotten old tub, then?” bellowed he. And the boatman was driven out as
quickly as he had come in.
But at night Jack lay awake and listened. The wind whined outside and shook the walls, and there were cries
from the sea far away. And just then there came a knocking at the door, and some one called him by name.
“Go back whence you came,” cried he, and nestled more snugly in his bed.
Shortly afterwards there came the fumbling and the scratching of tiny fingers at the door.
“Can’t you leave me a peace o’ nights?” he bawled, “or must I build me another bedroom?”
But the knocking and the fumbling for the latch outside continued, and there was a sweeping sound at the door,
as of some one who could not open it. And there was a stretching of hands towards the latch ever higher and
higher.
But Jack only lay there and laughed. “The Femborings that are built at Sjoholm don’t go down before the first
blast that blows,” mocked he.
Then the latch chopped and hopped till the door flew wide open and in the doorway stood pretty Malfri and her
mother and brothers. The sea-fire shone about them, and they were dripping with water.
Their faces were pale and blue, and pinched about the corners of the mouth, as if they had just gone through
their death agony. Malfri had one stiff arm round her mother’s neck; it was all torn and bleeding, just as when she
had gripped her for the last time. She railed and lamented, and begged back her young life from him.
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So now he knew what had befallen them.
Out into the dark night and the darker weather he went straightway to search for them, with as many boats and
folk as he could get together. They sailed and searched in every direction, and it was in vain.
But towards day the Femboring came drifting homewards bottom upwards, and with a large hole in the keelboard.
Then he knew who had done the deed.
But since the night when the whole of Jack’s family went down, things were very different at Sjoholm.
In the daytime, so long as the hammering and the banging and the planning, and the clinching rang about his
ears, things went along swimmingly, and the frames of boat after boat rose thick as sea fowl in an Æggevaer.\fn
{A place where sea-bird’s eggs abound}
But no sooner was it quiet of an evening than he had company. His mother bustled and banged about the house,
and opened and shut drawers and cupboards, and the stairs creaked with the heavy tread of his brothers going up
to their bedrooms.
At night no sleep visited his eyes, and sure enough pretty Malfri came to his door and sighed and groaned.
Then he would like awake there and think, and reckon up how many boats with false keel-boards he might
have sent to sea. And the longer he reckoned the more draug-boats he made of it.
Then he would plump out of bed and creep through the dark night down to the boathouse. There he held a light
beneath the boats, and banged and tested all the keel-boards with a club to see if he couldn’t hit upon the seventh.
But he neither heard nor felt a single board give way. One was just like another. They were all hard and supple,
and the wood, when he scraped off the tar, was white and fresh.
One night he was so tormented by an uneasiness about the new Sekstring which lay down by the bridge ready
to set off next morning, that he had no peace till he went down and tested its keel-board with his club.
But while he sat in the boat, and was bending over the thwart with a light, there was a gulping sound out at sea,
and then came such as vile stench of rottenness. The same instant he heard a wading sound, as of many people
coming ashore, and then up over the headland he saw a boat’s crew coming along.
They were all crooked-looking creatures, and they all leaned right forward and stretched out their arms before
them. Whatever came in their way, both stone and stour, they went right through it, and there was neither sound
nor shriek.
Behind them came another boat’s crew, big and little, grown men and little children, rattling and creaking.
And crew after crew came ashore and took the path leading to the headland.
When the moon peeped forth Jack could see right into their skeletons. Their faces flared, and their mouths
gaped open with glistening teeth, as if they had been swallowing water. They came in heaps and shoals, one after
the other: the place quite swarmed with them.
Then Jack perceived that here were all they whom he had tried to count and reckon up as he lay in bed, and a
fit of fury came upon him.
He rose in the boat and spanked his leather breeches behind and cried: “You would have been even more than
you are already if Jack hadn’t built his boats.”
But now like an icy whizzing blast they all came down upon him, staring at him with their hollow eyes.
They gnashed their teeth, and each one of them sighed and groaned for his lost life.
*
Then Jack, in his horror, put out from Sjoholm.
But the sail slackened, and he glided into dead water. There, in the midst of the still water, was a floating mass
of rotten swollen planks. All of them had once been shaped and fashioned together, but were now burst and
sprung, and slime and green mould and nastiness hung about them.
Dead hands grabbed at the corners of them with their white knuckles and couldn’t grip fast. They stretched
themselves across the water and sank again.
Then Jack let out all his clews and sailed and sailed and tacked according as the wind blew.
He glared back at the rubbish behind him to see of those things were after him. Down in the sea all the dead
hands were writhing and tried to strike him with gaffs astern.
Then there came a gust of wind whining and howling, and the boat drove along betwixt white seething rollers.
The weather darkened, thick snowflakes filled the air, and the rubbish around him grew greener.
In the daytime he took the cormorants far away in the gray mist for his landmarks, and at night they screeched
about his ears.
And the birds flitted and flitted continually, but Jack sat still and looked out upon the hideous cormorants.
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At last the sea-fog lifted a little, and the air began to be alive with bright, black, buzzing flies. The sun burned,
and far away inland the snowy plains blazed in its light.
He recognized very well the headland and shore where he was now able to lay to. The smoke came from the
Gamme up on the snow-hill there. In the doorway sat the Gan-Finn. He was lifting his pointed cap up and down,
up and down, by means of a thread of sinew, which went right through him, so that his skin creaked.
And up there also sure enough was Seimke.
She looked old and angular as she bent over the reindeer-skin that she was spreading out in the sunny weather.
But she peeped beneath her arm as quick and nimble as a cat with kittens, and the sun shone upon her, and lit up
her face and pitch-black hair.
She leaped up so briskly, and shaded her eyes with her hand, and looked sown at him. Her dog barked, but she
quieted it so that the Gan-Finn should mark nothing.
Then a strange longing came over him, and he put ashore.
He stood beside her and she threw her arms over her head, and laughed and shook and nestled close up to him,
and cried and pleaded, and didn’t know what too do with herself, and ducked down upon his bosom, and threw
herself on his neck, and kissed and fondled him, and wouldn’t let him go.
But the Gan-Finn had noticed that there was something amiss, and sat all the time in his furs, and mumbled
and muttered to the Gan-flies, so that Jack dare not get between him and the doorway.
The Finn was angry.
Since there had been such a changing about of boats over all Nordland, and there was no more sale for his fair
winds, he was quite ruined, he complained. He was now so poor that he would very soon have to go about and
beg his bread. And of all his reindeer he had only a single doe left, who went about there by the house.
Then Seimke crept behind Jack, and whispered to him to bid for this doe. Then she put the reindeer-skin
around her, and stood inside the Gamme door in the smoke, so that the Gan-Finn only saw the gray skin, and
fancied it was the reindeer they were bringing in.
Then Jack laid his hand upon Seimke’s neck, and began to bid.
The pointed cap ducked and nodded, and the Finn spat in the warm air; but sell his reindeer he would not.
Jack raised his price.
But the Finn heaved up the ashes all about him, and threatened and shrieked. The flies came as thick as snowflakes; the Finn’s furry wrappings were alive with them.
Jack bid and bid till it reached a whole bushel load of silver, and the Finn was ready to jump out of his skins.
Then he stuck his head under his furs again, and mumbled and jojked till the amount rose to seven bushels of
silver.
Then the Gan-Finn laughed till he nearly split. He though the reindeer would cost the purchaser a pretty penny.
But Jack lifted Seimke up, and sprang down with her to his boat, and held the reindeer-skin behind him,
against the Gan-Finn.
And they put off from land, and went to sea.
*
Seimke was so happy, and smote her hands together, and took her turn at the oars.
The northern light shot out like a comb, all green-red and fiery, and licked and played upon her face. She
talked to it, and fought it with her hands, and her eyes sparkled. She used both tongue and mouth and rapid
gestures as she exchanged words with it.
Then it grew dark, and she lay on his bosom, so that he could feel her warm breath. Her black hair lay right
over him, and she was as soft and warm to the touch as a ptarmigan when it is frightened and its blood throbs.
Jack put the reindeer-skin over Seimke, and the boat rocked them to and fro on the heavy sea as if it were a
cradle.
They sailed on and on till night-fall; they sailed on and on till they saw neither headland nor island nor sea-bird
in the outer skerries more.
76.172 Isak and Inger\fn{by Knut Pedersen Hamsun, aka Knut Pedersen (1859-1952)} Lom, Oppland County, Norway (M)
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The long, long road over the moors and up into the forest—who trod it into being first of all? Man, a human
being, the first that came here. There was no path before he came. Afterward, some beast or other, following the
faint tracks over marsh and moorland, wearing them deeper; after these again some Lapp gained scent of the path,
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and took that way from field to field, looking to his reindeer. Thus was made the road through the great
Almenning—the common tracts without an owner; no-man’s-land.
The man comes, walking toward the north. He bears a sack, the first sack, carrying food and some few implements. A strong, coarse fellow, with a red iron beard, and little scars on face and hands; sites of old wounds—
were they gained in toil or fight? Maybe the man has been in prison, and is looking for a place to hide; or a
philosopher, maybe, in search of peace. This or that, he come; the figure of a man in this great solitude. He
trudges on; bird and beast are silent all about him; now and again he utters a word or two; speaking to himself.
“Eyah—well, well …”—so he speaks to himself.
Here and there, where the moors give place to a kindlier spot, an open space in the midst of the forest, he lays
down the sack and goes exploring; after a while he returns, heaves the sack on his shoulder again, and trudges on.
So through the day, noting time by the sun; night falls, and he throws himself down on the heather, resting on one
arm.
He moves along the western side of a valley; wooded ground, with leafy trees among the spruce and pine, and
grass beneath. Hours of this, and twilight is falling, but his ear catches the faint purl of running water, and it
heartens him like the voice of a living thing. He climbs the slope, and sees the valley half in darkness below;
beyond, the sky to the south. He lies down to rest.
The morning shows him a range of pasture and woodland. He moves down, and there is a green hillside; far
below, a glimpse of the stream, and a hare bounding across. The man nods his head, as it were approvingly—the
stream is not so broad but that a hare may cross it at a bound. A white grouse sitting close upon its nest starts up at
his feet with an angry hiss, and he nods again: feathered game and fur—a good spot this. Heather, bilberry, and
cloudberry cover the ground; there are tiny ferns, and the seven-pointed star flowers of the wintergreen. Here and
there he stops to dig with an iron tool, and finds good mold, or peaty soil, manured with the rotted wood and
fallen leaves of a thousand years. He nods, to say that he has found himself a place to stay and live: ay, he will
stay here and live. Two days he goes exploring the country round, returning each evening to the hillside. He sleeps
at night on a bed of stacked pine; already he fells at home here, with a bed of pine beneath an overhanging rock.
The worst of his task has been to find the place; this no-man’s place, but his. Now, there was work to fill his
days. He started at once, stripping birch bark in the woods farther off, while the sap was still in the trees. The bark
he pressed and dried, and when he had gathered a heavy load, carried it all the miles back to the village, to be sold
for building. Then back to the hillside, with new sacks of food and implements; flour and pork, a cooking-pot, a
spade—out and back along the way he had come carrying loads all the time. A born carried of loads, a lumbering
barge of a man in the forest—oh, as if he loved his calling, tramping long roads and carrying heavy burdens; as if
his life without a load upon one’s shoulders were a miserable thing, no life for him.
*
One day he came up with more than the load he bore; came leading three goats in a leash. He was proud of his
goats as if they had been horned cattle, and tended them kindly. Then came the first stranger passing, a nomad
Lapp; at sight of the goats, he knew that this was a man who had come to stay, and spoke to him.
“You going to live here for good?”
“Ay,” said the name.
“What’s you name?”
“Isak. You don’t know of a woman body anywhere’d come and help?”
“No. But I’ll say a word of it to all I meet.”
“Ay, do that. Say I’ve creatures here, and none to look to them.”
The Lapp went on his way. Isak—ay, he would say a word of that. The man on the hillside was no runaway; he
had told his name. A runaway? He would have been found. Only a worker, and a hardy one. He set about cutting
winter fodder for his goats, clearing the ground, digging a field, shifting stones, making a wall of stones. By the
autumn he had built a house for himself, a hut of turf, sound and strong and warm; storms could not shake it, and
nothing could burn it down. Home was a home; he could go inside and shut the door, and stay there; could stand
outside on the door-slab, the owner of that house, and if any should pass by. There were two rooms in the hut; for
himself at one end, and for his beasts at the other. Farthest in, against the wall of rock, was the hayloft. Everything
was there.
Two more Lapps came by, father and son. They stand resting with both hands on their long staves, taking stock
of the hut and the clearing nothing the sound of the goat-bells up on the hillside.
“Goddag,” say the Lapps. “And here’s fine folk come to live.” Lapps talk that way, with flattering words.
“You don’t know of any woman hereabouts to help?” says Isak, thinking always of but one thing.
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“Woman to help? No. But we’ll say a word of it.”
“Ay, if you’d be so good. That I’ve a house and a bit of ground here, and goats, but no woman to help. Say
that.”
Oh, he had sought about for a woman to help each time he had been down to the village with his loads of bark,
but there was none to be found. They would look at him, a widow or an old unmarried one or so, but all afraid to
offer, whatever might be in their minds. Isak couldn’t tell why.
Couldn’t tell why? Who would go as help to live with a man in the wilds, ever so many miles away—a whole
day’s journey to the nearest neighbor? And the man himself was no way charming or pleasant by his looks, far
from it; and when he spoke it was no tenor with eyes to heaven, but a coarse voice, something like a beast’s.
Well, he would have to manage alone.
In winter, he made great wooden troughs, and sold them in the village, carrying sacks of food and tools back
through the snow; hard days when he was tied to a load. There were the goats, and none to look to them; he could
not be away for long. And what did he do? Need made him wise; his brain was strong and little used; he trained it
up to ever more and more. His first way was to let the goats loose before starting off himself, so that they could
get a full feed among the undergrowth in the woods. But he found another plan.
He took a bucked, a great vessel, and hung it up by the river so that a single drop fell in at a time, taking
fourteen hours to fill it. When it was full to the brim, the weight was right; the bucket sank, and in doing so,
pulled a line connected with the hayloft; a trap-door opened, and three bundles of fodder came through—the goats
were fed.
That was his way.
A bright idea; an inspiration, maybe, sent from God. The man had none to help him but himself. It served his
need until late in the autumn; then came the first snow, then rain, then snow again, snowing all the time. And his
machine went wrong; the bucket was filled from above, opening the trap too soon. He fixed a cover over, and all
went well again for a time; then came winter, the drop of water froze to an icicle, and stopped the machine for
good.
The goats must do as their master—learn to do without.
Hard times—the man had need of help, and there was none, yet still he found a way. He worked and worked at
his home; he made a window in the hut with two panes of real glass, and that was a bright and wonderful day in
his life. No need of lighting fires to see; he could sit indoors and work at his wooden troughs by daylight. Better
days, brighter days … eyah!
He read no books, but his thoughts were often with God; it was natural, coming of simplicity and awe. The
stars in the sky, the wind in the trees, the solitude and the wide-spreading snow, the might of earth and over earth
filled him many times a day with a deep earnestness. He was a sinner and feared God; on Sundays he washed
himself out of reverence for the holy day, but worked none the less as through the week.
Spring came; he worked on his patch of ground, and planted potatoes. His live stock multiplied; the two shegoats had each had twins, making seven in all about the place. He made a bigger shed for them, ready for further
increase, and put a couple of glass panes in there too. Ay, ’twas lighter and brighter now in every way.
*
And then at last came help; the woman he needed. She tacked about for a long time, this way and that across
the hillside, before venturing near; it was evening before she could bring herself to come down. And then she
came—a big, brown-eyed girl, full-built and coarse, with good, heavy hands, and rough hide brogues on her feet
as if she had been a Lapp, and a calfskin bag slung from her shoulders. Not altogether young; speaking politely;
somewhere nearing thirty.
There was nothing to fear; but she gave him greeting and said hastily: “I was going cross the hills, and took
this way, that was all.”
“Ho,” said the man. He could barely take her meaning, for she spoke in a slovenly way; also, she kept her face
turned aside.
“Ay,” said she, “’tis a long way to come.”
“Ayt, it’s that,” says the man. “Cross the hills, you said?”
“Yes.”
“And what for?”
“I’ve my people there.”
“Eh, so you’ve your people there? And what’s your name?”
“Inger. And what’s yours?”
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“Isak.”
“Isak? H’m. D’you live here yourself, maybe?”
“Ay, here, such as it is.”
“Why, ’tis none so bad,” said she to please him.
Now he had grown something clever to think out the way of things, and it struck him then she’d come for that
very business and no other; had started out two days back just to come here. Maybe she had heard of his wanting
a woman to help.
“Go inside a bit and rest your feet,” said he.
They went into the hut and took a bit of the food she had brought, and some of the goats’ milk to drink; then
they made coffee, that she had brought with her in a bladder. Settled down comfortably over their coffee until
bedtime And in the night, he lay wanting her, and she was willing.
She did not go away next morning; all that day she did not go, but helped about the place; milked the goats,
and scoured pots and things with fine sand, and got them clean. She did not go away at all. Inger was her name.
And Isak was his name.
*
And now it was another life for the solitary man. True, this wife of his had a curious slovenly way of speech,
and always turning her face aside, by reason of a hare-lip that she had, but that was no matter. Save that her mouth
was disfigured, she would hardly have come to him at all; he might well be grateful for that she was marked with
a hare-lip. And as to that, he himself was no beauty. Isak with the iron beard and rugged body, a grim and surly
figure of a man; ay, as a man seen through a flaw in the window-pane. His look was not a gentle one; as if
Brabbas might break loose at any minute. It was a wonder Inger herself did not run away.
She did not run away. When he had been out, and came home again, there was Inger at the hut: the two were
one, the woman and the hut.
It was another mouth for him to feed, but no loss in that; he had more freedom now, and could go and stay as
he needed. And there were matters to be looked to away from home. There was the river; pleasant to look at, and
deep and swift besides; a river not to be despised; it must come from some big water up in the hills. He got
himself some fishing gear and went exploring; in the evening he came back with a basket of trout and chare. This
was great thing to Inger, and a marvel; she was overwhelmed, being no way used to fine dishes. She clapped her
hands and cried out: “Why! Wherever …” And she was not slow to see how he was pleased at her surprise, and
proud if it, for she said more in the same strain—oh, she had never see the like, and how had he ever managed to
find such things!
Inger was a blessing, too, in other ways. No clever head nor great in wit, maybe—but she had two lambing
ewes with some of her kinsfolk, and brought them down. It was the best they could have wished for at the hut;
sheep with wool and lambs, four new head to their stock about the place; it was growing, getting bigger; a wonder
and a marvel how their stock was grown. And Inger brought more; clothes, and little trifles of her own, a lookingglass, and a string of pretty glass beads, a spinning-wheel, and carding-combs. Why, if she went on that gait, the
hut would soon be filled from floor to roof, and no room for more! Isak was astonished in his turn at all this
wealth of goods, but being a silent man, and slow to speak, he said nothing, only shambled out to the door-slab
and looked at the weather, and shambled in again. Ay, he had been lucky indeed; he felt himself more and more in
love, or drawn towards her, or whatever it might be.
“You’ve no call to fetch along all such stuff,” said he. “’Tis more than’s needed.”
“I’ve more if I like to fetch it. And there’s Uncle Sivert besides—you’ve heard of him?”
“No.”
“Why, he’s a rich man, and district treasurer besides.”
Love makes a fool of the wise. Isak felt he must do something grand himself, and overdid it.
“What I was going to say; you’ve no need to bother with hoeing potatoes. I’ll do it myself the evening, when I
come home.”
And he took his ax and went off to the woods.
She heard him felling in the woods, not so far off; she could hear from the crash that he was felling big timber.
She listened for a while, and then went out to the potato field and set to work hoeing. Love makes fools wise.
Isak came home in the evening, hauling a huge trunk by a rope. Oh, that simple and innocent Isak, he made all
the noise he could with his tree-trunk, and coughed and hemmed, all for her to come out and wonder at him. And
sure enough:
“Why, you’re out of your senses,” said Inger when she came out. “Is that work for a man single-handed?” He
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made no answer; wouldn’t have said a word for anything. To do a little more than was work for a man singlehanded was nothing to speak of—nothing at all. A stick of timber—huh!
“And what are you going to do with it?” she asked.
“Oh, we’ll see,” he answered carelessly, as if scarcely heeding she was there.
But when he saw that she had hoed the potatoes after all he was not pleased. It was as if she had done almost
as much as he; and that was not to his liking. He slipped the rope from the tree-trunk and went off with it once
more.
“What, haven’t you done yet?”
“No,” said he gruffly.
And he came back with another stick like the last, only with noise nor sign of being out of breath; hauled it up
to the hut like an ox, and left it there.
That summer he felled a mass of timber, and brought it to the hut.
*
Inger packed up some food one day in her calfskin bag.
“I’d thought of going across to see my people, just how they’re faring.
“Ay,” said Isak.
“I must have a bit of talk with them about things.”
Isak did not go out at once to see her off, but waited quite a while. And when at last he shambled out, looking
never the least bit anxious, never the least bit miserable and full of fear, Inger was all but vanished through the
fringe of the forest.
“Hem!” He cleared his throat, and called, “Will you be coming back maybe?” He had not meant to ask her
that, but …
“Coming back? Why, what’s in your mind? Of course I’ll be coming back.”
“H’m.”
So he was left along again—eyah, well …! With his strength, and the love of work that was in him, he could
not idle in and out about the hut doing nothing; he set to, clearing timber, felling straight, good sticks, and cutting
them flat on two sides. He worked at this all through the day, then he milked the goats and went to bed.
Sadly bare and empty now in the hut; a heavy silence clung about the peat walls and the earthen floor; a deep
and solemn loneliness. Spinning-wheel and carding-combs were in their place; the beads, too, were safe as they
had been, stowed away in a bag under the roof. Inger had taken nothing of her belongings.
But Isak, unthinkably simple as he was, grew afraid of the dark in the light summer nights, and saw Shapes
and Things stealing past the window. He got up before dawn, about two o’clock by the light, and ate his breakfast,
a mighty dish of porridge to last the day, and save the waste of time in cooking more. In the evening he turned up
new ground, to make a bigger field for the potatoes.
Three days he worked with spade and ax by turns; Inger should be coming on the next. ’Twould be but
reasonable to have a platter of fish for her when she came—but the straight road to the water lay by the way she
would come, and it might seem …
So he went a longer way; a new way, over the hills where he had never been before. Gray rock and brown, and
strewed about with bits of heavy stone, heavy as copper or lead. There might be may things in those heavy stones;
gold or silver, like as not—he had no knowledge of such things, and did not care. He came to the water; the fly
was up, and the fish were biting well that night. He brought home a basket of fish that Inger would open her eyes
to see! Going back in the morning by the way he had come, he picked up a couple of the heavy little stones
among the hills; they were brown, with speaks of dark blue here and there, and wondrous heavy in the hand.
Inger had not come, and did not come. This was the fourth day. He milked the goats as he had used to do when
he lived alone with them and had no other to help; then he went to a quarry near by and carried down stones; great
piles of carefully chosen blocks and flakes, to build a wall. He was busy with no end of things.
On the fifth evening, he turned in to rest with a little fear at his heart—but there were the carding-combs and
spinning-wheel, and the string of beads. Sadly empty and bare in the hut, and never a sound; the hours were long,
and when at last he did hear something like a sound of footsteps outside, he told himself that it was fancy, nothing
more. “Eyah, Herregud!”\fn{“Ahhh, Lord God.”; frequently used, as here, in a sense of resignation, as it were a sigh .} he
murmured, desolate in spirit. And Isak was not one to use words lightly. There was the tramping of feet again
outside, and a moment after something gliding past the window; something with horns, something alive. He
sprang up, over to the door, and lo, a vision! “God or the devil,” muttered Isak, who did not use words lightly. He
saw a cow; Inger and a cow, vanishing into the shed.
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If he had not stood there himself and heard it—Inger talking softly to the cow in the shed—he would not have
believed. But there he stood. And all at once a black misgiving came into his mind: a clever wife, ay, a manger of
wonders—but, after all … No, it was too much, and that was the only word for it. A spinning-wheel and cardingcombs at a pinch; even the beads perhaps, though they were over fine to be come by in any way proper and
natural. But a cow, picked up straying on the road, maybe, or in a field—it would be missed in no time, and have
to be found.
Inger stepped out of the shed, and said with a proud little laugh:
“It’s only me. I’ve brought my cow along.”
“H’m,” said Isak.
“It was that made me so long—I couldn’t go but softly with her over the hills.”
“And so you’ve brought a cow?” said he.
“Yes,” said she, all ready to burst with greatness and riches on earth. “Don’t you believe me, perhaps?”
Isak feared the worst, but made no sign, and only said:
“Come inside and get something to eat.”
“Did you see her? Isn’t she a pretty cow?”
“Ay, a fine cow,” said Isak. And speaking as carelessly as he could, he asked,
“Where d’you get her?”
“Here name’s Goldenhorns. What’s that wall to be for you’ve been building up here? You’ll work yourself to
death, you will. Oh, come and look at the cow, now, won’t you?”
They went out to look, and Isak was in his underclothes, but that was no matter. They looked and looked the
cow all over carefully, in every part, and noted all the markings, head and shoulders, buttocks and thighs, where it
was red and white, and how it stood.
“How old d’you think she might be?” asked Isak cautiously.
“Think? Why, she’s just exactly a tiny way on in her fourth year. I brought her up myself, and they all said it
was the sweetest calf they’d ever seen. But will there be feed enough here, d’you think?”
Isak began to believe, as he was only too willing to do, that all was well.
“As for the feed, why, there’ll be feed enough, never fear.”
Then they went indoors to eat and drink and make an evening together. They lay awake talking of Cow; of the
great event.
“And isn’t she a dear cow, too? Her second’s on the way. And her name’s Goldenhorns. Are you asleep, Isak?”
“No.”
“And what do you think, she knew me again; knew me at once, and followed me like a lamb. We lay up in the
hills a bit last night.”
“Ho?”
“But she’ll have to be tied up through the summer, all the same, or she’ll be running off. A cow’s a cow.”
“Where’s she been before?” asked Isak at last.
“Why, with my people, where she belonged. And they were quite sorry to lose her, I can tell you; and the little
ones cried when I took her away.”
Could she be making it all up, and coming out with it so pat? No, it wasn’t thinkable. It must be true, the cow
was hers. Ho, they were getting well-to-do, with this hut of theirs, this farm of theirs; why, ’twas good enough for
anyone. Ay, they’d as good as all they could wish for already. Oh, that Inger; he loved her and she loved him
again; they were frugal folk; they lived in primitive wise, and lacked for nothing.
“Let’s go to sleep!” And they went to sleep. And wakened in the morning to another day, with things to look at,
matters to see to, once again; ay, toil and pleasure, ups and downs, the way of life.
*
As, for instance, with those timber baulks\fn{ Roughly squared timber beams}—would he try to fit them up
together? Isak had kept his eyes about him down in the village, with that very thing in mind, and seen how it was
done; he could build with timber himself, why not? Moreover, it was a call upon him; it must be done. Hadn’t
they a farm with sheep, a farm with a cow already, goats that were many already and would be more?—their live
stock alone was crowding them out of the turf hut; something must be done. And best get on with it at once, while
the potatoes were still in flower, and before the haytime began. Inger would have to lend a hand here and there.
Isak wakes in the night and gets up, Inger sleeping fine and sound after her long tramp, and out he goes to the
cowshed. Now it must be not thought that he talked to Cow in any obsequious and disgustful flattery; no, he
patted her decently, and looked her over once more in every part, to see if there should, by chance, be any sign,
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any mark of her belonging to strange owners. No mark, no sign, and Isak steals away relieved.
There lies the timber. He falls to, rolling the baulks, then lifting them, setting them up against the wall in a
framework; one big frame for a parlor, and a smaller one—there must be a room to sleep in. It was heavy work,
hard-breathing work, and his mind being set on it, he forgot the time. There comes a smoke from the roof-hole in
the hut, and Inger steps out and calls to breakfast.
“And what are you busy with now?” asked Inger.
“You’re early about,” says Isak, and that was all.
Ho, that Isak with his secrets and his lordly ways! But it pleased him, maybe, to have her asking and
wondering, and curious about his doings. He ate a bit, and sat for a while in the hut before going out again. What
could he be waiting for?
“H’m,” says he at last, getting up. “This won’t do. Can’t sit here idling today. Work to be done.”
“Seems like you’re building,” says Inger. “What?”
And he answered condescendingly, this great man who went about building with timber all by himself, he
answered:
“Why, you can see as much, I take it.”
“Yes. … Yes, of course.”
“Building—why, there’s no help for it as I can see. Here’s you come bringing a whole cow to the farm—that
means a cowshed, I suppose?”
Poor Inger, not so eternally wise as he, as Isak, that lord of creation. And this was before she learned to know
him, and reckon with his way of putting things. Says Inger:
“Why, it’s never a cowshed you’re building, surely?”
“Ho,” says he.
“But you don’t mean it? I—I thought you’d be building a house first.”
“Think so?” says Isak, putting up a face as if he’d never in life have thought of that himself.
“Why, yes. And put beasts in the hut.”
Isak thought for a bit.
“Ay, maybe ’twould be best so.”
“There,” says Inger, all glad and triumphant. “You see I’m some good after all.”
“Ay, that’s true. And what’d you say to a house with two rooms in?”
“Two rooms? Oh …! Why, ’twould be just like other folks. Do you think we could?”
They did. Isak he went about building, notching his baulks and fitting up his framework; also he managed a
hearth and fireplace of picked stones, though this last was troublesome, and Isak himself was not always pleased
with his work. Haytime came, and he was forced to climb down from his building and go about the hillsides far
and near, cutting grass and bearing home the hay in mighty loads. Then on rainy day he must go down to the
village.
“What you want in the village?”
“Well, I can’t say exactly as yet. …”
He set off, and stayed away two days, and came back with a cooking-stove—a barge of a man surging up
through the forest with a whole iron stove on his back.
“’Tis more than a man can do,” said Inger. “You’ll kill yourself that gait.” But Isak pulled down the stone
hearth, that didn’t look so well in the new house, and set up the cooking-stove in its place.
“’Tisn’t everyone has as cooking-stove,” said Inger. “Of all the wonders, how we’re getting on …!”
Haymaking still; Isak bringing in loads and masses of hay, for woodland grass is not the same as meadow
grass, more’s the pity, but poorer by far. It was only on rainy days now that he could spare time for his building;
’twas a lengthy business, and even by August, when all the hay was in, safely stored under the shelter of the rock,
the new house was still but half-way done. Then by September:
“This won’t do,” said Isak. “You’d better run down to the village and get a man to help.” Inger had been
something poorly of late, and didn’t run much now, but all the same she got herself ready to go.
But Isak had changed his mind again; had put on his lordly manner again, and said he would manage by
himself.
“No call to bother with other folk,” says he; “I can manage it alone.”
“’Tis more than one man’s work,” says Inger. “You’ll wear yourself out.”
“Just help me to hoist these up,” says Isak, and that was all.
October came, and Inger had to give up. This was a hard blow, for the roof-beams must be got up at any cost,
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and the place covered in before the autumn rains; there was not a day to be lost. What could be wrong with Inger?
Not going to be ill? She would make cheese now and then from the goats’ milk, but beyond that she did little save
shifting Goldenhorns a dozen times a day where she grazed.
“Bring up a good-sized basket, or a box,” she had said, “next time you’re down to the village.”
“What d’you want that for?” asked Isak.
“I’ll just be wanting it,” said Inger.
Isak hauled up the roof-beams on a rope, Inger guiding them with one hand; it seemed a help just to have her
about. Bit by bit the work went on; there was no great height to the roof, but the timber was huge and heavy for a
little house.
The weather kept fine, more or less. Inger got the potatoes in by herself, and Isak had the roofing done before
the rain came on in earnest. The goats were brought in of a night into the hut and all slept there together; they
managed somehow, they managed everyway, and did not grumble.
Isak was getting ready for another journey down to the village. Said Inger very humbly:
“Do you think perhaps you could bring up a good-sized basket, or a box?”
“I’ve ordered some glass windows,” said Isak. “And a couple of painted doors. I’ll have to fetch them up,” said
he in his lordly way.
“Ay well, then. It’s no great matter about the basket.”
“What did you want with a basket? What’s it for?”
“What’s it for? … Oh, haven’t you eyes in your head!”
Isak went off deep in thought. Two days later he came back, with a window and a door for the parlor, and a
door for the bedroom; also he had hung round his neck in front a good-sized packing-case, and full of provisions
to boot.
“You’ll carry yourself to death one day,” said Inger.
“Ho, indeed!” Isak was very far indeed from being dead; he took out a bottle of medicine from his pocket—
naptha it was—and give it to Inger with orders to take it regularly and get well again. And there were the windows
and the painted doors that he could fairly boast of; he set to work at once fitting them in. Oh, such little doors, and
second-hand at that, but painted up all neat and fine again in red and white; ’twas almost as good as having
pictures on the walls.
And now they moved into the new building, and the animals had the turf hut to themselves, only a lambing
ewe was left with Cow, lest she should feel lonely.
They had done well, these builders in the waste; ay, ’twas a wonder and a marvel to themselves.
*
Isak worked on the land until the frost set in; there were stones and roots to be dug up and cleared away, and
the meadow to be leveled ready for next year. When the ground hardened, he left his field work and became a
woodman, felling and cutting up great quantities of logs.
“What do you want with all these logs?” Inger would say.
“Oh, they’ll be useful some way,” said Isak off-handedly, as though he had no plan. But Isak had a plan, ever
fear. Here was virgin forest, a dense growth, right close up to the house, a barrier hedging in his fields where he
wanted room. Moreover, there must be some way of getting the logs down to the village that winter; there were
folk enough who would be glad of wood for firing. It was sound enough, and Isak was in no doubt; he stuck to his
work in the forest, felling trees and cutting them up into logs.
Inger came out often, to watch him at work. He took no notice, but made as if her coming were no matter, and
not at all a thing he wished for her to do; but she understood all the same time it pleased him to have her there.
They had a strange way, too, of speaking to each other at times.
“Couldn’t you find things to do but come out here and get stark frozen?” says Isak.
“I’m well enough for me,” says Inger. “But I can’t see there’s any living sense in you working yourself to
death like you do.”
“Ho! You just pick up that coat of mine there and put it on you.”
“Put on your coat? Likely, indeed. I’ve no time to sit here now, with Goldenhorns ready to calve and all.”
“H’m. Calving, you say?”
“As if you didn’t know! But what do you think now about the same calf. Let it stay and be weaned, maybe?”
“Do as you think; ’tis none of my business with calves and things.”
“Well, ’twould be a pity to eat up calf, seems to me. And leave us with but one cow on the place.”
“Don’t seem to me like you’d do that anyway,” says Isak.
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That was their way. Lonely folk, ugly to look at and overfull of growth, but a blessing for each other, for the
beasts, and for the earth.
And Goldenhorns calved. A great day in the wilderness, a joy and a delight. They gave her flour-wash, and
Isak himself saw to it there was no stint of flour, though he had carried it all the way himself, on his back. And
there lay a pretty calf, a beauty, red-flanked like her mother, and comically bewildered at the miracle of coming
into the world. In a couple of years she would be having calves of her own.
“’Twill be a grand fine cow when she grows up,” said Inger. “And what are we to call her, now? I can’t think.”
Inger was childish in her ways, and no clever wit for anything.
“Call her?” said Isak. “Why, Silverhorns, of course; what else?”
The first snow came. As soon as there was a passable road, Isak set out for the village, full of concealment and
mystery as ever, when Inger asked his errand. And sure enough, he came back his time with a new and
unthinkable surprise. A horse and sledge, nothing less.
“Here’s foolishness,” says Inger. “And you’ve not stolen it, I suppose?”
“Stolen it?”
“Well, found it, then?”
Now if only he could have said: “’Tis my horse—our horse. …” But to tell the truth, he had only hired it, after
all. Hired horse and sledge to cart his logs.
Isak drove down with his loads of firewood, and brought back food, her rings and flour. And one day he came
up with a young bull on the sledge; bought it for next to nothing, by reason they were getting short of fodder
down in the village. Shaggy and thin, no ways a beauty, but decently built for all that, and wanted no more than
proper feed to set it right. And with a cow they had already …
“What’ll you be bringing up next?” said Dinger.
Isak brought up a host of things. Brought up planks and a saw he had gone in exchange for timber; a
grindstone, a wafer iron, tools—all in exchange for his logs. Inger was bursting with riches, and said each time:
“What, more things! When we’ve cattle and all a body could think of!”
They had enough to meet their needs for no little time to come, and were well-to-do folk. What was Isak to
start on again next spring? He had thought it all out, tramping down beside his loads of wood that winter; he
would clear more ground over the hillside and level it off, cut up more logs to dry through the summer, and take
down double loads when the snow came fit for sledging. It worked out beautifully.
But there was another matter Isak had thought of times out of number: that Goldenhorns, where had she come
from, whose had she been? There was never a wife on earth like Inger. Ho! A wild thing she was, that let him do
as he pleased with her, and was glad of it. But—suppose one day they were to come for the cow, and take it away
—and worse, maybe, to come after? What was it Inger herself had said about the horse:
“You haven’t stolen it, I suppose, or found it?”
That was her first thought, yes. That was what she had said; who could say if she were to be trusted.—what
should he do? He had thought of it all many a time. And here he had brought up a mate himself for the cow—for a
stolen cow, maybe!
And there was the horse he would have to return again. A pity—for ‘twas a little friendly beast, and grown
fond of them already.
“Never mind,” said Inger comfortingly. “Why, you’ve done wonders already.”
“Ay, but just now with the spring coming on—and I’ve need of a horse. …”
*
Next morning he drove off quietly with the last load, and was away two days. Coming back on foot the third
day, he stopped as he neared the house, and stood listening. There was a curious noise inside. … A child crying—
Eyah, Herregud! … Well, there it was; but a terrible strange thing. And Inger had never said a word.
He stepped inside, and there first thing of all was the packing-case—the famous packing-case that he had
carried home slung round his neck in front; there it was, hung up by a string at each end from the ceiling, a cradle
and a bed-place for the child.
Inger was up, pottering about half-dressed—she had milked the cow and the goats, as it might have been just
an ordinary day. The child stopped crying.
“You’re through with it already?” said Isak.
“Ay, I’m through with it now.”
“H’m.”
“It came the first evening you were gone.”
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“H’m.”
“I’d only to get my things off and hang up the cradle there, but it was too much for me, like, and I had to lie
down.”
“Why didn’t you tell me before?”
“Why, I couldn’t say to a minute when it’d be. ’Tis a boy.”
“Ho, a boy.”
“And I can’t for the life of me think what we’re to call him,” said Inger.
Isak peeped at the little red face; well shaped it was, and no hare-lip, and a growth of hair all thick on the head.
A fine little fellow for his rank and station in a packing-case; Isak felt himself curiously weak. The rugged man
stood there with a miracle before him; a thing created first of all in a sacred mist, showing forth now in life with a
little face like an allegory. Days and years, and the miracle would be a human being.
“Come and have your food,” said Inger. …
Isak is a wood-man, felling trees and sawing logs. He is better off now than before, having a saw. He works
away, and mighty piles of wood grow up; he makes a street of them, a town, built up of stacks and piles of wood.
Inger is more about the house now, and does not come out as before to watch him at his work; Isak must find a
pretext now and then to slip off home for a moment instead.
Queer to have a little fellow like that about the place! Isak, of course, would never dream of taking any notice
—’twas but a bit of a thing in a packing-case. And as for being fond of it … But when it cried, well, it was only
human nature to feel just a little something for a cry like that; a little tiny cry like that.
“Don’t touch him!” says Inger. “With your hands all messed up with resin and all!”
“Resin, indeed!” says Isak. “Why, I haven’t had resin on my hands since I built this house. Give me the boy, let
me take him—there, he’s as right as can be!”
*
Early in May came a visitor. A woman came over the hills to that lonely place where none every came; she was
of Inger’s kinsfolk, though not near, and they made her welcome.
“I though I’d just look in,” she says, “and see how Goldenhorns gets on since she left us.”
Inger looks at the child, and talks to it in a little pitying voice: “Ah, there’s none asks how he’s getting on,
that’s but a little tiny thing.”
“Why, as for that, any one can see how he’s getting on. A fine little lad and all. And who’d have thought it a
year gone, Inger, to find you here with house and husband and child and all manner of things.”
“’Tis no doing of mine to praise. But there’s one sitting there that took me as I was and no more.”
“And wedded?—Not wedded yet, no, I see.”
“We’ll see about it, the time this little man’s to be christened,” says Inger. “We’d have been wedded before, but
couldn’t come by it, getting down to a church and all. What do you say, Isak?”
“Wedded?” says Isak. “Why, yes, of course.”
“But if as you’d help us, Oline,” says Inger. “Just to come up for a few days in the off time once, and look to
the creatures here while we’re away?”
Ay, Oline would do that.
“We’ll see it’s no loss to you after.”
Why, as to that, she’d leave it to them. …
“And you’re building again, I see. Now what’ll that be fore? Isn’t there built enough?”
Inger sees her chance and puts in here:
“Why, you must ask him about that. I’m not to know.”
“Building?” says Isak. “Oh, ’tis nothing to speak of. A bit of a shed, maybe, if we should need it. What’s that
you were saying about Goldenhorns? You’d like to see her?”
They go across to the cowshed, and there’s cow and calf to show, and an ox to boot., The visitor nods her head,
looking at the beasts, and at the shed; all fine as could be, and clean as couldn’t be cleaner.
“Trust Inger for looking after creatures every way,” says Oline. Isak puts a question:
“Goldenhorns was at your place before?”
“Ay, from a calf. Not my place, though; at my son’s. But ’tis all the same. And we’ve her mother still.”
Isak had not heard better news a long while; it was a burden lighter. Goldenhorns was his and Inger’s by honest
right. To tell the truth, he had half thought of getting rid of his trouble in a sorry way; to kill off the cow that
autumn, scrape the hide, bury the horns, and thus make away with all trace of Cow Goldenhorns in this life. No
need for that now. And he grew mightily proud of Inger all at once.
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“Ay, Inger,” says he. “She’s one to manage things, that’s true. There’s not her like nor equal to be found. ’Twas
a poor place here till I got a woman of my own, as you might say.”
“Why, ’tis but natural so,” says Oline.
And so this woman from across the hills, a soft-spoken creature with her wits about her, and by name Oline,
she stayed with them a couple of days, and had the little room to sleep in. And, when she set out for home, she
had a bundle of wool that Inger had given her, from the sheep. There was no call to hide that bundle of wool, but
Oline took care that Isak should not see it.
*
Then the child and Isak and his wife again; the same world again, and the work of the day, with many little
joys and big. Goldenhorns was yielding well, the goats had dropped their kids and were yielding well; Inger had a
row of red and white cheeses already, stored away to get ripe. It was her plan to save up cheeses till there were
enough to buy a loom. Oh, that Inger; she knew how to weave.
And Isak built a shed—he too had a plan of his own, no doubt. He set up a new wing built out from the side of
the turf hut, with double paneling boars, made a doorway in it, and a neat little window with four panes; laid on a
roof of outer boards, and made do with that till the ground thawed and he could get turf. All that was useful and
necessary; no flooring, no smooth-planed walls, but Isak had fixed up a box partition, as for a horse, and a
manger.
It was nearing the end of May. The sun had thawed the high ground; Isak roofed in his shed with turf and it
was finished. Then one morning he ate a meal to last for the day, took some more food with him, shouldered pick
and spade, and went down to the village.
“Bring up three yards of cotton print, if you can,” Inger called after him.
“What do you want with that?” said Isak.
Isak was long away; it almost seemed as if he had gone for good. Inger looked at the weather every day,
nothing the way of the wind, as if she were expecting a sailing-ship; she went out at nighttime to listen; even
thought of taking the child on her arm and going after him. Then at last he came back, with a horse and cart.
“Ptro!” shouted Isak as he drew up; shouted so as to be heard. And the horse was well behaved, and stood as
quiet as could be, nodding at the turf hut as if it knew the place again. Nevertheless, Isak must call out,
“Hi, come and hold the horse a bit, can’t you?” Out goes Inger.
“Where is it now? Oh, Isak, have you hired him again? Where have you been all this time? ’Tis six days gone.”
“Where d’you think I’d be? Had to go all sorts of ways round to find a road for this cart of mine. Hold the
horse a bit, can’t you?”
“Cart of yours! You don’t mean to say you’ve bought that cart?”
Isak dumb; Isak swelling with things unspoken. He lifts out a plough and a harrow he has brought; nails,
provisions, a grindstone, a sack of corn.
“And how’s the child?” he asks.
“Child’s all right. Have you bought that cart, that’s what I want to know? For here have I been longing and
longing for a loom,” says she jestingly, in her gladness at having him back again.
Isak dumb once more, for a long space, busied with his own affairs, pondering, looking round for a place to put
all his goods and implements; it was hard to find room for them all. But when Inger gave up asking, and began
talking to the horse instead, he came out of his lofty silence.
“Ever see a farm without a horse and cart, and plough and harrows, and all the rest of it? And since you want
to know, why, I’ve bought that horse and cart, and all that’s in it,” says he. And Inger could only shake her head
and murmur:
“Well, I never did see such a man!”
Isak was no longer littleness and humility; he had paid, as it were, like a gentleman, for Goldenhorns.
“Here you are,” he could say. “I’ve brought along a horse, we can call it quite.”
He stood there, upright and agile, against his wont; shifted the plough once more, picked it up and carried it
with one hand and stood it up against the wall. Oh, he could manage an estate! He took up the other things; the
harrow, the grindstone, a new fork he had bought, all the costly agricultural implements, treasure of the new
home, a grand array. All requisite appliances—nothing was lacking.
“H’m. As for that loom, why, we’ll manage that too, I dare say, as long as I’ve my health. And there’s your
cotton print; they’d none but blue, so I took that.”
There was no end to the things he brought. A bottomless well, rich in all manner of things, like a city store.
Says Inger:
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“I wish Oline could have seen all this when she was here.”
Just like a woman! Sheer senseless vanity—as if that mattered! Isak sniffed contemptuously. Though perhaps
he himself would not have been displeased if Oline had been there to see.
The child was crying.
“Go in and look after the boy,” said Isak. “I’ll look to the horse.”
He takes out the horse and leads it into the stable: ay, here is Isak putting his horse into the stable! Feeds it and
strokes it and treats it tenderly.
And how much was owing now, on that horse and cart?—Everything, the whole sum, a mighty debt; but it
should all be paid that summer, never fear. He had stacks of cordwood to pay with, and some building bark from
last year’s cut, not to speak of heavy timber. There was time enough. But later on, when the pride and glory had
cooled off a little, there were bitter hours of fear and anxiety; all depended on the summer and the crops; how the
year turned out.
*
The days now were occupied in field work and more field work; he cleared new bits of ground, getting out
roots and stones; plowing, manuring, harrowing, working with pick and spade, breaking lumps of soil and
crumbling them with hand and heel; a tiller of the ground always, laying out fields like velvet carpets. He waited a
couple of days longer—there was a look of rain about—and then he sowed his corn.
For generations back, into forgotten time, his father before him had sowed corn; solemnly, on a still, calm
evening, best with a gentle fall of warm and misty rain, soon after the gray goose flight. Potatoes were a new
thing, nothing mystic, nothing religious; women and children could plant them—earth-apples that came for
foreign parts, like coffee; fine rich food, but much like Swedes\fn{ A round vegetable with dark yellow flesh and a brown or
purple skin} and mangolds.\fn{Or mangle, a variety of beet } Corn was nothing less than bread; corn or no corn meant
life or death.
Isak walked bareheaded, in Jesu name, a sower.
Like a tree-stump with hands to look at, but in his heart like a child. Every cast was made with care, in a spirit
of kindly resignation.
Look! The tiny grains that are to take life and grow, shoot up into ears, and give more corn again; so it is
throughout all the earth where corn is sown. Palestine, America, the valleys of Norway itself—a great wide world,
and her is Isak, a tiny speck in the midst of it all, a sower.
Little showers of corn flung out fanwise from his hand; a kindly clouded sky, with a promise of the faintest
little misty rain.
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Francine arrives.
I say, “Francine, you’ve come after all! You’re not too tired then?”
“Oh no,” answers Francine. “Not so. I can’t manage the washing up and children’s clothes, Madame.”
With that she bends her small, serious, early-faded, war-widow face over her tasks and gets to work. Francine
has children to provide for. She works as house help for the summer visitors and is paid by the hour. Besides, she
is a sensible and dependable person who understands that when you’re needed, you’re needed.
Today we didn’t expect her. She’s trekked eighteen kilometers, nine there and nine back, and been to a funeral.
It wouldn’t have surprised anyone if she hadn’t returned to work. But now she stands here after all, rattling our
plates. The whole thing was unexpected. Someone came running, out of breath, over the meadows from the
direction of the village shop where the telephone is. A relative of Francine’s, a cousin, had died suddenly and was
going to be buried this morning. Would Francine be able to come?
“I suppose I’d better,” said Francine, stopping her work a moment and considering, while scouring what she
held in her hands even harder. When we asked her if she wouldn’t rather quit for the day, go home and gather her
thoughts a little, perhaps phone the house of mourning, she answered:
“No thank you, that’s not necessary.” And we breathed a sigh of relief. We really do need Francine.
The messenger sat down by the kitchen door and caught his breath. After a little while Francine turned to him
and said:
“It was Germaine, wasn’t it? It wasn’t the sister?’
“They said Germaine on the telephone.”
“Good.” Francine isn’t someone who shows her feelings, either by words or by the expression of her face.
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Now she was plainly reassured. She almost looked pleased. It seemed a little strange, but Germaine was
unmarried and the sister had several small children. Francine probably saw it from that perspective. All the same
it was a pity. I asked:
“How did it happen, Francine? A young person like that?”
“Don’t know, Madame. She died suddenly, according to what they say.”
Francine pressed her lips together and I didn’t want to ask more. I’ve seen Germaine. I saw her last year. She
came driving a cart full of apples for us from the people she worked for—rennet apples, big as children’s heads,
choice fruit without a spot, a hundred of them. Francine had arranged the purchase.
Germaine was a pretty girl with something gentle but also quite dispirited in her manner. She couldn’t be
persuaded to sit down, chat a little, drink a glass of cider. She helped us take the apples inside and then wanted to
be on her way. I said:
“But she has to rest a minute. And what about the horse?”
“She’ll rest the horse down by the bend,” said Francine, who answered for the both of them. “She has acquaintances there.” Germaine drove off and Francine explained:
“She’s shy and a little unsocial, Madame.”
“But why? Such a pretty girl!”
“She’s like that,” said Francine and shrugged her shoulders.
Now she’s buried. It’s over with. I should be content with that. Even Francine gives no sign of being otherwise. Taciturn as usual, absorbed in her work. Yet I’ve seen Germaine, I remember her, however vaguely, and feel
I should show my sympathy.
“It must have been hard for the parents, Francine.”
Francine doesn't answer right away. Then she says,
“Well, it was. A daughter …”
“Yes …” I persist, slightly bewildered. And I come out with my thought about the children, using one of those
cheap observations we have ready for these occasions:
“But if something tragic had to happen—I mean, for the little ones’ sakes …” Francine turns her head a bit and
looks at me with a small half smile, as if she finds me more than a little naïve.
“She did leave a boy, Madame; she had one too. He’s five years old.”
That puts me in my place. It’s not as simple and straightforward as it seems. She did leave a boy; she had one
too. It may be worse in every way that this mother and not the other is gone. I’ve gotten myself into a muddle and
had better keep quiet. Whether or not she means to give me a clearer picture of the case, Francine says:
“He’s with her parents, naturally. Where else would he be? The father? A foreign sailor, so we believe.
Germaine took a trip to Lorient and then …” And Francine shrugs her shoulders again.
“So she was out earning a living?”
“She had to, Madame. With a child to support. This last month she was home, though.”
“Was she ill then?”
Francine smiles her half smile. It comes and goes so quickly that you can’t be sure she really smiled.
“Ill? If you want to put it that way, Madame.”
An ambiguous answer. It must indicate that Francine is reluctant to talk about it. Well, there are certainly all
sorts of illnesses. In order to say something I remark:
“It’s good, at least, that the boy has a home.”
“Yes, of course,” allows Francine. “It is.” She opens her mouth to say more. Closes it firmly again as if, on
thinking it over, she finds it better to be silent about certain things. The situation definitely has a number of
angles. It’s easy to stand outside, to say, “It’s good, at least, that …” These people aren’t rich, even though they
have a house and a little land, a couple of cows and a pig. Francine, usually so uncommunicative, told me that
once. But they’re not poor either. And Germaine contributed to the boy’s keep.
An intimate question slips from my tongue. Francine’s revelations are so strangely unsatisfactory that it would
be better if she said nothing.
“They do like him, Francine? The boy, I mean? There at the farm?”
“They’re not bad to him,” answers Francine with reserve.
“Well, I should hope not.”
“They’re Christian people.”
“Of course.”
“It’s not his fault.”
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“No, that’s certain.”
“But he’s a bastard, isn’t he? That’s always a misfortune.”
Francine is absolutely right. And words don’t need to mean more than exactly what they say. That it’s a
misfortune to be a bastard, even for those who have a home, can’t be denied. But if you interpret them so that …
interpret them so that …
I wish I’d never gotten into this conversation with oracular Francine. She has a tendency to express herself in
double meanings that can be taken many ways, just like those of Delphi. It’s all about a parentless little boy, a
poor thing five years old, for whom you can’t do anything. I get up to go.
Then Francine says—and she says it in an almost cheerful tone, and without any intention of involving us in
any drama:
“It was over quickly anyway. She did it herself.”
“What? Did what?”
“She did it herself, Madame. She took her own life, as they say.”
“But good God, Francine—was she so unhappy?”
Francine has her own interpretation of the word unhappy. She answers:
“Oh no, Madame, she wasn’t unhappy. But her parents had told her that if it happened again, she’d just have to
manage by herself with the first one and the other. And then—”
“And then, Francine? Had it happened. Was she—”
“Yes, Madame. It appeared that way.”
I sit down again. Now I see Germaine plainly before me, remember things about her didn’t know I’d noticed.
Pale, diffident, eyes frightened, an uncertain smile …
“But then she was unhappy, Francine.”
“She wasn’t unhappy, Madame.”
“If neither her parents or the child’s father—”
“She only had to conduct herself properly. The rest of us do. She could have as well.”
I have on the tip of my tongue that that’s easy to say. I don’t say it. Instead I ask about the child’s father.
Wasn’t it possible to make him responsible this time either? It was his duty …
“Oh …” Francine rubs a plate, holds it up to the light and rubs anew, neat and conscientious. “It was an old
man, Madame.”
An old man. I’m dumb a second, then say:
“Then he could have paid up in any case, if he was an old man.”
“Somebody who’d been put away on the farm where she worked, Madame. An old man. They said he was
always after her.”
I don’t know what more to say. I sigh, then I say:
“Poor girl.” And mean many things by that.
But Francine still has her own opinion and she is determined to make her point.
“She had nothing to complain of, Madame. She could have behaved herself decently. We were all sorry for her
because she couldn’t behave herself decently. So when she got that way again and there already was a boy to raise
… then—”
“So they were nasty to her.”
“Not nasty. They said what they thought.”
“She paid for her son, Francine.”
“Not much. There was scarcely enough for one. If there had been two—”
“Now they have to support the boy alone,” I say, pleased in a spiteful way.
“There could have been more, Madame. The way she was. And when she barely earned enough for one …”
Francine obviously feels on the side of the majority. She continues to stand there. On the dead woman’s side
no one stood. The icy breath of loneliness is all around her. She was one of the fragile vessels, perhaps one of
those beyond saving. She’d probably have gotten pregnant anyway. It’s hopeless to take on her case. Once again,
to emphasize the lighter sides, Francine says:
“It wasn’t such a great loss, Madame. She had already started to act a little queer.”
“What are you saying, Francine?”
“I’m saying she was a little strange lately. She didn’t answer anymore if they spoke to her. It was like she
didn’t see people at all, like she was walking around in a daze. Her reason was almost gone, as they say. And
when that’s happened, it’s almost better …”
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Francine doesn’t finish. What purpose would it serve? I should be able to understand the general family relief.
Why pretend anything else? How much shame, how many expenses, how much stir is avoided now. It’s only too
reasonable that no one is crying. But since details of this sort always have interest, Francine informs me:
“She hung herself. She tied a cord around her neck and hung herself. It was to be expected, Madame. It was
good she didn’t throw herself in the well. They were afraid she might think of that. And a well … It supposedly
happened very quickly.”
“It wasn’t right in front of people?” I no longer know what I should believe and ask absurd questions.
“Oh no, oh no, Madame. Her mother had just turned her back on her. And then she went into the clothes closet.
The door was half-way closed so no one heard it. But a few minutes later someone had to go in there and then
they found her. She was already dead, so you see it was over quickly. They had hung up clotheslines there, and
she used them …”
I see. That I can’t avoid. See above all a mother’s back. Wide or narrow, it goes away and doesn’t turn. If it had
… I catch myself thinking that it’s probably best as it is. She did what was most useful, what they expected of her.
And she didn’t throw herself into the well. She saw the cord in the storeroom, understood how it could be used …
“It wasn’t such a great loss, Madame,” says Francine once more. “When a person no longer has her reason …”
She calmly stacks the plates together and puts them back where they belong.
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She woke to the sound of her daughter busy in the bathroom. They had overslept. Weariness hung over her like
a fog, yet at the same time a wakeful alertness was on its way, born of a purely physical irritation: they had kept
her awake too long last night.
“Birgit!”
There was no answer to her shout; presumably it couldn’t be heard there under the shower. Strange that the girl
could take all this time over her shower when she was so late in getting up.
“Birgit!”
No, there was no answer. She lay there trying to pull herself together and wake up. The agitation from last
night was there again, in her nerves. A pain in the ear-drums from listening. How shamelessly she had listened.
The water stopped running. The sounds grew more muted: a thin friendly gurgling.
“Birgit!”
“Yes, mother.”
“Can you see to your own breakfast? I’ve a headache. I’ll try to sleep it off.”
Her daughter was already on the go, back and forth in the corridor between the bedrooms, putting on her
clothes, collecting up books and lecture notes. You could hear everything; it was penetrating. Everything made a
noise, every item of clothing, every piece of paper.
“Things went on till pretty late last night, Birgit.”
“Yes, they did. And I overslept.”
“Did they leave together?”
“What did you say, mother?”
“When did the boys leave?”
“I didn’t look at the time.”
She must have fallen asleep before they went, but she had a kind of recollection of footsteps on the stairs. Did
they leave together?
“I’m sorry if you couldn’t get to sleep, mother. Try and catch up now! I must be off. Bye! bye!”
The daughter clattered down the stairs. The mother settled herself more comfortably, drew the blanket over her
face, and murmured as though praying for rest:
“You are no older than you were. You are no older than you were. You are no older than you were.”
But it was a prayer that brought her painfully awake. She got up and took her shower, allowing the streaming
water to cool her naked body, first with a kind of mild Gulf Stream and following it with a freezing cold torrent.
After this she felt renewed, free of her misused night and ready for the unused day. She decided to set about
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cleaning up in her daughter’s room—where it was presumably most needed.
The presumption was correct: an empty wine bottle and three dirty glasses; ashtrays full; bed unmade. The
sight of it provoked her curiosity, sharpened her exploring eyes. Simultaneously a warning note sounded within
her: You’ve no business here! Your daughter usually does her own tidying up. When she has the time. She is no
longer a child.
It could be put off. Best to put it off. In case a tidied room might be mistaken for a ransacked room.
Well, she was just taking a look, a quick look. Enjoying her prerogative as a housewife of looking into one of
the rooms in the house. And staying there a little too long.
What made her pause was a little envelope. A tiny packet. It was lying in one of the ashtrays. She was no
longer all that familiar with packets of that kind, but she knew well enough what they contained—knowledge
which went back a number of years now.
The packet was empty. Carefully, cautiously, she placed it back among the cigarette ends and quickly went out
of the room, as though afraid of having left traces.
Her irritation lasted the whole morning. Angrily she cleaned and tidied most of the house. Apart from her
daughter’s room. Scoured it yard by yard, with pure and righteous intent. Preparing for the showdown. Rehearsing
her mother’s duty, her moral responsibility. Her anger persisted until the place was clean and things made tidy, so
that she could think. But thinking made her feel so alone in the house, as though in fear.
So she went out to town—a suburb. To the shops. Essential purchases. Soon done; and she had no time for a
chat when she met people she knew. She felt herself blushing when people greeted her—neighbors whom she had
no reason at all to blush for. This caused her renewed anger, but different. Her anger became altogether different.
The hours passed without her really being prepared for the show-down. She laid the table for dinner. She was
at it again: listening. A throbbing pain in the tenderest of her nerve cells. When the daughter returned and let
herself in, the mother knew suddenly how to meet the situation: You mustn’t give her the slightest suspicion of
what you know. They ate together as usual. Talked about everyday things. Until there was a natural occasion to
say:
“I cleaned up most of the house today. But I didn’t manage to get your room done.”
“Don’t see why you should. I’ll do it myself.” And, lightly:
“It’s nice that you bring your friends back home, Birgit. I know Anders already, of course. But what about the
new boy. What did you say he was called?”
“Per. Per Jonsen.”
“Nice boys. Young men, I suppose I should say.”
“That’s right, mother, you should. They’re both a year or two older than me.”
They looked each other in the eye, mother and daughter, openly, confidently.
“Well, you must invite them again, Birgit. Whenever you like.”
“Silly it went on so late. I hope it didn’t keep you awake.”
“Not at all!”
“We kept the record-player turned pretty low.” The daughter sat there somewhat restless.
“Why don’t we wash up straightway!”
“There’s not much. I can see to it myself. Why don’t you tidy up your own room! The way you had to go
rushing out this morning, I can imagine what it must be looking like! And only getting an hour’s sleep! You must
be tired.”
They went their separate ways. The daughter to her dirty wine glasses and her full ashtrays. The mother to her
kitchen, and deeper into her inward thoughts. Into a memory that was almost like new, and so liberated from time
past that it seemed as though it might have happened last night.
Some time I’ll tell you about it, Birgit. When we know so much about each other that we dare face up to it.
When this thing which only one of us knows is no longer a matter of fear or shame. Yet I hadn’t realized that this
fear was something I had kept concealed for close on twenty years. And what more do I know of it now? What
was there in it that was more than fear? What of it was shame?
That evening, too, I was meant to be on watch. I had gone along as chaperon for my elder sister. At that time,
that was something expected in our circles. That when young people stayed the night anywhere, there had to be at
least three of them. When sexually mature friends went off on holiday.
I was there on account of my sister and her friend. I was so much younger than both of them. It was a kind of
safeguard for them to have under the same roof a sister who was below the age of consent. Yes, when we women
reach sixteen it is called “the age of consent,” a legal concept.
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I cannot think that I was fully conscious of my status. But had I reached sixteen?
I was not entirely ignorant. My curiosity had become pretty physical. Parents know remarkably little about
when this occurs. When it concerns their own children, anyway. But I hadn’t imagined that my sister required
protection from her friend. This much about myself I can remember.
The cottage we were staying in had only one room, in which there was a fireplace. There was only one bed, but
it was wide. At a pinch, all three of us could have found room there. But we said that only as a joke. And we
teased each other about this before we turned in.
As we had arranged, he crept into a sleeping bay right close to the fireplace. My sister and I shared the bed. I
lay on the outside, as seeming most suitable. It’s astonishing how clearly I remember it all. Though I fancy it’s
only rarely been through my mind since. Then only fleetingly, and with a feeling of fun—this secret I’ve never
betrayed to anyone.
Strange that only now it takes on the aspect of fear.
They waited a long time. The fire in the hearth went out. The moon shone gray into the room through the small
window frames.
Then he came, a form so clearly of flesh and blood that I felt the warmth of him. They were so certain I was
asleep. Cautiously she drew the covers aside on her side to make an opening for him as he climbed over me and
lay down. I did not dare move hand or foot; my breathing sounded strangulated—they were to hear it and take it
for deep sleep.
The fact that they then waited so long—that also seemed unbearable. The way they so slowly drew the covers
over themselves, so cautiously embraced. Till their breathing so conjoined that I seemed to move in rhythm with
them, dazed and sickened.
They were quick. It couldn’t have lasted all that long, though what took place between them was not my
excitement—and even though every sign, every sound, and every movement induced a participation from my own
body, all I felt was fear in case I might be disclosed as a witness.
I had had my eyes shut. I saw nothing of what happened while he was with her. Nor did I see anything of him
as he made his retreat over me; I was aware of him only as a smell of nakedness.
She fell asleep the moment she had rearranged the covers. That was a new shock to my senses: that she went
and fell asleep while he was still standing there by the hearth raking the ashes.
It was then that I opened my eyes and looked at him. A little flickering flame flared up from the ashes and I
caught a glimpse of his manhood. He straightened up, then he was lost in the darkness. And I saw only the
glowing embers.
Now I knew more about that terror of mine. Suddenly I also knew that I lay there unfulfilled—and is that the
shame of it?
*
And now this was what she had been waiting for, waiting a whole week: for them to return, both of them
together, or just the one of them. As though the days had been preparing her for it; as though they were wanting to
come to her.
They both came. She herself happened to answer the door, bade them welcome. This meant then that she knew
them both, Anders and Per.
“Is Birgit at home?”
“Just go right on up!”
Thereupon the hours passed; the record-player; the voices; the laughter. The time came when she herself ought
to retire, go to bed—she who stood outside. They were after all adult people—sufficiently adult that a mother’s
worries were no longer any concern.
The music, in so far as she could hear it, was turned down; a subdued disquiet reached her in the sitting room.
A signal that they now acknowledged it was bedtime for the lady of the house. This merely left her more tense
than ever, sitting there in the best chair under the reading lamp. What had she got out of it, sitting there and
concentrating her attention on a book? Concentrating on a glass of wine, listening to it every time she placed her
mouth to it, listening every time for the red sound she tried to make by running her moistened finger round the
edge of it. But never did she succeed in making this red sound audible.
So rarely did it happen that she sat alone with a glass. And with a small fire in the hearth, expecting nobody.
They were right. It was now time to retire. A signal only too meaningful for someone who was so sensitive to
sounds, as when the daughter turned down the record-player.
She shut her book, turned out the lamp. There was sufficient light coming through the mesh of the fireguard to
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cast a dark glow which brought things in the room closer, more palpable, like living things. The chair she had
been sitting in breathed at her back. Bottle and glasses standing there on the table; the last log in the fireplace was
burning itself out.
Their presence became stronger, came closer and ever closer as she climbed the stairs, stealthily and quietly, as
their voices penetrated down the corridor, her daughter’s so distinct that it could be heard apart from the others.
Quickly she undressed and stood there in her nightdress, winding up the alarm clock; she had turned back the
blanket—then abruptly changed her mind, tense and wakeful.
Up there the sounds had become so penetrating, the others presence altogether too near—only the few steps
from the one bedroom to the other. She was forced to listen, compelled to listen.
She threw a wrap round herself in her thin nightdress and went down again, quickly and warily, until she had
once again shut herself in the sitting room. She poured out a drink, half-emptied the glass, and sank down relaxed
in the best chair.
It was her plain right to know when guests left. At least to be able to hear them leave, to hear when one or the
other left—the most sensible arrangement was if night visitors left together.
The sitting room around her was alive; everything was awake; chairs and sofa opened up to her, suddenly
hospitable, exclusive to her. She sat down briefly here, briefly there, sensing the warmth of the room, her body
exulting in it, breathing the pungent aroma of the firewood, the resin and the tannin. She put on more wood, stood
close to the fire, lightly dressed as she was, saw the flames reflected in the wine in the glass in her hand, listened
as all the summers came crackling out of the burning hardwood logs.
And all the sounds became hers and hers alone, with all things from outside and from above driven out. Once
again she opened her book under the reading lamp.
The peace lasted until it became a strain to attend to the black on white on a book’s printed page, until the vein
in her neck throbbed, until her throat constricted and she had to drink to quench her thirst. Then she put out the
light to free herself of the book’s welter of words, words so strange that there was no recognizing any of them.
The room regained its darkness, a darkness like wine, a red translucent glow over all things, objects she knew,
sharing time and place with them, because all down the years they had been hers.
Then there were steps on the stairs, steps she had been listening for, cautiously one foot after the other through
the night-time house. She counted them, matched them, as sounds, as feet, as they drew nearer, and they were of
one person alone.
And it was as though they had been her own, as simultaneously step by step she moved barefoot towards the
door. Till she stood there with her hand on the latch, till she opened the door and surprised him just as he reached
the final step.
“You leaving, Anders!”
They stood face to face. She had on the instant frightened something out of the expression on his face. Had it
merely been weariness? Now it was unreadable.
“It’s late,” he said.
“Why aren’t you two leaving together? I don’t like you leaving alone,” she said.
He turned, reluctant, embarrassed, wishing to go. But her hand rested on his arm, willing something to which
she had not yet given her authority. The hand derived its grip from a desire which was autonomous. This hand
terrified her, but filled her increasingly with its blind intent.
“It’s cold out here in the passage. Come in and join me for a while, Anders. I must talk to you.”
She drew him into the firelight glow beside her, and it seemed to her that a flame sprang to life in him as soon
as he was within the room and she had shut the door, a glow in that young face, restless as the flame in the hearth.
“Have a seat. I’ll get you a glass.”
She motioned him to the sofa; he sat down as though commanded. She brought out a second glass, then filled
them both. The glasses remained there untouched. Then she sat down beside him, sensed he had grown aware of
her of how flimsily she was dressed, how open.
“I don’t want you to be the first to leave. It makes me feel so ashamed.”
He made no answer.
“You were also the first to leave the last time you were both here.”
“What’s wrong with that?”
He drew back. Without his having moved, she felt that he drew back.
“It makes me feel so alone.”
“I don’t understand.”
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“You do understand, Anders. Please stay here till he’s gone.”
“Is it all right? I’m thinking of you.”
She felt a thrill of pleasure at the note of intimacy in his reply, his readiness to respond.
“Won’t you have some wine? Please do!”
His hand holding the glass trembled. Hers was quite steady.
After they had drunk, they sat silent, listening. It had grown so quiet in the house. And they understood each
other, understood that they were both listening for the same thing. She thought: now, together, we feel ashamed.
The realization came like an arousal. She sensed him being drawn towards her, gauging her, hot, knowing of
her desire, drinking deep from his glass and watching her, dark in the darkness. They saw each other only as dim
shapes. She took hold of him with both hands, wanting to know how it felt to hold that dim shape. Far, far away
the record-player started up again. A third breath … a fourth, she thought … no, the fifth, a tormented gasp
suppressed to try to keep down the sound.
“Do you think I am shameless?”
“What has that to do with me?”
“I want to be shameless. My deepest desire is to be shameless.”
He answered her hands with his. Hard hands which would misunderstand her, but she was in no state to
explain herself. And his own frustration had been too recent for him to understand hers. So there was nothing else
for it but let him misunderstand what it is to be without shame.
As he pulled her wrap down over her shoulders, she freed her arms and lay there outstretched. Then, brutally,
he threw himself upon her.
“No, no! I want it to be enjoyable.”
But he took her viciously, joylessly, without even properly undressing, falling upon her still half-clad,
violently, vengefully, entering quickly into her desire.
As soon as it was over, he wanted to put his clothes straight and go. Without having uttered a word to her—
either tender or hard.
“No, you must wait here with me. That’s what it was for!”
And her hand had regained its composure, that alien hand that was the willful agent of her desires; it forced
him to sit down again; it also filled the glasses. His face had taken on its merely boyish look again; and this he
knew and he felt sorry.
“There wasn’t much in it for you,” he said.
It was intended scornfully, but she heard how helpless it was. Without feeling pity, she heard it.
“There wasn’t much in it for you either,” she said. “But it was my fault. And it’s kind of you not to leave me.
That’s enough for me, now.”
Together they sat there, waiting, listening. Brought close to each other by their listening. The darkness in the
room was merciful, with only the glow from the hearth to indicate the direction of the door.
Slowly her body began to tremble; now it was only by their drawn breath that they spoke to each other, so
empty were they of intelligible words. Breathing thus, holding their wine glasses, they sat together till they heard
footsteps on the stairs, till they heard the front door shut, till the tension fell away and he stood up, and there was
no desire in her hand to restrain him.
It was then that he was allowed to leave. They exchanged neither thanks nor farewells.
The house grew quiet; there was nothing to listen for. Slowly in the silence she went upstairs, stood in the
corridor until her body screamed for some sound.
And with something refound, in her anger she walked across to her daughter’s door. Close up against it:
“Birgit!”
She opened it uninvited. Cool night air came to meet her from a window opened wide, bringing in a gust of
rain weather, letting out a smell of tobacco; there was a rustle of the moving curtains.
“Birgit!”
There was no answer but that of sleep, the calm, life-embracing sound of deep sleep. And from deep within
herself, suppressed, through her lips:
“Birgit! Aren’t you ashamed of yourself?”
92.5 Excerpt from The Mother Of God\fn{by Bergljot Hobæk Haff (1925Norway (F) 5
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In the last hour, before time and eternity merged together, she was sitting on a bench in the inner city when
something strange befell her.
The cold loosened its grip on her body ever so slowly, the child she held in her arms stopped its whimpering,
and the never-ending stream of pedestrians who hurried by gradually abated.
All at once it seemed as if the street were closed off on all four sides, and she was sitting in an enormous,
illuminated hall where a multitude of people had gathered waiting for someone or other to appear. From their
growing unrest she understood they’d been waiting for a long time and had reached a degree of impatience that
signaled that something had to happen soon. Not far from the bench where she was sitting, the room was
partitioned by a bar, and right behind it, in a sphere of overpowering light, was a table with a record book and
some writing implements.
Suddenly she felt a strong draught moving through the room, and turning her head, she saw a door that was
open exceedingly far away, and a female figure approaching with quick steps. Her appearance intensified the
murmuring unrest in the hall, and as she made her way through the crowd it was easy to see that many only
grudgingly made room for her. When she reached the table, she stood looking out over the assembled for a few
minutes, as if lost in deep thought and with a look that seemed both distant and penetrating.
“Why, it’s the face,” thought the little one, wide-eyed in speechless wonder. “Then she hasn’t forgotten me
after all. Then she has finally come to plead my case on the last day.”
After the woman had taken her place at the table, she sat absolutely still for a moment, resting her head in her
hands, as if she were preparing herself for an assignment that demanded complete presence of mind. Then she
began to leaf back and forth in the record book, and the expression on her face was continually shifting, from
fairly mild to nearly awe-inspiring. A breathless silence descended over the hall, and the only sound that could be
heard was the beating of the little one’s heart and the faint rustling of paper when one of the pages was turned in
the big book. Occasionally the woman lifted her face, sending deep, rather searching looks around the hall, then
she finally raised her voice and named a name with unexpected force and authority.
No sooner was it pronounced, than a person broke away from the throng and walked stiffly towards the bar
with laborious steps. At first it appeared to be a very old woman, bearing the affliction of the whole world on her
back. But as she moved into the sphere of light around the bar, her age became more indeterminate and the entire
figure seemed ravaged by an incurable sorrow. As she dragged herself across the floor, she sighed constantly, and
putting one hand on the bar, she lifted a corner of her dress with the other and dried her nose and eyes.
“But that’s …” shot through the little one with painful and powerful force. But before she could think the
thought to its conclusion, she felt an invisible hand touch her shoulder directing her to be silent. After the old
woman had dried her eyes and sniffled for a long time, she looked curiously around the hall, and her sunken face
took on an almost indignant expression.
“What’s the meaning of bringing me here from such a long way away?” she whined. “I thought I’d said once
and for all that I don’t participate in out-of-town meetings.”
“Don’t you see who’s sitting over there on the bench?” the woman asked gravely. “Her newborn child,
wrapped in a bunting, is in her arms and she doesn’t know where she’s going to spend the night.”
“I’ve said I don’t participate in out-of-town meetings,” the old woman repeated with a grumble. “What an
ungodly draught there is here. There ought to be a law against summoning people to outdoor meetings in the
winter.”
“Go over and reconcile yourself with your daughter,” the other woman said in a commanding, yet mild voice.
“It’s still not too late, and if you hurry, you might both be able to catch the evening train.”
The woman she was speaking to cast her eyes quickly to the side, barely glancing at the two on the bench.
Folding her arthritic hands on her chest, she said in a self-righteous tone:
“My daughter died several years ago, and thank the Lord for that. Once I had the Salvation Army conduct a
missing person search, but I never should have done that.”
“Did you perhaps learn something about her you weren’t able to bear?”
“Able to bear,” cried the old woman with a contemptuous snort. “It was nothing but a pack of lies from
beginning to end. It only taught me one single thing: that you should beware of having dealings with people from
other religious denominations.”
“And that is your last word?” asked the other. “Even though the two of them over there are in dire straits and
on the verge of perishing.”
The old woman pressed her lips together and looked obstinately down at her hands, then, after a long while,
reached out and ran a critical finger along the woodwork on the bar.
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“Just as I thought,” she squeaked, bringing her hand right up to her eyes. “Dust and filth as far as the eye can
see. Dear me, may the Lord look in mercy upon all who are distressed and troubled. But I think my time would be
put to better use giving this railing a once-over.”
She lifted the same corner of her dress with which she had dried her eyes earlier and started rubbing the
handrail with quick, almost angry movements. She was soon so absorbed in her task that she didn’t see or hear a
thing, and as she continued wiping the bar high and low, her face, taut with determination, gradually relaxed and
took on an expression of deep satisfaction.
“Thank you, that will be all,” the other woman said with a nearly inaudible voice and reached for an eraser that
was lying on the table. As she shook her head and moved her hand across the paper, the busy shape shriveled up,
becoming more and more pitiful to behold. And even as its arms toiled and kept at it until the very end, it
disappeared from its place of refuge in time and took flight into eternity.
*
Some time after the old woman’s passing, an unknown gentleman came into the hall, as if from a long way
away and clearly in a hurry.
“What’s going on here,” he called out in a loud voice. “How often do I have to repeat that judgment is mine
alone.”
At this late point in time the woman was already turning the last pages of the book, and a large portion of the
crowd had by now left the place. As the trial proceeded and a long list of people had tried their cases, a kind of
regularity descended over everything that happened. The few eyewitnesses remaining no longer looked so
thunderstruck, and more and more often the horrified exclamation: “look, he’s disappearing” was replaced by the
more prescient, “pretty soon he’ll disappear” or “he’d better watch out, or he’ll be gone.”
When the woman showed no sign of relinquishing her place at the table, the newcomer took his place a little
ways from her and, hands on his back, observed her activity with an air of condescension.
“Well, what do I see,” he began, raising himself onto the tips of his toes and gently rocking back on his heels.
“I surely haven’t acquired a competitor since my last visit to these parts? Well, I’ll be damned, a female
omnipotence, with eyes like two big question marks and disfiguring dashes across her forehead. Gracious me,
how she sharpens her pencils and keeps a cool head in order to give everyone their due. Just a pity she approaches
her task in such an unorthodox manner.”
“What are your objections to my procedure,” the woman asked, lifting her eyes from the book with interest.
The stranger furrowed his brow and refrained from answering right away, but took his time lighting a cigar
which little by little enveloped him in a thick cloud of smoke.
“Oh, these disappearing acts,” he sighed and made a rueful gesture with his arms. “I must confess that I have a
little difficulty interpreting them as entirely realistic.”
“I understand,” replied the woman, who couldn’t quite manage to conceal the little smile on her lips. “No more
apocalypses and burning bushes! Realism has made its entry at the very highest level, and woe to him who is
disobedient and knoweth not the time of his visitation.”
“I beg you to remember that you are a woman,” the gentleman said in an almost threatening tone of voice. “I
demand respect for the old division of the spheres, where the higher falls to man, the lower to woman.”
“Oh, that’s what you mean,” she responded, visibly relieved at having the question so clearly demarcated.
“You want to lock me into everyday realism and you won’t tolerate the fact that I’m both high and low.”
“Listen, you’re not on really good terms with realism,” the stranger said with concern in his voice. “But
remember that that’s what brings the masses bliss and ensures that an absolutely clear and accessible world
picture is upheld. What do you think the Almighty would have been without such a simplification, which arrays
him in a halo and flowing clothes when that’s appropriate, and a hat and topcoat under more inclement skies.”
“Well, you’ve got a point, it is pretty cold in here,” the woman said with a shiver. “And here I was just about to
ask if you wouldn’t like to hang up your coat.”
“You do have a penchant for jesting,” said the gentleman, offended, as he put his hand to his hat to make sure
it was set at the right angle. “But don’t think you can bowl me over with your talk and make me forget my errand.
It’s a matter of a number of persons whom you have repudiated today and pushed out into a far too early
immortality. I don’t understand on what grounds you reproach all these people whom I find successful, or in other
ways excellent. I can confide to you, they have been my clients through all these years, and I feel almost like a
father to them. Every time you’ve been careless or made an obvious blunder, they come to me and pour out their
troubles. And I gladly forgive them.”
“Then you are more lenient than I am,” the woman said in a tone of voice that suggested she was noting
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something new and surprising.
“Don’t say that, don’t say that, my dear lady. I am certainly no good-natured fool, and once I’m convinced of
my clients’ guilt, I strike hard, and turn them over to the eternal fire.”
“Then you are probably also harsher than I am,” said the woman and for a long time stared thoughtfully out
into the room. “I don’t suppose I could get you to reveal your name?”
“No, kind lady, that would be quite impossible, with all the nicknames, or shall we say sobriquets, I have. Let
me be content to hint that I am who I am, known under such widely differing names as His Grace and the
inexorable.”
“And your livelihood?”
“Hmmm, let’s say judge. For the record: government authorized, even though that doesn’t have such a good
ring to it these days. But let’s get to the point: Before I came into the hall, I’d been standing off on the horizon for
a while, out of sight, listening to your proceedings with growing concern. Good heavens, such moralizing, and
five hundred years after the Reformation settled the question out of hand and abolished good deeds. All these
exclamations you resort to when you see you’re in a fix and can’t get anywhere with human nature. How was it
now, oh yes: ‘make it good again,’ ‘give her a roof over her head,’ ‘take her into your employ,’ ‘write something
nice about her,’ ‘it’s still not too late,’ and so on and so forth in the same key, nonstop. Permit me to ask, what in
heaven’s name is the purpose of all this?”
“It’s my way of reminding people that time is running out and that eternity is imminent.”
“And you have no great liking for this eternity, as far as I can see. If I’ve understood you correctly, you see it
as a kind of stagnation, or accumulation of the characteristics of the times.”
“Yes, then you have understood me correctly,” the woman said quietly.
“And this happy place that you speak so warmly about all the time? If it’s supposed to be this hall, then I really
think you’re using pretty big words. If it’s not an outright illusion, then let me say with the old woman who was
here earlier, that there’s an ungodly draught in here.”
“That may be,” the woman said, looking around the room with a thoughtful gaze. “But it is nonetheless the
place where nothing is conclusive and everything can happen.”
“As opposed to the unknown dimension, as you call it, and which you advise so strongly against. How did you
put it in that homily you gave, when I lost my patience and felt compelled to intervene: ‘Don’t expect—’
“Don’t expect anything of eternity that you don’t already find here.”
“Fine, you undeniably have a gift for choosing your words. But enough of that, we’ll hardly reach an
agreement and we can’t continue for an eternity—if you’ll pardon me—discussing these kinds of ideological
questions. Let me ask instead, what has become of our little heroine, whom I kept watch over during most of the
day, but by sheer accident lost sight of when I had to stop and flick the ash off my cigar.”
“She’s sitting right behind you,” said the woman and pointed over at the bench.
“Well, by Jove, there she is. My my, you have taken considerable pains with her, and in her best moments she
bravely lives up to her role as everyone’s little charmer. But I don’t suppose one can say she’s really plausible.”
“In any event, she’s sitting over there on the bench,” the woman said. “And during the course of the day
hundreds of people have walked by and glanced at her.”
“And what words have they had for her, if I may ask? As far as I remember a bunch of worn-out phrases of the
type: ‘she isn’t real,’ ‘she defies all description,’ and ‘all that’s missing is the halo around her head.’ What do you
have to say to that?”
“That the proof of her existence is precisely the absence of a halo around her head.”
“And what about the allegation that she defies all description?”
“In that she shares the fate of everything that exists, and her situation is no different than yours or mine. Tell
me something, though, have you never experienced that someone has doubted your existence?”
The tall gentleman suddenly drew back and was so befuddled that he dropped his cigar on the floor. While he
was bent over struggling to pick it up, he mumbled a few indistinct words which, combined with his wheezing,
made it sound like he was softly moaning.
“I understand it’s your intent to hit me where I’m most tender,” he said after he’d straightened himself up.
“What if I were so tactless as to retaliate and counter your question?”
“Do you mean concerning my existence? Yes, you are right, that too would be an open question, in the room in
which we find ourselves at this moment. I often ask myself if the woman over there on the bench isn’t the only
one present, and the two of us infinitely distant, evading her and refusing to lend a helping hand until the very
end.”
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*
Right before nightfall two women were walking through town, talking casually about whatever came to mind.
“Such a lot of strange books being written nowadays,” one of them said suddenly. She was a capable and
energetic woman, getting on in years, wearing a blue coat with a rabbit-fur collar.
“Well yes, perhaps that’s so,” responded the other one, clad in neutral gray and with a less striking presence in
every way.
“Well, listen to this: just this morning I went into a bookstore to buy some napkins, and while I was waiting my
turn, I sneaked a look at one of the books that was on display.”
“Was it a good book?” asked the other one, mostly to show that she was there and willing to listen.
“Oh, I really don’t know what to say. I have a bad habit, you know, of flipping to the last pages of any book I
get my hands on to see how it ends.”
“Was it a sad ending then, maybe?”
“No, if only it had been. But the last pages were so desolate and deserted that I was left with a very strange
feeling.”
“It can’t be easy for people who write books to always come up with an ending, you know,” the gray woman
said apologetically. “In the books my husband reads someone dies in every single chapter, and at the very end the
hero’s left standing all alone, having cleared himself enough elbow room so he can lower his gun.”
“No shots were fired in this book,” the first woman said thoughtfully. “But otherwise it did sort of follow the
same formula. It was about a band of streetwalkers who gradually fell on bad times and were cast to the four
winds. Finally there was only one left, and on the last pages she was sitting outdoors on a bench in the cold of
winter, probably freezing to death, as far as I could tell.”
“Yes, but wasn’t it clearly explained, what happened to her?”
“No, as I said before, the entire ending was strange and hard to figure out. She was even holding a little
newborn baby in her arms, and I really do believe the idea was for them to sit there until they were frozen solid.”
“And didn’t anyone come by and see what was happening?”
“Yes, in the early part of the day there had been quite a few, I believe. But in the middle of rush hour the street
was suddenly closed off, and after that the plot became so complicated that it was impossible to follow.”
“Had there been an accident, maybe, since the street was closed off?”
The woman who was talking sighed heavily and made several attempts to brush it off, before she felt she could
continue:
“If I were to say what I believe happened, I’d say it was a day of judgment that had suddenly dawned. But it
didn’t take place where it’s supposed to, on high, but down on the sidewalk, right by the bench where the two
homeless were sitting.”
“I don’t suppose they’ll sell many copies of that book,” said the gray woman, shaking her head. “You didn’t let
the owner of the bookstore foist it off on you, I hope, since you only went there for some measly napkins.”
“Well, you know, he did try, of course, and I was just barely able to resist. But afterwards I’ve been thinking
there were a lot of things in that book I’d like to have a better look at. So I guess I’ll have to go back and buy
something or other, so I can have a better idea about what it all means.”
“But surely you don’t mean it was Our Lord himself who came down to the sidewalk in the middle of rush
hour and started putting people on his right hand or his left?”
“No, it was just an ordinary woman, like you and me. But she stood firm, by heaven, and let no one escape
punishment. If anyone refused to mend their ways, she simply let them disappear, so the sidewalk was nearly
deserted when the elegant gentleman appeared.”
“The elegant gentleman, did you say?”
“Yes, I can’t explain who he was any more clearly, because he didn’t go in for introductions. After a lot of
undue secretiveness, it came out that he was a judge, but now I’m wondering if he wasn’t even more of a bigwig.
In any case he was quite a gentleman, and he blew out such quantities of smoke that he was often completely
invisible. What really happened between him and the woman, I’m not able to say, except that they got into a
disagreement and fell out with each other. He probably hadn’t expected that she was so fearless and so articulate.
In the end the only thing he could think of was to make fun of the record book and her writing implements.”
“What was wrong with them? Didn’t they look like those sorts of things normally do?”
“Oh no, you know, they were no match for the printers they used where he came from. He called her eraser a
sleight of hand, and he merely shrugged his shoulders at her yellow pencil, The time has long passed, he said,
when it was possible to approach the truth with a Kohinor or a Faber 2. The mystery of the world will not be
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solved by hand, he thundered, and that was when she couldn’t help herself any longer, but made the mistake of
laughing.”
“Mistake?”
“Yes, you see, he was no friend of laughter, if he couldn’t have it entirely on his own terms. This bubbling
human sound had always troubled him, and in the mouth of a woman was quite simply insufferable. He didn’t
know where it would lead to, he said, if woman had really learned to laugh and the world had to do without her
pious and everlasting gravity.”
“What did she have to say to that?”
“Well, she didn’t have a reply to that, because just then something unexpected happened over on the bench,
The young woman who was sitting there suddenly opened her eyes and looked over at the elegant gentleman. She
sat like that for a good long while, blinking her eyes in astonishment, and then she identified him as the father of
her child.”
“For goodness sake! So then the whole thing ended up as a paternity suit. But I don’t suppose she got anywhere with him. It’s usually to no avail, you know, when one of the lowliest brings action against one of the high
and mighty.”
“No, you’re right about that, she didn’t get anywhere with him. Even though the woman leafed back in the
record book and found that it was just as the young mother had said. ‘What?’ he cried out in holy indignation. ‘I
come in on the last train of the evening, I, who renounce the railroads and all their reprehensible trafficking and
haven’t set foot in this wretched city for an eternity!’ And with that he lifted his hat and undoubtedly thought he
had cleared his name. But at that moment the woman looked up from the book and directed her gaze at the shiny
badge he was wearing in his lapel.”
“What was suspicious about that?”
“Well, you see, earlier in the day when she interrogated the others, she’d seen that they all wore a kind of
emblem on their chest. When she asked them what it was, they squirmed, one after the other, saying it was the
admission pass to the nurses training institute or the press club or the home owners’ association or the bank
management or God knows what revered and respected union. But little by little it was revealed that they
belonged to a secret society, that conducted human sacrifice and had innumerable misdeeds on its conscience. On
some people the badge was so tiny that it was barely visible, on others it was more conspicuous, and on the chest
of the elegant gentleman it was so big that the reflection was positively blinding. When the woman wanted to
know what kind of a badge it was, he burst out in a strange laughter and asked if she’d never heard about ‘his
grace’s sun.’ That was supposed to be some kind of elevated joke, I guess, but his laughter seemed like it would
never end, and it sounded so distant and sinister that the young mother on the bench winced and lifted her arm to
protect the child.”
“You don’t need to tell me much more,” said the woman in the gray coat. “I’m not so slow that I can’t figure
out where it’s all headed.”
“Yes, she had to delete him from the record book, all right, there was nothing else to do. But the funny thing
was that when she reached out for her large eraser, the gentleman’s derisive remarks stopped.
“‘For God’s sake, keep your fingers away from that white thing over there,’ he cried in a frightened voice,
quickly buttoning his coat so he could make a neat exit.”
“Oh yes, he got cold feet, I imagine, as soon as he realized what she had in mind.”
“Goodness gracious, yes, he waved his arms and bellowing asked if she was out of her mind, and didn’t she
know who he was.”
“But she couldn’t possibly know that, since he was hardly forthcoming when he introduced himself.”
“Oh, she must have had a premonition, because she looked so frightened after she’d made him disappear, that
her face was unrecognizable. For a long time after he was gone, she sat staring into space with a forlorn look, almost as if she had committed a sacrilege. It wasn’t so easy to understand what it was about this upstanding citizen
in coat and hat that could awaken such strong feelings in her. You’d almost think he was an old acquaintance of
hers—someone she’d thought highly of and had regarded in a completely different way earlier in her life.”
“And the young mother on the bench—what happened to her?”
“Well, after the father of the child had disappeared, she sat there for a while looking expectantly at the table,
quite as if she believed that at the last moment everything would turn out all right. But when nothing happened,
and the woman had started getting her things together, she cautiously leaned forward on the bench and said in a
high voice: ‘You promised once that you would blow on me.’ And no sooner had the woman kept her promise and
was bending over the frozen shape, than the transformation began. During all the many hours it sat motionless on
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the bench, it had been pitifully obscure, could nearly have been taken for dead had it not been for the motherly
arms that half-blindly reached out and tended the child. Now it grew imperceptibly rounder, like when you stand
gazing at the moon and see that it’s no longer old pale-face, but a luminous body on a journey through space.
Suddenly the young woman had stood up from the bench and was looking around with deep and radiant eyes. And
as she took a firmer hold of the child and started out down the street, she turned around one last time, just in time
to see the other woman hurriedly take flight and disappear infinitely far away like a nearly invisible dot in
nothingness.”
“And that was it, I suppose?”
“No, wait, now comes the strangest thing of all, it makes my head spin when I try to think about it. When it
started to get dark and the young mother still hadn’t found shelter for the night, here come two women around a
street corner, approaching her with sure steps. Well, believe it or not, but they were walking along, each of them
carrying a shopping bag, talking about whatever came to mind, the one wearing a blue coat with a rabbit-fur
collar, and the other one in a grayish coat with no fur.”
“Why, what are you saying, that could almost be the two of us!”
“That’s exactly what I thought when I was standing in the bookstore reading about it. Mind you, I told myself
it couldn’t possibly be so, and that books were one thing, and reality something completely different. But I’m
telling you, I felt quite a jolt in the pit of my stomach.”
“Good heavens, that must be what they mean by being completely taken in by a book.”
“But my dear, I’d just barely started leafing through it, and I don’t even know if I thought it was very good.
But I’ll tell you something, I’m beginning to get a sneaking suspicion that it’s just the opposite of what you said.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, that there are books that have a kind of secret opening or crack, just big enough for a person to slip
away.”
92.10 Adam The Dream Of Lioness S, After Elegant Studies In Kronborg Zoo He Rediscovers Her\fn{by
Lisbet Hiide (1956- )} Oslo, Norway (F) 2
He’s a tourist. Wandering through the streets of a strange town. Smiling. Reading street signs, amused at the
ring of the foreign names on his tongue. Turns the corner of Waldendorff Street. Small white houses and low red
tiled roofs. He is tall. With broad gleaming naked shoulders. Red headband. Corn-colored hair. Bleached by the
sun. Bowie blond.\fn{After David Bowie (1947- ) British entertainer of the glam-rock era. In what follows, no verbiage has been
changed nor has its arrangement or punctuation been altered; but the only words in the original appearing in italics are A Baseball Star’s
Life. All the others are in the original rendered in capital letters, but are here italicized in the interests of machine readability in the editorial
preparation seen as necessary for the analytical Phase II of The Protocol. The internal divisions by asterisk (*) are in the text; other subdivisions have separated the text in the interests of clarity; they are in the original solid paragraphs of print between the asterisks:H }

Muscular. Looks like Ryan O’Neill during a pause in filming A Baseball Star’s Life. All he needs is the kneepads.
With the baseball team exhausted and panting on hard wooden benches in some changing room or other each with
his Pepsi light.
He grabs the camera. Snaps a green-eyed crouching cat about to pounce on a flock of birds. She snarls and
arches her back elegantly at the click from the camera. A flash of green. Otherwise the roll of film is full of
museum buildings, statues and museum attendants. He eats creamy-colored soft ice and spongy warm cakes with
sweet white icing. Licks his fingers and leafs through a bundle of English newspapers from the previous week.
Buys a large brightly-colored postcard of a dark-haired girl in a dazzling red bikini. It is her eyes which captivate
him. Narrow. Direct. Tiger eyes. He can’t think of anyone else to send it to but his mother. Writes a brief greeting
with love Adam.
He is just like a man should be. His body is juicy. Like a fruit. Sun Maid. Like a ripe apricot or peach where
the skin is softest. Sweet as grapes. His dark juicy peach. Wet.
*
He blinks at the sun. Exposes a row of chalk-white teeth. Admires girls’ backsides. Whistles softly at women
he will never get to know and therefore dares to admire. Feels his well-trained body tensing. He enjoys his
independence. Worships loneliness, the beloved. He no longer wants to resemble the faceless conquerors women
want him to resemble. Batman in clinging tights dives down from the sky into a narrow New York street. Snatches
the young innocent secretary from the bandits’ clutches at the last moment. 007 with licence. Kills his women
with steely charm. Cocked revolver and silver-gray temples. Constantly conquers stupid blondes between silk
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sheets and never tires a thank you for saving my life. Bowls over half-naked women like streamlined billiard balls
in a celebrated salon with dimmed lighting. Or the masked phantom the man with the cape masked and faceless.
The mysterious bundle of muscles.
He strolls indifferently past the kiosks’ gleaming display of parted thighs and wet nipples. Where exotic girls
with painted genitals stare with deep seriousness into everyone’s eyes I want to be possessed by you. Deep red
vulva. Dark ruby.
Chanel lipstick. He jogs down towards the harbor. In his worn denim shorts. With a faint scent of sex. Of sweat
and sperm. Large wet stains on the front of his shorts. Always a bit moist. He jogs, his naked silken thighs taut.
*
A girl is walking down the street towards him. Very tall. In an expensive worn fur, leopard. With skintight
jeans. Walks like a tiger, sinewy, muscular. With open fur, naked throat. Hide and skin, perfume and juice. Just a
gleaming belt around that narrow waist, in dark hide, hardly different from his own skin. When he draws in his
breath, her smell knocks him out. Rank. She lopes along the street like a fine tamed wild beast. Hunting, sniffing
the air. She has a broad grin, not aimed at him. Small steps. Gimlet-like heels restrict her steps. Make them
artificial, rapid, mincing. On the hunt over black asphalt. Eyes with yellow gleam, pointed white teeth. Sharp filed
nails. Long. Gleaming. Raw. Flowing hair, like a groomed mane. She brushes close. Her eyes shine, he tries to
catch her glance. She walks on, unapproachable as an animal. He stumbles after.
*
He is by the entrance to the zoo. Kronborg Zoo. Clasps his head, dazed. Follows the crowd. Walks in amongst
the giraffes and zebras whose stripes seem blurred. Frozen kangaroos. Tame wild boars which eat from your hand.
Buzzing voices, women shrieking. Retired American amazement. Silver hair, dead fox, imitation. Sky blue
turquoises on white fingers. Here and there an opal. Dull skin, violet-hued. Silver. Gleaming excited heads with
thinning hair. A pale lisping guide.
He stands distracted in front of the wildcat enclosure. A couple of heads higher than the tourist group. Pressing
close together. Whilst the guide lisps softly, about the wild cat’s superiority, the problems of taming it. Import
from West Africa. 400 kilos of living meat. With nerves sharp and quivering. The greatest hunter of the plains in
an enclosure of 400 square meters. They are ordered to keep back from the wire.
“She is dangerous.”
A shiver runs through the crowd as she crashes through the hedge. The she-cat. A flash. He sees nothing but
yellow, yellow streaks gleaming through the air. Blinding. The lioness. She snarls, roars, golden with hissing
movements. As she snatches the bloody carcass. Tears it to pieces in the air. It steams. She hisses at the crowd,
which has retreated ten paces. Rolls in dung, happy. Shakes herself over the pale American women’s thinning foxfur.
Adam raises his camera. As he clicks she throws herself towards him. With her full weight against the netting.
Hurls herself forward time after time … towards the savanna. The rippling plains by the Urma river. Speeds
towards Lake Rudolf. Where the sinking sun is mirrored in the leaden-gray surface. Against a background of
African mountain ranges and yellow sky.
He goes up close to the netting. Whispers. She crouches for the attack. Ears painfully flattened. Soundless but
for the lashing tail. She slides forwards, so near that he can lick her teeth. Senses a faint salty smell of dead flesh.
“Keep back from the fence.”
He goes closer, can’t help it. His heart thumps hard. As she lunges, he shrieks. She slashes his tongue with a
dark tear. He feels the shock waves from her heavy body as she throws herself to the left. All escape routes
closed ... hurls herself onwards towards the plains. The savanna. The sun … Hears her distant roar. Is left standing
with the smell of wild cat honey. Silk, grass, dead meat and excrement.
He staggers down the street. He feels drunk. The camera lies abandoned in the grass.
*
She is standing at the tram stop. Under the street light. It is lit. The light floods down over her hair and her
naked throat. The black asphalt is damp and dark. She is walking restlessly to and fro. Her fur jacket is half open.
He can see the gleam of her naked moist skin beneath the street lights. Thinks: she’s going to take me. She turns
lazily, laughs softly. There he stands in the middle of the street in the heavy rain with a wet T-shirt and hard
nipples. Wet thighs. Sun-bleached denim shorts. Bare-legged, as if stiffened in the asphalt.
She arches her back, opens her mouth. Her hair billows. A faint scent of sex from the open fur. She gathers
herself for the attack. A glint of orange. Her eyes narrow, focused on him. Luminous. Her hair moves, heavy and
scented. He must burn himself, must touch. She lifts her arms over her head. Moves her hips in a slow rhythm.
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Holds his glance. He cannot move, he is in her power. Relishes. Her lips are dark. She shows her teeth, as a surge
runs through him. Shakes his body. He staggers, loses his footing. In her power. Yes come! But she doesn’t touch
him. Not yet.
*
The fur lies around her feet, on the wet asphalt. In the gleam of the street lights it looks alive. She steps out of
it. Naked. With long white thighs, pale belly. The street lights are bathed in the asphalt.
There are people hurrying past them on the pavement. A dog gives tongue. No-one seems to react. The tram
clangs in the street. Glides over wet cobbles, slow and indifferent. She runs her finger over his lips whilst she
slowly pulls his zip down. The whole time she holds his eyes with hers, dangerous yellow, piercing. Beads of
saliva at the corners of her mouth. She takes hold of him, strokes him hard with long slim fingers. Purrs softly.
Whilst her lovely thighs open smoothly. Sees her juices start to flow, wet, dripping.
He flushes violently, breathes heavily and with effort. She rubs him against her slit. Spread, open, wet. Open
flower. The street lights burn in the street. A drunken man lurches into him. He doesn’t notice. She bends down
and licks him, swallows. Her legs are taut, poised to spring. She wants more. She likes to suck, he thinks, elated.
He enjoys the sight of the wide red mouth around him, shaped like a large red dahlia. Enclosing him. Drinking
him.
She tosses her head back, her hair crackles. She pants for breath, her teeth gleaming. She rips off his trousers.
Until he catches fire, perishes. Her hair, her skin, her nakedness there in the street. Her hard grip, her imperious
eyes. Her desire for him. Take me take me take me he screams.
*
She climbs up on him. Rides him. Guides his arching prick as it sways stiffly. She licks around her mouth with
her salmon-pink tongue and presses it against her, into her. She sways, she climbs, mounts him. Roars, loud and
golden. People don’t even turn round, just hurry on.
He explodes. As she screams and tears gashes in his skin. With sharp claws. Bites his forehead. Claws channels
of blood, streaming wounds. Throws him to the ground, the force stuns him. As she crouches for a mighty spring.
Over towards the plains, the savanna, the sun.
He is left lying there, groaning, with bloody marks from sharp nails on the back of his legs, shoulders and
throat.
294.40 Excerpts from With Their Backs To The World: Portraits From Serbia\fn{by Åsne Seierstad (1970- )}
Oslo, Oslo County, Norway (F) 19\fn{It is of some importance to note here that when this book was published 2004) Montenegro
was still territorially federated with Serbia and an independent Kosovo was still but a dream }
Each morning around six o’clock a whistle sounds between the houses of Borisav Vojnovic and Nikola
Randelovic. This means that the coffee is ready. Strong Turkish coffee with three spoonfuls of sugar, and a quick
shot of rakija.
Already the workday is well under way in the village of Stanjinac, in the mountains of southern Serbia.
Borisav has been up since five, feeding his two cows, the sheep, his lamb, the chickens and the rooster. By now
he’s already had a chat with Suba and Sredana as he fed them, fetched their water and carried out the droppings
that are still steaming in the frosty morning air. He’s taken care of Bonka the sheep and played with her lamb,
which has no name because it will be butchered in June.
“The animals come first,” he says.
So it’s only after an hour’s caring for them that it’s finally time for coffee and rakija—one day at Borisav’s,
the next at Nikola’s. Borisav has marked his days on his calendar. This morning it is Nikola who makes his way
across the courtyard on two wooden canes. He struggles up the stairs to Borisav’s house. The two men greet each
other and sit down. The rakija is gone in one gulp.
“Nosegulp” is what Borisav calls it; having the aroma of the liquor burn through your nostrils is as important a
part of it as to feel the effect in the rest of your body.
There’s a pleasant exhalation following the strong drink—a travarita, from trava, Serbian for “herbs”. Borisav
has made it himself, from plums, and seasoned it with kantarion, gentian, yarrow and sage. Over coffee the men
talk of the corn to be sown and the potatoes to be planted. And of course of the animals.
At the beginning of May Suba will calve, and her calf has already been named Kompjuter, because that’s what
Borisav will buy for his grandson with the money he gets when he sells it. The old men talk of sowing times, and
even if this April morning seems to promise lovely, sunny weather, Borisav recalls the freezing night of 14 May
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1952, when the entire village lost its crop.
“Never let an early spring fool you,” he says, and asks me to call him Deda Bora—Grandpa Bora.
“Everyone your age does,” he explains.
His living room is furnished with the bare necessities: a table, a few chairs, a cabinet, a chest and a sofa. On
the walls there’s a calendar and a framed picture of Slobodan Milosevic. The picture is from the late 1980s and a
bit faded—Milosevic looks young and energetic.
Southern Serbia is Milosevic’s stronghold and the majority of his supporters are, like Deda Bora and Nikola,
well beyond the age of retirement.
Milosevic is the best president for Serbia. He protects and defends us against those who want to sell us out,”
says Deda Bora, referring to the political opposition in Serbia.
Like most Serbs, Deda Bora has seen his standard of living fall dramatically over the past ten years, the decade
that Milosevic has been in power. Incomes are a fraction of what they were and savings vanished during the hyperinflation of 1993. Deda Bora knows the answer:
“You can’t get rich and fight a war at the same time.”
“Perhaps Milosevic shouldn’t have started all these wars?” I suggest. The old man is crestfallen.
“Serbia never started any wars. We’ve been attacked; first by the Slovenes, then by the Croats, then by the
Muslims—of course we had to defend ourselves,” he explains. “But we will rise again, just like we rose up after
the Second World War. Since when didn’t the Serbs rise up when they[ve been down?” Nikola nods.
“Nobody can beat us.”
Still, Deda Bora’s greatest hero remains Tito. Not even Milosevic measures up here.
“Under Tito nobody dared touch us, nobody interfered in our affairs and we worked with other nations on an
equal footing. We never lived so well, never before and never since,” he says and admits that Milosevic does have
one flaw.
“Tito was a diplomat; Milosevic is not.”
Like any good Titoist, Deda Bora is an atheist. This makes the picture on the bedroom wall a bit of a mys tery –
it’s Leonardo da Vinci's painting of the Last Supper, with Jesus and the disciples.
“Jesus?” exclaims Deda Bora. “That’s not Jesus, that’s Tsar Lazar, who perished on the field of Kosovo in 1389.
The painting depicts the meal before the battle. That guy to the left, in yellow? That is Vuk Brankovic, who
betrayed Tsar Lazar to the Turks. And that one who whispers in Lazar’s ear, that’s Milos Obilic.
“He said, ‘You have a traitor at your left knee.’
“But Lazar didn’t listen to him and lost the battle.”
There is no room for doubt in Deda Bora’s account, despite the fact that this is indeed a reproduction of Leonardo’s The Last Supper. But throughout this countryside devoted to Tito, the myth of Tsar Lazar’s sacrifice replaced
Jesus Christ. The Last Supper became the secret meal. Judas became Vuk Brankovic. The disciples became Serbian
soldiers.
In the bedroom another picture captures my attention. A half-naked woman lounges on a chaise longue in a
baroque hall. Behind her the curtains flutter in a large window overlooking a beach with palm trees. Fat, naked babies
hover around the woman.
“Verica put that one up. She was really fond of kids,” says Deda Bora and leaves the room.
Borisav and Verica married when they were seventeen; their parents had proposed this when they were kids. And
that’s how it came to be, even if Verica’s parents never lived to see it. They were killed by Bulgarian fascists when
Verica was twelve. She watched them being shot in their own courtyard in 1942, accused of helping the Partisans.
“There was something special about Verica. I don’t know what it was, but she was different from all the other girls.
I just knew that it’d be us.” Deda Bora sinks down by the kitchen table.
“We lost the first four ones,” he says, and the knuckles of his fists turn white.
“The doctors couldn’t tell us why they never lived to see a month. Verica was sure that she was cursed, and
tried every cure there was. When her fifth child was born, on a cold day in December 1956, she wrapped it up, put
the infant out on the road and hid behind some bushes.
After a while a man came upon the child, picked it up and took it home with him. Verica fol lowed him but
didn’t show herself until he had carried her son into his house. It was said that a curse like that would be broken
when someone else brought the baby home.
The boy grew up and was given the name Najden, which means “found”. He is their only child, and today
this grown man of more than a hundred kilos is a colonel in the Yugoslav army.
“It wasn’t until it was clear that he would survive and grow up that we started living again,” says Deda Bora.
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“By then we’d lived through seven years of babies dying.”
Verica went to her grave believing that the man on the road saved her son’s life.
Deda Bora is not so sure.
“I only believe in the things I can see,” he says. “That’s why I don’t believe in God either.”
It’s been three years since Verica died. She was in pain for a long time but never complained. By the time she
got herself to a doctor it was too late.
As Borisav talks about her tears form in his eyes.
“If it wasn’t for the animals I’d be really lonely. I talk to them every day, and they talk back. Besides, I’ve got
my neighbours, even if they keep disappearing on me—either they die or they go to some flat in the city. But
having neighbours doesn’t really help; I’m alone in my house, that’s what’s so hard. I don’t like to eat by myself
and I never drink coffee alone. Coffee alone isn’t coffee.”
Borisav Vojnovic is (in 2000) in his seventieth year. His whole life he has lived in this village, Stanjinac,\fn
{Zaječar District; according to the census of 2002, 95 people lived there } in the mountains near the border with Bulgaria. The
village consists of three clusters of houses, a few kilometres apart, totalling a little more than a hundred small
farms. The scenery is idyllic, with plains and rolling hills looking out over a deep, verdant valley. Violets grow by
the side of the road. The cherry trees bloom and the apricot trees have large, pink buds.
But this vision of paradise runs only so deep.
Stanjinac is dying. Most of the fields are fallow now and the vines wither as nobody cares for them. Sometimes
you still see someone in a field with a horse and plough, but it’s heavy work in the clay earth. Most of the people in
the village are over sixty. Every morning you see these sagging, hunched backs move towards the fields, each with
a hoe in their hands. They straighten up as best they can when they stop and greet someone.
“It’s as if the earth pulls them down itself,” Deda Bora says of the hunchbacks. “It wants us back. The youngest
man in the village is around forty, and a bachelor. It’s too late for him,” says Deda Bora.
“He’s already like an old man.”
There is one kid in the village, the grocer’s.
In the 1960s there were hundreds of kids running around the courtyards and fields here. When I ask how many
people live in Stanjinac, Deda Bora begins to count:
“Smilja, Violeta, Milica, Bina, myself, Branka, Tihomir, Smira—that’s eight—the other Tihomir, Nadica, Perica, Bogdana, Mara, Bora, and Nikola.”
Deda Bora is who you talk to when something needs taking care of. Today it’s Tihomir’s harrow that won’t
work.
We walk a bit down to his house. Deda Bora points and tells of trees, fields and houses.
“That tree is more than five hundred years old,” he’ll say. “Whenever someone gets married, they have to
visit it—they believe it’s good luck.”
Once at Tihomir’s, Deda Bora sits down on a stool, his glasses balanced on the tip of his nose, wrenches ready
at his side. Tihomir stands and watches while Bora fiddles with the engine.
Grandpa Bora is one of the sprightliest people in these parts and looks like a young lad next to his neighbour,
who’s around eighty. Yet even he still works his own lands, hunched back or not.
Deda Bora gets the machine to work and proceeds to turn the entire piece of land for Tihomir, since he’s there
already. Tihomir’s wife offers coffee and corn cakes and shows off pictures from her granddaughter’s wedding. Her
furrowed hand proudly displays a photo of her grandchild in a shining white wedding dress.
The photo is kept in a clear plastic bag so it won’t get dirty or dusty as it makes its way around the table. The
sparkling granddaughter poses with her grandparents. They come up to her shoulders: the grandmother in a headscarf and best shoes, her grandfather in his suit.
While the bride flirts with the camera, Baba and Deda—Grandma and Grandpa—simply stare into the lens,
deadly serious. That their granddaughter, or any of Bina’s and Tihomir’s other grandchildren, would ever take over
the farm is out of the question.
“There is no future for this village,” says Deda Bora. “In twenty years there’ll be nobody left.”
As we stroll home from Tihomir and Bina’s, we pass several abandoned houses. We stop to watch a man who
ploughs a field below the road.
Both man and horse have to stop constantly, and sweat pours off their bodies. Deda Bora sighs and walks on.
He was the second man in the village to buy a tractor, in 1980.
“That was one of the greatest days of my life,” he notes.
At two o’clock it’s lunchtime. Pickled bell peppers, home-made cheese, beans and bread. Bora complains of
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his lack of appetite.
“You should have seen me back when Verica was alive—I was big and strong. Now I’m just fading away. I
can’t eat meat any more; I’ve lost too many teeth.”
The food tastes of fresh air and sunshine. Deda Bora is famous for his cheese, which he sells in the village.
“You take ten litres of milk, add a tablespoon of salt for each litre, and let it boil for six minutes,” he
explains, finding the clock he uses to measure the time. To show me how long six minutes is, he sets the clock.
“Then you add two tablespoons of eighty-proof vinegar and boil it for another six minutes. Then you pour it
all into a cloth and put it under a large, flat stone for pressure.
“Then you just wait until it’s done. Takes about a day and a night. You could do this yourself, when you get
back to Norway,” he suggests.
After lunch it’s time to feed the animals again. I offer to carry the heavy buckets of water, but the farmer refuses any assistance.
“Anyone who's gone to school doesn’t have to work around here,” he says, as if this rule ought to be known far
and wide. So I sink into the hay in the barn and let the April sun warm me while I listen to Bora talk to his animals downstairs.
When he was eight Borisav went to work as a shepherd. He’s been a farmer, tailor, salesman, soldier, musician,
Tito-propagandist and miner. As a newlywed seventeen-year-old he spent three years in the military, then worked a
few years for Agitprop, the People’s Front’s department for agitation and propaganda under Tito.
“Anything that had to be done had to be done through Agitprop. I travelled around the countryside and taught;
about Tito and his politics, and about how people could get more out of their fields. The last part was the most
important because you didn’t need to agitate much for Tito; everybody supported him anyway.”
After his years with Agitprop Bora was appointed the local tax collector.
He refused the job—how could he possibly collect tax from his neighbours? So he had to work in a mine instead. It took him a few years to dig himself out from the mine; he then started a travelling orchestra.
Deda Bora played the clarinet at weddings, funerals and christenings. The money was good, but it was a hard
life.
“Serbian parties tend to end in fights towards the morning. More than a few times the band had to run for cover
to avoid getting involved,” he recalls. Deda Bora still has the scar on his leg from getting a wine bottle broken on
it.
“Drunk Serbs are terrible people,” he says. But it wasn’t the bottle throwing that turned him off the travelling
roadshow.
“I started to lose my teeth about thirty years ago. You can’t play the clarinet without teeth.”
After his stint as a musician Deda Bora set himself up as a tailor, all the while farming full time. He would sew
until eleven o’clock at night, before it was time to go out and plough the fields. The old sewing machine is still in
the bedroom, and there are pieces of cloth, scissors and measuring tape on the table.
Deda Bora was a tailor for twenty-five years, specialising in hats, aprons and skirts. His pleated skirts were
renowned in the villages around here.
“I was the first one to add embroidery to everyday aprons. A lot of women in southern Serbia are still wearing
my aprons and skirts,” he says proudly. At weekends he and Verica would travel around to various markets to sell
his clothing.
“That’s the best work I ever had in my life. There isn’t a village in southern Serbia that I haven’t been to, as a
soldier, agitator, musician or salesman. When I was with the People’s Front I walked everywhere. When I became a
tailor I could afford a car.”
Deda Bora was invited to join the Yugoslav Communist Party, which was a great honour out in the countryside.
“But I gave up on communism when everyone else did,” he says.
“When Tito died.”
He inherited his faith in Tito from his parents, who supported the Partisan resistance during the Second World
War. Borisav was just a little boy when the war started.
“The Germans behaved well here, they were polite and decent. Things got a lot worse when the Bulgarian
fascists occupied us.
“They are like us; they killed and raped and destroyed everything they came across,” he explains.
During the war all schooling was conducted in Bulgarian and Deda Bora still shudders when he remembers
how all the kids were given Bulgarian names.
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“Boris Georgijev Vojnov, they called me. But for me, my name was still Borisav Vojnovic.”
Deda Bora remembers well how the Partisans and the Chetniks demanded lodging in the village. You had to
open your door, no matter who you supported. Once, more than forty Partisan fighters slept in their tiny house.
“The Partisans only took food from people who had enough. We didn’t have anything but polenta and grease to
offer them. They only ate once they saw that we kids had got some, too.
“The Chetniks, on the other hand, helped themselves to anything in our cellar.'
The Partisans took part in the resistance to the Nazi occupation, under the command of Tito, and served as the
army of the Communist Party, which in turn won the Yugoslav civil war. The Chetniks were a monarchist resist ance movement, led by Colonel Draza Mihailovic. In the beginning they were allied with the Partisans, but later
fought against them, occasionally even with Italian and German forces.
*
After the midday feeding of the animals it’s time for coffee at a neighbour’s house. It seems half the village is
here. The theme today is the huge demonstration planned by Serbia’s political opposition.
“They’ve been paid by the Americans to set it up, and if they gather a lot of people they get even more
money,” explains Deda Bora. “The Americans have bought a bunch of traitors who are willing to sell their own
country. But we have a crafty intelligence agency, and they’ve uncovered their plans.”
“How do you know this?” I ask.
“They said so on TV. Luckily they’ve told us, so we all know what’s going on.”
Deda Bora gets all his information from the state-controlled media. In this version Milosevic is the great
saviour and anyone who is against him is a traitor. The USA is the main enemy.
On TV there are repeated showings of footage of American KFOR (Kosovo Force) troops in Kosovo trying to
calm down those whom the Serbs refer to as Albanian terrorists.
“The Americans have to get out of Serbia—look what they’ve done to Kosovo. They’re stirring up the Albanians to make trouble. There are hardly any Serbs left in Kosovo, even if Kosovo is ours,” complains Deda Bora.
“They’re really all Serbs,” says a neighbour. “But some of them are Serbs that had to convert to Islam to avoid
getting killed by the Turks.”
“Why is Kosovo so important?” I ask.
“Because it’s Serbian. If the KFOR leave, the Serbs will return,” says Deda Bora, and explains that the
American goal is to occupy all of Serbia.
“They want our wealth. But the Americans will never reach Belgrade. Just like Hitler was never able to take
Moscow,” he says, and looks at the clock on the wall. It’s time for the evening shift in the barn.
Once the work is done we sit down to watch a documentary on TV. It’s called America and Kosovo and
explores the American conspiracy against Serbia. Deda Bora pays close attention and learns even more about the
American scheme to conquer his country.
“The main problem now is that there are so many terrorists here,” Deda Bora sighs once the programme is over.
On my last day in Stanjinac we walk to the cemetery. Deda Bora lights a candle on Verica’s grave. He stands
there for a long time, looking at her headstone. Two serious faces look back at him. The names and images of both
him and Verica have been carved into the stone, which reads: “Verica Vojnovic 1930-1997” and “Borisav
Vojnovic 1931—“.
“She lies here and waits for me,” says the widower.
Next to the headstone stands a small cross of stone without any names. This is where their lost children lie.
“Some people say that hardship and loss make you stronger. That’s not true—losing a child can’t make you
stronger, it only makes you weak. The mourning of the four children that never lived is something that is always
with me. Whenever I visit the cemetery I can’t do anything afterwards. I am all sorrow.”
But the animals need him. Deda Bora climbs the steep hills back to his house, a couple of kilometres from the
cemetery. Halfway there we part.
He is heading back for the midday feeding; I am going to Belgrade. Deda Bora presents me with an apron,
brown with yellow and green flowers and along the bottom a string of black lace.
“You must give my regards to your parents. Take good care of them,” is the last thing he tells me before he
continues to struggle up the steep hills.
*
It’s almost Christmas before I see Deda Bora again.
Serbia has lived through a presidential election and a revolution, Milosevic has fallen from power and in a few
days, on 23 December 2000, parliamentary elections will be held. The Democratic opposition is expected to win a
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large majority.
I’m excited to see Deda Bora again, and curious to hear his thoughts on everything that has happened over the
last few months. Has he, like so many others, turned his back on Milosevic, now that he has fallen from power?
Danijela, Bora’s grandniece, gives me a ride from Belgrade. We drive along the curvy dirt road, over the hillside, past the church, continuing uphill. We turn left by the grocer’s and drive by fields and abandoned farms.
There’s the sister’s house, there’s Nikola's—and then—here, here’s Deda Bora’s house.
He stands there in his courtyard in the bleak December sun and stirs, steady and immovable, a large iron
cauldron. As handsome as he was last spring—icy blue eyes, hair as white as snow and a gaze that won't let go of
you. He kisses me three times on the cheeks, as is the custom.
“How are your parents?” is the first thing he wants to know. “And how is your book going?” I answer as Deda
Bora calmly stirs the huge cauldron, which is filled with boiling bacon.
“I butchered my pig yesterday,” he explains. “Came to 130 kilos; now I’ll be making sausages, smoked hams
and boiled cvarak.”
The bubbling grease in front of us will become cvarak. The bacon will be cut into cubes, then boiled first in
water, later in its own grease. After four hours it’s browned, the excess grease is pressed out of it and it’s put out
to dry and turn crispy.
“A delicacy,” grins Deda Bora. The grease that’s left over, he uses for cooking.
Deda Bora adds more firewood, and allows himself a break in the stirring. Najden, who has come home to help
his father with the butchering, takes over. Deda Bora invites me to join him for home-made plum brandy and
Turkish coffee.
I sneak a look into the living room to see if the picture is still there. It is.
Deda Bora carves a few slices of his famous cheese and serves us.
“All’s well with both Suba and Sredana, and Bonka the sheep,” he tells us. “And we’ve got really nice plums
this year. But other than that, it’s been a miserable autumn—the sun burned off half our crops.”
To Deda Bora, the autumn of 2000 has been miserable in more ways than that.
“A coup,” he states. “Paid for by the Americans.”
He’s not alone in the village in believing this. In Stanjinac, Milosevic got by far the most votes in September’s
presidential elections. The final count showed that, out of 150 votes cast, Milosevic received 128. Twenty went to
the candidate from Vojislav Seselj’s Nationalist Party, while the Democratic candidate, Vojislav Kostunica, got all
of two votes.
Suffice it to say, the village was not at all in step with the rest of the country.
“In a while even more people will support the current government. In Serbia a lot of people always vote for the
sitting president, just to be on the safe side,” Deda Bora explains. “But the majority of us will still support
Milosevic and his Socialist Party.
“And the picture I’ll never take down,” he says, and points up at the young and energetic Slobodan Milosevic
on the wall. “He steered us through the toughest years Serbia has lived through since the occupation.”
Deda Bora has nothing but disgust for those in the Socialist Party who now want to replace Milosevic as
the head of the party.
“They were behind him when he was in power and stab him in the back now that he’s down.”
But the old Titoist will now admit to more of Milosevic’s flaws.
“He was too tough and refused to listen to anyone else. He should have been more flexible. His biggest
mistake was removing himself from the people. He stopped travelling around and only made a few speeches from
his palace. He wasn’t among us. That was his fatal mistake.”
Deda Bora gets angry when I bring up the Hague Tribunal and the accusations of war crimes.
“All the Serbs that have been arrested for war crimes are innocent. They only did their duty, and defended us
when we were attacked by Croats and Muslims. But the Americans are trying to get us. They want to have their
bases here. And what the Americans want they usually get, unless someone fights back. I hope the new President
understands this, but maybe he’s already been bought by the Americans. I can’t say for sure.”
There’s a lot Grandpa Bora can’t say for sure any more.
The news broadcasts on TV no longer help prop up his opinions. He used to devour anything that was said on
the state-controlled channel, but now he’s not so sure about Radio-televizij a Srbije. It doesn’t quite fit with his
view of the world.
“Maybe I shouldn’t be saying this out loud,” says Deda Bora. “But Serbia is not ready for democracy. I don’t
think it’s good for us. Look at the prices—they’ve quadrupled since the coup, and my pension has gone up by just
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ten per cent. Serbia needs a new Tito,” he reckons. “A firm hand. Only then will we get any order in this country.
We can’t manage ourselves. We’re just not ready for it.”
Outside it’s growing dark. Time to take care of the animals. We go to fetch water from the stone well that Deda
Bora’s father dug during the Second World War.
“This is the best water there is,” he says, manoeuvring the heavy bucket up from the well. “Only the best is
good enough for my animals. Suba and Sredana’s milk is so fat my daughter-in-law has to cut it with water,” he
brags, as he hauls up bucket after bucket of the best water in the world.
Then we go down to the animals. Deda Bora takes his time, chats with the cows, pats them, gives them water
and hay.
The courtyard is lit by the moon and a modest lamp. We can barely make out his son and daughter-in-law, draining the running fat off the bacon. They put the bacon between two wooden planks and salt it. We walk down to
sample the first few bites. It tastes wonderful and melts on your tongue like a crispy Christmas rib.
Deda Bora says it needs more salt.
“You came here to get to know us,” he says. “But to get to know a Serb you have to eat three hundred kilos of
salt with him. Did you know that? It takes some time, eating three hundred kilos of salt.”
He fixes me with his eyes.
“Takes a lot of time,” he says.
*
Three winters go by, and another spring gets under way. Since I left Deda Bora by the greasy cauldron I’ve
shared barely a gram of salt with a Serb. Nor have I spent much time pondering the mysteries of Homo
balcanicus. I closed this door when I left here, a few days after the arrest of Milosevic, in April 2001, and didn’t
open it again until three years had passed, and it was April again. In the mean time other fates and other people’s
suffering had captured my attention.
So the journey back to Deda Bora’s is like travelling back in time; I brush the rust off the door, open it slowly;
it squeaks as I step inside.
As a travelling companion I have brought Drago, a friend from my last visit. We’re hurtling along at lethal
speed on the road from Belgrade to Nis, until we turn off and head south-east.
The road keeps getting smaller. It undulates over soft indentations and deep potholes. Eventually the white line
in the middle of the road disappears, until all we’re on is a one-lane country road again.
The landscape is brown, the fields have not yet begun to sprout, but the cherry trees already have a soft, white
veil. We pass picturesque villages, where the houses lean against one another in small groups and faded curtains
wave from the windows. If you look a little closer you realise that the houses are dilapidated, that the fences have
not been mended for generations.
Some houses stand alone, sneaking a glance over at the other groups. Brown, poor, abandoned.
“They look angry,” says Drago.
“Who?”
“The houses.”
They do seem bitter.
“Look at them—they stand there with their windows boarded up, hating each other,” Drago goes on. “And then
people ask why there are wars.”
A couple of dogs fight over a bone beneath a stunning magnolia tree. Like a queen, the tree keeps itself way
above the petty battle at its roots. The magnolia flowers are as large as champagne flutes; purple, then lightening
out towards the petals, into the entirely white tips.
In gardens and fields women work in thick stockings, skirts that reach below their knees and flowery aprons.
They hoe, rake or weed. Their hair is pulled back, pinned up at the neck, and is grey, white or greying black.
The old men are wearing russet trousers and galoshes. Inside the galoshes they have home-knitted woollen
socks. The trousers are shaped like jodhpurs: wide around the thighs, tighter from the knees downwards. The
layers of shirts and sweaters are all in soft, fading colours. Their coats are open.
It’s like driving through a faded old movie from the fifties.
The young men belong in a different movie. They’ve adopted the fashion that invaded the countryside of
Eastern Europe a decade ago: stonewashed jeans, sneakers and fake Adidas sweatshirts. Some are wearing leather
jackets.
These young men sit in the cafés, smoking, drinking coffee or rakija, and stare at the cars that drive by. There
are hardly any young women in this movie. Sometimes you catch a glimpse of one, behind the counter of a small
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grocery store.
We continue on our bumpy way, leaving the open fields behind. We cross a small river and begin our approa ch
to the hills below Deda Bora’s village. A sign tells us Stanjinac is to our left. The metalled road comes to an end
and we continue on an overgrown carriage road.
The maples hang down like heavy curtains all around us, the branches slapping the car. Our eyes are drowning
in the green of the buds and the newly sprung leaves.
We pass the cemetery, the first group of houses, then the next. And there—there’s the five-hundred-year-old
tree in the corner of Deda Bora’s little garden. The tree that bears luck.
It rears itself proudly—no, stiffly—towards the sky. The branches are bare, they have neither buds nor leaves,
and the massive trunk is black.
Since I’ve been gone the tree has died.
From the field behind Nikola's house across the road, an older man nods to us before he hunches over and goes
back to work. The sun disappears behind a cloud. Our shiny, cobalt hire car turns into the courtyard.
The wooden door to the red-brick outhouse is still not straight. The vegetable garden looks inviting, fresh and
orderly.
A thin man in his socks comes out on the front doorstep. He steps into his galoshes and treads gingerly down
the small stairs. Reaching the end, he straightens his back.
Deda Bora has become a shadow of his old self.
He kisses me three times and welcomes us inside, but changes his mind when he sees the car. He wants to see the
engine.
Drago lifts up the hood of the Mitsubishi. Deda Bora inspects everything. Not saying a word, he nods, feels the
wires, the pipes, turns a valve.
The furrows of his face have grown deeper. Even more teeth have abandoned him. The white hairs grow
farther apart from each other. He looks up from the engine.
“So you’re back,” he says, and pats me lightly on the back.Then he invites us inside.
“How are your parents?” he asks at the bottom step of the stairs, and smiles wanly when I tell him.
A golden sugarloaf served straight out of the pan awaits us inside. Bora cuts thick chunks for all of us, fills the
tiny rakija glasses to the brim, pours fresh coffee in three cups and takes his seat at the end of the table. We lift our
glasses.
“A glass a day is medicine,” says Deda Bora. “Two is poison.”
The searing shot is our first, his second. The first drink went down a few minutes after six o’clock this
morning, as usual. “Two glasses is fine once in a while, but never one after the other. One for breakfast and then
one for lunch, that’s fine,” he reasons.
The house is draughty, cool like a spring day before the sun comes up. Drago is wearing his thick winter coat,
while I’ve put mine away, preferring instead to huddle over the warm cake and Deda Bora’s firewater. The farmer
is wearing a green army shirt with a purple padded waistcoat on top. Like any stylish tailor, he has his own taste,
and doesn’t have to follow local fashion.
The cake tastes of fresh eggs.
“They wanted change, and change is what they got,” Deda Bora exclaims all of a sudden, and knocks his
spoon on the table. He looks at me, then at Drago, who is wolfing down his cake, and then back at me.
“I never wanted change. Zane the baker wanted change,” he says. “Every time I went down to Kalna to get
bread, he said he wanted change.”
Deda Bora has stopped eating. His arm lies shaking on the table, the spoon sticking straight up from his fist.
There are yellow cake crumbs on the tablecloth.
“Baker Zane voted for the Democratic Party. I told him they’d sell Serbia to the Americans, but he said he
wanted change.” Drago drains his glass and makes a face.
“I never wanted change. Zane the baker wanted change,” says Deda Bora.
Once a week he walks nine kilometres to Kalna to buy bread. Each time he argues with baker Zane.
“There’s no order any more. Under Tito there was order, and under Milosevic, too. What is happening?” Deda
Bora bites his lip, looks out through his kitchen window and answers his own question.
“Oh, they’ve taken over, all right,” he snorts. “The Democrats.” He spits out the word.
“Tito wouldn’t have liked what’s going on here now. Under Tito we had Goli Otok.”\fn{A former Yugoslav
political prison, in operation between 1949 and 1989.}
Deda Bora's eyes are harder than they used to be, more bitter. Is it the changes of the past three years, or maybe
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just three more years of loneliness?
“We could use about five Goli Otoks now,” he says.
“Goli Otok” means “the naked island”; it was Tito’s island prison, where political prisoners were held.
In the background Deda Bora’s black-and-white TV is on. There’s a live broadcast from a debate in
parliament. Politicians take their turn at the microphone, wave their fists, deliver harsh words and sit back down
again.
“It’s impossible to get what they’re debating,” sighs Bora. “They’re all just saying, ‘I found it offensive when
you said . . .’, they’re defaming each other, or just ridiculing someone. They don’t care about doing something for
the coun-try, they just want to look good. Serbs have become lazy,” Bora concludes, and gets down to specifics.
“Maybe we always were, and that’s why they whipped us to get us to work. Look at the kids today—they’re
not lifting a finger. Every time I go down to Kalna I see them, sitting in the cafés not doing a thing. Letting every
hour of the day go by. They don’t want to work in the fields. There’s not enough money in it for them, so they just
sit there. Maybe they have a little shop, selling things nobody needs.”
Then I notice.
The picture has gone. Milosevic is no longer hanging on the wall of Bora’s sewing room. He’s been replaced
by Tsar Lazar’s secret meal or, if you like, Leonardo's The Last Supper.
“You took down Milosevic?”
“Yes.”
“You’re not voting for him any more?”
“No.”
“Who are you voting for, then?”
“This last time I voted for Seselj.”
Vojislav Seselj is, like Slobodan Milosevic, in jail, charged with war crimes. He heads the only party that still
rattles its sabres and speaks of a Greater Serbia. These Radicals argue that the Serbian part of Bosnia, as well as
the Krajina region of Croatia, should be part of Serbia.
“We had a meeting at Nikola’s. Everybody in the village was there, and we decided who to vote for. We
decided on the Radicals.”
“Why them?”
“Because they’re not corrupt.
“They’re not dirty. The Democrats are criminals. They steal and gorge themselves, and sell the country to the
Americans.”
This time the old people of Stanjinac are not as out of step with the rest of Serbia as they were a t the first
election after the “coup”, four years ago. The wave of euphoria that carried the Democratic Party—though not up
to Stanjinac—eventually died down throughout the country. People were quickly disappointed when democracy
didn’t provide them with a better life.
“Next time the Radicals will win, for sure,” says Deda Bora. “But there were a lot of people here who didn’t
vote—they couldn’t manage the nine kilometres down to Kalna. Me, I do it in an hour and a half d own and an
hour and a half up—same time each way,” he says proudly. “I bet I’d outwalk you any time,” he laughs and looks
at Drago, well into yet another piece of cake.
I have one more myself. The cake is soft, both moist and airy at the same time.
Grandpa Bora recalls the first election after the war, while he was just a kid. Back then they had two voting
urns; one was decorated with flowers, pretty ribbons and a majestic portrait, while the other was a bulky tin can.
The first one was for Tito’s votes, the second for anyone who dared oppose him. Everyone was given a little ball
to drop in their chosen urn. Deda Bora laughs. He remembers the women who stopped to admire the lovely
flowers and the fancy bow and dropped the ball there.
I want to get back to the man Deda Bora called Tito’s successor.
“Why did you take him down?” The old farmer studies the crumbs on his table.
“I was going to paint the walls.”
“But why didn’t you hang him back up, once you’d finished painting?”
“When I had finished I realised that Tsar Lazar fitted better. Tsar Lazar is more important to us Serbs than
Milosevic. Like Tsar Lazar, Milosevic was betrayed. But Tsar Lazar fought harder. Milosevic let himself get
captured.”
“Where’s his portrait now?”
“Come down to the cellar and we’ll see if we can find him,” says Bora.
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The cellar is filled with planks, old glass jars, buckets and tools. Deda Bora turns around a few times, stops to
think. Then he walks over to a shelf, reaches up and takes down a picture frame. He turns it round and looks into
Milosevic’s fading gaze. A cat has danced on Slobo’s face and left a jolly pattern of footsteps in the dust.
“I’ll take it upstairs and clean it up,” Deda Bora says dutifully, but tosses it aside almost immediately. He
straightens a door frame, picks up a link from a chain. Pushes a chair around, picks a few nails off the floor.
“One thing’s for sure,” he says.
“There won’t be any order around here until we have a dictatorship again.”
“Dictatorship” is pronounced as if it were something nice you once had in your house, something you’d lost
and missed. Something righteous, like order, or peace and quiet. Bora picks up the picture again. He turns it over
and checks that the string is still good, before he puts it down again.
“The Serbs are a herd that needs a firm shepherd. We have no discipline. We’re not cultured, like the rest of
you.”
“Why is that?” Bora falls silent, and taps a tin can against a table.
“That’s what I’m wondering, too.”
We go back up. Milosevic remains on the shelf.
Snuggled against the cool foundation of the house are tins containing pale, fresh cheese, covered with white
linen towels. On market days Deda Bora takes them to Kalna. He makes seven thousand dinars a month on his
cheese, about a hundred Euros, as much as his pension.
“I get by. Prices keep going up, but I’m all right. I’ve already paid for the coffin.”
“The coffin?”
“I don’t want to be anybody’s expense but my own. It’s ready for me, down at the carpenter’s.”
“But you’re in such great shape!” I protest. “You’ve got another twenty years in you.”
“Oh no,” says Deda Bora and he looks at me, almost scared. “Couldn’t handle another twenty years. Maybe a
couple more, then you’ll see. Then you’ll see it’s enough.”
Deda Bora makes his way up to a lookout. I keep pace with him. He stops, and his shoulders shrink a little.
“Verica is calling for me. Living’s become this sad thing. Everyone around me is dying. Since you were last
here fifteen of us have passed. In this village alone.”
We go past the barn. I look in at the hay, where I used to let my thoughts wander, peering out through the
boards, that spring I stayed at Deda Bora’s. We drop in on the cows, say hi to the well with the best water in the
world and stop by the ruins of the house Deda Bora grew up in. Where a ten-year-old Borisav stared in wide-eyed
wonder at the Partisans who came to eat and sleep.
“I wanted to do the digging, too.”
“The digging?”
“Yeah. Wouldn’t have taken me more than an hour or so. Dig a decent grave, just my size. But they would’'t let
me. My son put his foot down.
“‘We’ll take care of the diggers,’ he said.
“‘Why waste money on diggers when I can do it myself,’ I asked him, but he just said,
“‘Diggers I can afford.’”
The cherry grove is bursting with white branches. Yellow wildflowers are intertwined with a few bluebells
along the side of the carriage road. A hazy blanket covers the valley below; up here the sky is a pale blue. A thin
layer of clouds covers the sun like a veil. Deda Bora smiles gently and looks out over the fields.
“Way over there, I own a bit of land,” he tells me. “It’s fallow. Nobody to farm it. But I’ll tell you this: I could
have done my own digging. Now they’re going to have to pay both the digger and the priest. And I don’t even believe in priests!”
He sits down on the stone well and makes room for me. The icy-blue eyes are firm. And there’s still something
of the obstinate boy in them.
“We’ll see—I just may dig it yet. Nobody’s here to stop me. Could just stroll down there and start digging.
When the time comes.”
We’re silent.
“I mean, I know where I’m going to lie,” he says softly. He turns his face away and lets his gaze run along the
mountain ridge.
“Next to Verica.”
2
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Snezana fights her way on to the route 41 bus.
As always, it is chock full and requires a special boarding technique. You have to make your way to the front of the
crowd waiting to get on, establish a foot on the lowest step and then force yourself forward. This is not the time—and
there is no room anyway—for manners.
The struggle is long, as the bus won’t depart before it’s able to close its doors and the mêlée at the bus stop is over.
Once on board, you’re squeezed until it’s time to get off. You reach your destination bruised and battered, having
fought to remain upright when the bus turns, from coping with the potholes along the way, from getting shoved and
pushed by strangers getting on or off.
However, it’s a free ride, as there’s just no way you’ll be able to make your way up to the driver to buy a ticket.
“It didn’t use to be like this,” sighs Snezana when we finally disembark at Republic Square, exhausted and
drenched in sweat.
“The buses are fuller, because people can’t afford petrol any more. On top of that, they never replace buses
when they break down, so there are fewer of them. And there’s no such thing as a schedule any more. The bus
arrives when it arrives.”
“It didn’t use to be like this” is something Snezana says often.
Because nothing is like it was when she left. Snezana is among the thousands of young people who’ve
given up on a life in Belgrade to try their luck abroad. For the past seven years she has lived in Frankfurt. This
Easter holiday she’s come home to visit her mother and brothers.
“I can afford to take a taxi now, but I used to take this bus all the time. And when I’m here I seek out the life
that I used to have,” she explains. “If I were to take a taxi to town I would feel even more alien here than I do
already.”
Her appearance indicates a higher degree of comfort and familiarity with taxis than with buses. Snezana is
wearing Gucci sunglasses and black designer clothes. Also, there’s a vast psychological gap between her and her
fellow bus passengers, as Snezana has not yet got used to seeing the bombed-out buildings we drive by.
Just half a kilometre from her mother’s house in the Senjak area we see a literal parade of ruins. Everything
was targeted the Interior Ministry, the Foreign Ministry, the Defence Ministry, the government’s quarters, those
of the army chiefs of staff. A year after the bombings they cut through the landscape like deep wounds—black
craters, burned-out windows and collapsed walls.
“Every time I see these buildings it makes me want to cry. They represent everything Serbia has become—an
enemy of the West. Even if these buildings and departments stood for everything I fought against, and left behind,
they still feel like ‘mine’. It hurts to see them like this.”
This is not the only stab she receives on the way into the city centre.
“That’s the Radio Beograd building,” Snezana points out. She hasn’t been inside for seven years.
“Everything changed with the war in Croatia, in 1991, when the regime began interfering in what we broadcast.
The whole mood changed. Even I, who worked with programmes on film and music, received politicised editorial
directions. We were told what music we could play and which films we could review. The editor was fired and the
regime installed a puppet in his place. Professionalism and expertise meant nothing any more; the only thing that
mattered was the degree to which you were loyal to the regime.
“When our boss was fired we organised a strike. It went on for several weeks, and when the union board got
word that the puppet wouldn’t be left in charge of the station after all, we thought we’d won. We called off the
strike and the next morning I went back to work. The guard asked for my access pass, which was weird, because
he’d never done that before, and he knew me well enough. He checked my credentials against a list of names. Then
he confiscated the pass and told me there was no need to come back. I didn’t have a job any more,” Snezana
recalls.
“I went through something of a personal crisis after that. I didn’t know what I wanted to be, or what to stand
for. I’d never been interested in politics, but suddenly our whole lives were politicized—everything was a matter
of your loyalty to Milosevic. Any job I applied for involved making political compromises.
“I refused, and remained unemployed. I was twenty-seven years old and thought it was not too late for me to
start again somewhere else. I had an aunt in Frankfurt, so I went there, and learned German at the Goethe Institute. And I’ve been there ever since.”
This exodus of highly educated young people leaving the country for good is commonly referred to as a brain
drain. They may be artists whose liberties have been curtailed by the regime's restrictions, journalists who refuse
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to be censored, young men who fear being drafted into the Yugoslav army, engineers who can’t find work because of the crisis.
The fields of science and electronics have been particularly hard hit. At the turn of the millennium the average
Serbian salary was about twenty-five pounds a month. Of those who leave, some get well-paid jobs abroad, while
others wash dishes or drive taxis.
Snezana belongs among those who've done well, even if the life of an immigrant isn’t always easy.
“People ask me where I’m from when they hear my accent. If I say ‘Serbia’, the conversation ends right there,
as if I were a war criminal. So I’ve taken to telling people I’m from Belgrade; for some reason that carries less
stigma,” she says with a shrug.
It took her a long time to make new friends.
“I had an odd experience when I visited the new Jewish Museum in Berlin. It includes a narrow path that you
can follow—‘the stream of emigration’, which takes you through a labyrinth where the pathway goes around huge
blocks in every direction. The blocks appear to be straight, but they’re actually tilted. They lean in or out, in
optical illusions. You end up feeling nauseous or seasick, and I wandered through this thing and thought to
myself, yes, this is actually how it feels to be an emigrant—a bit seasick, a bit nauseous, always awkward, never
on safe ground.”
Still, Frankfurt is now home for Snezana. She lights up when she tells me about the nice flat she has fixed up,
with a balcony and a view of the city’s skyline.
“I’m always going to be a stranger there. But I think I’ve settled for good. I can’t think of anything I could do
in Serbia. Everything’s coloured by politics. I could work with the opposition, but I really don’t care about politics. I want to do my own thing, and be free. Here I can’t even breathe.”
Once she’d learned German, Snezana looked for work and was lucky. She got a job as an assistant and a
translator for the well-known German theatre director Alexander Bril, who was in the process of producing
Slobodan Schneider’s play Snakeskin at the Schauspiel Theatre in Frankfurt. The play was set against the war in
Bosnia, and Bril wanted a bilingual production in German and Serbo-Croatian.
Three weeks before the premiere his lead actress withdrew because of pressure from her family. They didn’t
approve of her, as a Serb, being called on to play a Bosnian woman raped by Serbian soldiers. The director
decided that Snezana was the only possible replacement at this late stage of the process. And so she walked on
stage for the first time in her life. She won rave reviews.
“I became an actress, completely by accident,” she laughs.
“The whole cast were from the former Yugoslavia, but everyone was cast as a different nationality than their
own. The director wanted to demonstrate that there are no significant national differences between the peoples of
Yugoslavia, but that this was a war in which ordinary human beings were made to hate each other, fed by a
sequence of atrocities. To me it makes no difference whether someone is a Serb, a Croat or a Muslim. Atrocities
were committed by every side, so I just played a woman who was raped not a Muslim woman raped by Serbs,”
Snezana says.
These days she is starring in a new production of the musical Hair, a box-office phenomenon. It is no longer
the Vietnam War but Kosovo in 1999 that serves as the political backdrop. The songs are the same, but the plot
has been altered. Snezana plays a Serbian woman who serves as the mistress of ceremonies. She is always alone
on stage, and talks to NATO spokesman Jamie Shea, who appears above her on a video screen. Or she recounts
Serbian myths, speaking of bridges, angels and princes. At the musical’s conclusion she sings “Sunshine” with the
rest of the cast.
Sometimes she is booed when she accepts her curtain calls.
“I can’t tell whether it’s Serbs who are angry at their negative portrayal, or Germans who are upset that Serbs
are portrayed too positively. It’s a pacifist musical,” she says. “My guess is they are Germans. Nationalist Serbs
probably wouldn’t go to see Hair,” she reasons.
Snezana was shocked at the massive support among Germans for the NATO bombings.
“Very few Germans spoke up against it; there was hardly any kind of debate. When the author Peter Handke
declared himself against the war he was treated as if he were crazy.”
The actress herself doesn’t think the bombing solved anything.
“Milosevic is still in power.”
If Snezana is a stranger in Frankfurt she feels the same way in Belgrade.
“Once I knew everyone and I was always in the thick of things,” she remembers.
We’re in an outdoor café while a hot April sun beats down on the pedestrian street, Knez Mihailova, where
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Belgrade’s urbanites enjoy their espressos and watch the street scene. Many of them are noticeably well dressed,
even though the stores are rather meagrely stocked. The shelves seem full and you don’t really notice a shortage
of anything until you actually need something specific and wander from store to store looking for it.
Just down from the café is a grocery shop with a long queue outside. The customers are allowed en try in
groups. Most likely they’ve just received a shipment of cooking oil, which is one of the most in-demand items in
Belgrade these days, along with sugar, flour and milk. If you turn away from the queue you’re looking right at a
glittering Versace store. You rarely see anyone enter; the outfits inside cost several years’ worth of salaries for the
people in the queue for cooking oil.
Snezana is on her way to meet her younger brother, Srdjan. He runs a production company that makes com mercials and music videos. On her way there she suddenly stops in front of a run-down building.
“Akademia,” she says, by way of explanation. “Once this was one of the hottest clubs in Europe.”
She tries to go inside to see if Akademia still exists in the basement of the art academy. A brusque manager
stops us, but once Snezana has explained her nostalgic urge he is more than happy to give us a tour of the place
that he assures us was the fourth hottest club in Europe at some point in the eighties.
Once we get down into the basement, both the manager and the former dubber get lost in reveries of the past.
This is where they all came—the best bands and the hippest jetsetters. A membership card was the epitome of
hap-piness.
“Back then we were a normal nation and Belgrade was a required stop for stars on tour. These days no good
bands come here,” Snezana says. Sasa, the manager, is a few years younger than the former VIP and listens
intently to her stories.
“Some bands do stop by, but it’s hard to make any money from it.” He points out a water leak in the corner, as
if it symbolises this fall from grace.
Back out on the street Snezana continues her stories of the happy eighties. At seventeen she got a job on the
teen magazine Miadost—Youth.
“I think it was published by the Socialist Youth, but nobody bothered with politics back then. It was a really
cool magazine and I worked there for five years. In 1988 I became a DJ on Radio Beograd and later I had my own
movie show. I played whatever music I liked and talked about the most recent movies,” she recalls, losing herself
in memories.
“Those were the best years of my life. I ruled the world and I was at the centre of everything that went on.”
A lot of young adults in Serbia share her nostalgia for the eighties. Even if the economy was in crisis already, it
seemed to Snezana that things could only get better and anything was possible. Tito was dead, the country
enjoyed its new-found freedoms and people had money to travel, shop and enjoy life.
Those halcyon days ended abruptly when the wars of the nineties crushed both the freedom and the personal
finances of regular citizens.
“The past is my best friend and worst enemy,” Snezana sighs. “I escape to it when everything else gets too
depressing. But it’s dangerous as well, because it keeps me from living in the here and now. Especially when I’m
in Belgrade, I tend to dive into sentimentality.
We Serbs are a pathetic people, we really are. We’re trying to forget a miserable present by recalling some
glorious past.”
We’ve reached her brother’s offices. The siblings haven’t seen each other for a year, but we have to wait:
Srdjan is in the middle of casting nude models and strippers. He’s making a commercial for Hotline, a phone-sex
company.
We sit down next to the girls waiting to audition their loveliness. Three made-up, long-legged girls with ample
cleavages regard us with disdain and triumph as they go past us to the audition suite. They must have assumed
that we're the competition, and feel pretty sure of having us beat.
“You understand why I left?” Snezana asks.
“Here getting cast in a commercial for Hotline constitutes success. People sell themselves for nothing,” she
says. “I don’t want to get this dirty. I just want to be free.”
Her little brother has opted to stay.
It’s hard to make ends meet for a young director, and he’s got to take whatever jobs come his way. A soft-core
commercial is as good as any other job, and pays better.
The majority of Snezana’s friends have gone. Many of them have left the country, others are dead—from disease, an overdose or another means of suicide. But some still remain, and one evening I meet a couple in a café . I
ask why they’ve stayed in Belgrade.
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“I’ve stayed ‘cause I stayed,” is Sanja’s curt reply. Someone else just hums the Clash’s “Should I Stay Or
Should I Go” by way of an answer.
“There was a time I was invited to parties almost every night, which would have been great if they all hadn’t
been bon voyage parties for friends leaving the country,” the Clash guy explains.
An anthology of essays has just been published here: Why I’m Still in Serbia, and What My Hopes Are. Young
artists, writers and musicians were asked to write about why they had stayed. Most of them focused on roots and
family and the hope for changes. A journalist took issue with the question itself:
“As if it is abnormal to live in one’s own country,” she wrote.
“In a way I feel guilty that I didn’t stay to fight,’ Snezana tells me when we walk home that night.
“We all share a responsibility—for not seeing what was coming and for not doing anything now. Here most people
are apathetic and tired. I’m not, but then I don’t live in Belgrade any more. I left. Now there’s nothing for me to do
here and I do like my job in Germany.
“As an immigrant you have to create a whole new identity once you’re removed from your customary surroundings and environment. It’s as if you've fallen ill and then have to discover the things you genuinely appreciate about
being well. You have to build a life from the bottom up.
“I had a happy childhood and an even happier time in my teens—and then suddenly there’s nothing at all. Now
I’m neither happy nor unhappy,” a listless Snezana concludes.
“Not that happiness is a goal per se. It’s not happiness that drives a human being, after all.”
Snezana is in Frankfurt when Milosevic is toppled, and follows the unfolding events on TV. Even if she’s happy
about the changes in her homeland, the change of power doesn’t make any discernible difference for her. Snezana’s
life takes place outside Serbia now, beyond the reach of any regime. To return would mean starting all over again.
Snezana has grown accustomed to her little flat, the challenging work and the perpetual vertigo of the emigrant.
Three years later I get a letter:
Amsterdam, 30 May 2004
Dear Asne
How nice to hear that you are back in Serbia and haven’t forgotten about us. I’m so pleased that your book is still
developing! You invested both time and effort in it at a time when we were “world enemy number one”, and hardly anyone
bothered with the underlying issues. I myself have spent a lot of time thinking about my homeland and what my
feelings are for it.
When I was in Belgrade last year, I heard on the radio that the borders between Croatia, Serbia and Montene-gro had
been opened for the first time since the wars began, and that you no longer needed a visa to travel there. My immediate
thought was: I have to go there … I have to go back … I have to go back to Dubrovnik.
They still didn’t have any kind of organised transport, so I flew from Belgrade to Tivat in Montenegro, and from
there by bus to Herceg Novi, where I took a taxi to the border with Croatia. I had to get out of the car there, because
the Montenegro cab drivers didn’t yet have permission to cross the border, and vice versa.
I got out of the taxi on the Montenegro side, picked up my suitcase and began walking towards “the other side”.
It was around noon, and really hot. The sun burned my cheeks and the heat spread throughout my body. I walked
with the smell of the cypress trees in my nostrils, and heard the cicadas sing, surrounded by these wonderful,
dangerous and beautiful mountains. In this no man’s land I sat down on my suitcase for a spell, just so I could take
in the fantastic view around me. Memories of childhood summers welled up within me, and I recalled a poem by
Jure Kastelan.
Lijepa si zemlo moja, meni najdraza.
You are so beautiful, my beloved country.

I sat there, within these few hundred metres of no man’s land and felt—or rather, I knew—that this was my country!
The country I was born in, the country that was always on my mind, the country I will love no matter where I am. The
country that once had no borders, but which is now carved into six pieces.
After having lived abroad for almost twelve years, I had begun to believe that the only “homeland” I had was my
mother’s tongue. As I generally spoke another language, I felt like my “homeland” was slipping away from me.
Language is something you can lose as well. Not entirely, not completely … but when you begin to dream and think
in a foreign language—then your homeland is somewhere else.
Sometimes I thought that the only “homeland” I had managed to keep was my friends, no matter where I was or
they were. The older I get, the more apparent it is to me that when I think of “home”, I think of my mother, my
brothers, my aunt, my friends; I thought of all the people I’ve loved, everyone I’ve met along the way that I now carry
in my heart. I thought they were the only country I had.
And then.
That moment in no man's land made me realise that even I come from someplace. From a beautiful place.
I had repressed that for twelve years. I had denied that I had roots, because I was always going somewhere else,
fleeing, moving away.
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With Their Backs to the World

I thought: Even I have a place where I can sit down and feel that I am home. At long last.

Snezana.
3
The Zaric family sit in their run-down, overflowing living room and wait for lunch to be ready.
At three o’clock Branka will return home with the leftovers from the student canteen. That’s still a few hours
off. But there’s not really anything else to do except wait.
Branka is the only member of the family who has a job.
Her husband, Milos, lost his job when NATO bombed the Zastava car and arms plant on 9 April 1999. By then
he had worked there for more than thirty years.
“Zastava is a state factory, and they only kept on those that openly supported the SPS. I opposed the party, and
had to go,” Milos tells me.
He was never formally fired but, like thousands of others in the industrial town of Kragujevac, he is on
anextended “compulsory holiday”. The market for Yugos, the car that they produced, has gone anyway, and Milos
is under no illusion that he’ll ever get his old job back.
“Good riddance, with that lousy pay,” he says.
“A dog in the West costs more to feed than I got paid a month.”
As a phone operator at the plant he belonged to Yugoslavia’s middle class. There is no middle class any more.
A few are rich and the vast majority are poor.
Kragujevac is called “the Valley of Hunger”.
It wasn’t always so. Once this was one of Serbia’s most vital cities. These days it is estimated that 80 per cent
of the population is without work. Only remnants survive of the city’s former main employer, the plant that once
was the biggest factory in Yugoslavia.
The bombings gave the authorities an excuse for the downsizing and the resultant decline, and they used this
relentlessly in anti-Western propaganda. The bombed-out, wretched ruins are displayed ad nauseam to anyone
who expresses the slightest interest.
“It was like shooting a dead man,” notes Milos.
Production had ground to a halt well before the bombs fell.
In 1989 a quarter of a million cars rolled off the assembly lines at Zastava. By 1999 the number had shrunk to
a mere 1800. South Korea’s Hyundai considered investing in Zastava, but wrote in their report that the factory
was a museum and that there was no possible way it could be modernised. One would have to rebuild from the
ground up.
“It’s all Milosevic’s fault,” says Milos. “Anything he touches dies. He’s thrown us into four wars for no
reason; thousands have been killed because of his madness.” Milos thinks the West should be much tougher on
Milosevic and that the sanctions should remain until he resigns.
“Better people freeze for a spell, so they can understand what Milosevic’s policies get them. But as long as
they have a bit of heat and a bit to eat, so the country just staggers on, arse backwards.”
Milos was among the very few in Kragujevac who supported the NATO actions.
“They shouldn’t have stopped with the car plant—they should have bombed Milosevic’s house, his wife and
his corrupt kids. And why wasn’t his hometown, Pozarevac, obliterated? His son owns half the town!”
Milo is quite passionate on this point and shouts from the sofa, a cigarette and an overflowing ashtray at hand.
His son Milan and his daughter-in-law Biljana sit in silence. Like many young adults in Kragujevac, they have
never had a job.
The living room testifies to a glorious past. The family haven’t bought a piece of furniture for at least ten
years, since the economy started to collapse in earnest.
Now three generations of Zarics share three rooms. There is no way the son and the daughter-in-law could
afford a place for themselves and their five-year-old daughter, Milena.
Milan is a mechanic. He’s been registered as unemployed for fifteen years.
“I’d take any job I could get. But in this country you have to know someone in order to get hired anywhere.”
Ideally he would have become a musician. Sometimes he plays drums in a dance band, but it doesn’t happen
that often any more. People just don’t have that much to celebrate.
At one time he could earn good money during the summer. Last summer he had just one gig a week and this
winter it was even less.
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“The worst thing about being unemployed is that you lose your self-respect. You feel inadequate and useless. A
lot of people start drinking or take pills. You are no longer in charge of your own life. Without money you can’t
plan for anything,” he says, and lights another cigarette.
The whole family are heavy smokers.
We can hear the ticking of the clock. It’s still an hour until Branka brings lunch. Milos breaks the oppressive
silence.
“My son destroyed Vukovar,” he suddenly offers. “Look at what this regime has made people take part in –
killings and looting.”\fn{Of this, W says the following: “Before the Croatian War of Independence the Baroque town was a prosperous, mixed community of Croats, Serbs and other ethnic groups. As Yugoslavia began to break up, Serbia’s President Slobodan Milošević
and Croatia's President Franjo Tuđman started to pursue nationalist politics. In 1990, an armed insurrection was started by Croatian Serb
militias, supported by the Serbian government and paramilitary groups, who seized control of Serb-populated areas of Croatia. The JNA
[Yugoslav People’s Army] began to intervene in favour of the rebellion, and conflict broke out in the eastern Croatian region of Slavonia in
May 1991. In August, the JNA launched a full-scale attack against Croatian-held territory in eastern Slavonia, including Vukovar. Vukovar
was defended by around 1,800 lightly armed soldiers of the Croatian National Guard (ZNG) and civilian volunteers, against 36,000 JNA
soldiers and Serb paramilitaries equipped with heavy armour and artillery. During the battle, shells and rockets were fired into the town at a
rate of up to 12,000 a day. At the time, it was the fiercest and most protracted battle seen in Europe since 1945, and Vukovar was the first
major European town to be entirely destroyed since the Second World War When Vukovar fell on 18 November 1991, several hundred
soldiers and civilians were massacred by Serb forces and at least 31,000 civilians were expelled from the town and its surroundings. Most
of Vukovar was ethnically cleansed of its non-Serb population and became part of the self-declared Republic of Serbian Krajina. Several
Serb military and political officials, including Milošević, were later indicted and in some cases jailed for war crimes committed during and
after the battle. The battle exhausted the JNA and proved a turning point in the Croatian war. A ceasefire was declared a few weeks later.
Vukovar remained in Serb hands until 1998, when it was peacefully reintegrated into Croatia. It has since been rebuilt but has less than half
of its pre-war population and many buildings are still scarred by the battle. Its two principal ethnic communities remain deeply divided and
it has not regained its former prosperity.}

Milan was in the artillery during the war against Croatia.
“I didn’t kill anyone. I merely secured our positions. But it was terrible; none of us knew what we were fighting for, and I was scared, scared I’d never get home again. I did four months there, returned home, only to be sent
right back again. Every time the military police were at the door I just had to put my uniform on and go along.
“When the war in Kosovo started I went to hide; I couldn’t fight another pointless war for a regime I opposed.”
Biljana sits on a stool, listening. She’s pretty, with fake-blond hair, but for a twenty-eight-year-old her face is
drawn. One of her front teeth is a bluish grey and has a hole straight through it.
Biljana dropped out of school ten years ago and has never had a job either. Sometimes she sells make-up from
a catalogue. People tick what they want and she orders it. She earns a 30 per cent commission, but she hasn’t
made a sale in months now.
People in Kragujevac don’t have money for make-up any more.
“I would love to have my own shop, with clothes and make-up. I know just how I’d want it to be. But in order
to get that I’d need money—and I’ve never even worked in a shop,” she says, feeling her life slipping through her
fingers.
“When I wake up in the morning I know that this day will be just like all the others,” she sighs.
“I’ve never had a lot and I don’t ask for much. But I would like to have had a job. Got up in the morning,
dropped Milena off at nursery school, gone to work, had a bank account.”
Like many Serbs, Milena dreams of moving abroad.
“I’d be a street-sweeper, anything, just to get away from here. Most of all, I’d like to go to Australia. As far
away as I can get.”
A framed picture of Vuk Draskovic, the opposition leader and monarchist, looks down on us from the wall.
“Only he can save Serbia,” says Milos, and asks about Norway’s monarchy. He wants to know the responsibilities of the Norwegian King and is curious about the rules of succession. He fetches a picture of Crown Prince
Aleksandar, who has become a British citizen and lives in exile in London.
“He has to return. We have to get rid of our President and become a monarchy, like Norway,” he says, and
takes me into their bedroom. Behind the door hangs a full-figure poster of Vuk Draskovic.
“One for all, all for one,” the poster reads.
“He is the first thing I see every morning,” laughs Milos. “He’s our last hope.”
Finally Branka makes it home, huffing and puffing under the substantial weight of the shopping bags from the
canteen. Her daughter-in-law rushes to help with the bags and her coat, gets her slippers and seems to strive to
anti-cipate her every need. The family’s sole provider plops down on the sofa, complains of back pains and the
February freeze and lights a cigarette.
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She keeps her family alive, but she’s hardly a breadwinner in any other respects. She hasn’t been paid for four
months.
“I’m hoping they’ll pay me soon,” Branka says. “But luckily I am allowed to take food home; we wouldn’t be
here without it.
“Of course, the food gets worse and worse; everything is rationed, like after the Second World War. The
students get twenty grams of meat each day, potatoes, cabbage or macaroni. They come to me with grey faces and
scold me because the food isn’t any good,” she says, and adds,
“They’re a scrawny bunch, really. When they yell at me I just tell them, ‘Take your plate to the director, and
ask if he’d be willing to eat what’s on it.’ Nobody has risen to the challenge so far,” she says, and tells me about
the corrupt director of the student canteen, who sells off the best meat to hotels and private customers and has all
sorts of delicacies brought up to his office every day.
“Why don’t you report him?” Branka just stares at me in wide-eyed wonder.
“Report? To whom? To Milosevic? The canteen is run by the state. Nobody dares to report or criticise.
“Five years ago the corrupt director arrived at work like a pauper in rags,” she tells me. “Today he’s dressed
like a prince and has three cars, four secretaries and a grand house. All paid for by the money he’s stolen from the
students’ food budget.
“Oh, this country has fallen so far,” Branka sighs, and begins to cry. “Who would have ever thought this could
happen to us? It’s terrible; my husband can’t get a job, my son can’t get a job, my daughter-in-law can’t work.
“I love my country. I was happy here.
“Now I haven’t bought myself anything to wear for ten years. They’ve taken everything from me and sent my
son to a pointless war. Luckily he came back alive, but there could be other wars and they might take him again.”
Branka moved to Kragujevac when she was fifteen, and married Milos a few years later.
“Those were the days. We went to the movies, to the theatre, restaurants; we could travel to Belgrade or go on
holiday along the coast. Now there are no parties anywhere and people don’t even have anything to talk about.
“It’s devastating to see that my kids live far worse than I did when I was young,” she sighs, and tells me stories from her own youth, when she would go straight from parties to work.
“I just needed a sip of mineral water and I was good to go,” she tells me, drying her tears.
Biljana heats up the food Branka has brought home: sauerkraut with bacon bits. Along with this, she serves
tinned fermented cabbage, which generally is the only vegetable that poor Serbs eat in the winter months. In
addition a plate of fried meat patties is put on the table today, most likely in their guest’s honour. I’m invited to
join them at their table. The food tastes like what it is—from a Serbian student canteen, reheated, slightly past its
best-by date.
After lunch we gather in the living room for coffee.
The TV is on. Milos fiddles with the remote. In Belgrade Serbia’s industrial leaders are meeting to discuss the
future of Zastava. The Minister of Industry outlines a new plan of action:
“The first item on our agenda is Zastava, the most important plant in Serbia,” he says.
Nobody pays him any attention; they’ve heard it all before.
“Not even a child would believe that stuff,” Milos says. “The minister doesn’t even believe it himself—he’s
just reading the script they gave him.”
The phone rings. Milos is called out on a little job.
“I’ve picked up one or two things after thirty years as a phone operator,” he chuckles.
These days he helps people rework their phone lines and power supply, so that their usage isn’t registered.
“The state has been stealing from us our whole lives, so it’s just proper to get a little payback,” he reasons, and
gets ready to go. He throws an apologetic glance up at the saint’s image on the wall:
“There are bigger sinners than me in this country.”
*
If the Zarics have little faith in the Belgrade government, the local city administration enjoys their unwavering
respect. The dynamic Mayor of Kragujevac, Miroslav Marinkovic, has found ways to build roads and bridges and
to establish a few small businesses. Branka mentions that aid from Norway has been earmarked for a new bridge
near by.
But the city council can’t do much about the local economy; last year their operating budget was just a fifth of
what it had been two years earlier. I call in at Marinkovic’s office after I take my leave of the Zarics. His figures
prove to be depressing reading.
“Industry in Kragujevac is running at two-three per cent of capacity. Only a few businesses, those who bake
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bread or make other consumer products, are operating.
“Tens of thousands here have never had work, an even greater number is officially employed somewhere but
never do any work, because there’s nothing getting made there,” he explains.
“Yugoslavia is ailing. It’s a serious illness. But the government is only trying to deceive people. The VicePrime Minister, Vojislav Seselj, says that if we would only sell the artworks in Tito’s residence we could save the
econ-omy. That’s like telling a dying cancer patient that he’d get well if he’d only drink some orange juice,” sighs
Mar-inkovic.
“We live within a maze of myths, just to keep the unpleasant present out of sight.”
In contrast to his fellow citizen Milos Zaric, Marinkovic is highly critical of the sanctions.
“Without Western aid there is no way we can institute reforms, and without reforms there is no Western aid.
We have vast industrial complexes and a large market, but we need money. The West does nothing; it just sits and
watches as the sanctions benefit Milosevic, and at the same time complains that we’re not doing anything to get
rid of him.
“Did anyone ask the Germans to get rid of Hitler .in 1943?”
Miroslav Marinkovic once again refers to his arch-nemesis Seselj, who thinks it’s just great how Serbia’s
international isolation has given the authorities new levels of control.
“We don’t need anyone’s help; we have mushrooms and raspberries for everyone in this country,” was his recent remark.
Rather, it is the grey market that keeps the 180,000 inhabitants of Kragujevac alive. One might be fooled by
the teeming street life of the former industrial city, as it seems everyone is busy with something. But people are
driven outside by poverty and unemployment.
They offer wares for sale everywhere you go. One man has a bag of clothes pegs, another sells saplings. Elderly ladies sell old slippers, home-knitted socks, an almost brand-new lampshade, a wall socket.
But, most of all, people sell cigarettes.
*
It’s June 2000 and four months have passed since my first visit to the Zarics. They all await me in the potholed
courtyard outside their tenement building.
All except for Milan.
“He’s asleep,” says Branka. “You see, he had a gig last night,” she proudly reveals.
Then Milos takes the floor.
“Everything’s got worse, worse than last time.” He displays the front page of today’s newspaper:
“Djukanovic to Lisbon, Jovanovic to Hanoi,” reads the headline.
“That says everything about our two countries,” he snorts. “Milo Djukanovic, the President of Montenegro, is
strengthening the ties to Europe, which invests vast sums in his country. Meanwhile our Foreign Minister, Zivorad
Jovanovic, travels to Vietnam, North Korea, Sierra Leone and Cuba! Before Milosevic came to power we all
thought Yugoslavia would move closer to the West.
“But it’s the exact opposite that’s happening—we’re becoming the pariahs of Europe!
“We’re living in a reservation, we can’t go anywhere and nobody wants us.”
Branka is on sick leave owing to a back injury and can no longer work or bring home any food. She’s due
money on her recovery, but given that her last payment was for the month of February, it stands to reason that
dole money for June will be a while coming.
Now Biljana and Milan support the family. Biljana finally found work in a kiosk, selling magazines, sweets
and cigarettes, and she earns close to fifty pounds a month. She beams over her new job, even if it’s all off the
books. She has no rights should she become ill or get fired.
“But it’s just an incredible feeling to earn your own money,” she says.
This last couple of months Milan’s band has got more gigs and he takes home about five pounds a night. The
gig lasts from eight in the evening until four or five in the morning. Most of his income goes on the reglar
expenses.
“Everyone in the family does their bit to make sure that there’s always something in the fridge,” Branka says.
“After all, it’s more economical to live together,” she adds, half discouraged, half encouraging.
*
“We rode in open trucks, like cattle!” Milos shouts with delight. “We just drove on, nobody could have stopped
us! When we left Kragujevac we said we wouldn’t return before Milosevic was gone. They flew their hel-icopters
right above us, but none of us were afraid.”
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It’s late spring 2001 when I meet the Zaric family again, on Milos’s birthday. But it’s 5 October that is the big
day. Milos recounts the heroic deeds, tells of the farmers who arrived on their tractors, the bulldozer driver who’d
had just about enough of Milosevic and bulldozed his way to Belgrade.
The whole family is gathered for a birthday lunch, except for Biljana, who’s at work in the kiosk.
“She’s five months pregnant now,” Branka says with a proud smile.
She’s cooked a feast of beef patties, fried potatoes and fermented cabbage. The celebration begins with the obligatory rakija. We toast Milos, the revolution, the new President and Prince Aleksandar. Where the picture of Vuk
Draskovic used to hang, there is now a picture of the Yugoslav prince.
Biljana’s pregnancy is the only major news in the family. Milos is still out of work, Branka is still on sick
leave and Milan gets the odd job here and there.
“We can’t expect improvements overnight,” a forgiving Milos says of the new government. He is still hoping
that foreigners will buy Zastava and rebuild the whole plant from the ground up.
“The Yugo can’t compete with foreign cars,” he says.\fn {Dan Neil of Time magazine said of the Yugo: “The Yugo GV …
turned out to be the Mona Lisa of bad cars. Built in Soviet-bloc Yugoslavia, the Yugo had the distinct feeling of something assembled at
gunpoint. Interestingly, in a car where ‘carpet’ was listed as a standard feature, the Yugo had a rear-window defroster—reportedly to keep
your hands warm while you pushed it. The engines went ka-blooey, the electrical system—such as it was—would sizzle, and things would
just fall off.”:W, under 1985 Yugo GV - The 50 Worst Cars of All Time - TIME}

Branka generally listens to Milos talk. When she’s not ladling more fried potatoes onto my plate.
Over coffee the phone rings. Once again someone wants Milos to fix his power lines so that his electricity consumption remains a mystery. Milos leaves, more reluctantly than before.
“It is a bit of a fraud,” he admits. “Before, I was delighted to deceive our corrupt regime when I could, but
these days the state needs all the money they have coming to them, so they can institute much-needed reforms.”
Milan is playing tonight and we all decide to go to the café. It’s been a year since Milos and Branka went out
anywhere. I get a chance to catch up with Branka. She’s increasingly worried about the family’s living situation.
“Yes, there’ll be more of us soon,” she says. “Milena can’t remain in her parents’ room forever, of course, and
what will happen when they have more kids? I have an old aunt and an uncle who live in a flat of sixty square
metres; when they die Milan could take over the flat.”
“How old are they?” I ask.
“Seventy,” Branka replies.
“Well, they could live for another fifteen years,” I say.
“Yes, they could,” Branka sighs and stares at me. “They very well could.”
*
Short beeps greet me down the line when I dial the Zarics’ number three years later. Have they moved? Is the
number out of order? I try directory enquiries. They list a number of Milos Zarics in Kragujevac, but none of them
is my Milos.
I can only go and see for myself. I should be able to retrace my steps back to their flat, just as I found Verica
and Radovan in Adrani. Again I take Drago along. After the requisite fumbling we find their block. We park the
car, and as I cross the courtyard a girl comes running up and throws herself into my arms.
I see Biljana coming down the stairs.
“Milena saw you from the window!”
“I can’t believe she’d recognise me—she can’t have been more than five when I was here last.”
“When was that?”
“It’s going on three or four years now.”
“Well, come inside, come inside.”
Biljana makes coffee.
Milena stands in the doorway stealing glances at me. Drago and I have taken our seats in a pair of recliners in
the living room.
Nothing has changed here; everything is just more worn. The child Biljana was carrying when I was here
last must be about three now. But I can’t see any trace of a toddler. Biljana joins us.
“Here everything is as it always was,” she says. “Everyone pitches in as best they can.”
“Are things getting better?”
“Worse. We’re worse off now. I still work in the kiosk. Milos does what he can. Branka is back at work at the
canteen and Milan plays. But there haven’t been a lot of gigs and they don’t pay well. He’s playing for tips more
often than not. For two weeks he played all night without making more than twenty Euros, but suddenly, the other
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day, this huge party paid the band several hundred Euros to split between them.”
I enquire about the other child.
“There is no other child,” Biljana says. “We just have Milena.”
She gets up and goes into the kitchen, where she stays for a while. When she returns it is with a packet of ciga rettes, which she offers us. Biljana inhales hungrily, as if she’s sucking on life itself.
“We tried to call you but couldn’t get through,” I say, trying to gloss over my painful question.
“Well, we haven’t paid the phone bill. We had to help pay the expenses for the funeral of one of Branka’s
friends, so we couldn’t afford it.'
“Oh, I’m sorry to hear that.”
“No, no, he was old.”
“But the phone bill? Isn’t that what Milos does—help people hook up their phone so that it doesn’t count their
minutes?”
“That was before, that was before. It’s a new system now,” she says, and gets up again.
“Branka and Milos should be here any minute now. I have to get lunch ready.”
Milos comes through the door, wearing a dirty shirt and worn-out trousers.
“Oh!” he shouts when he sees me, shakes my hand and laughs. Branka returns from the canteen. Her eyes well
up with tears.
“Ima nas. Here we are,” says Milos when he has cleaned up. “Just like before.”
“We don’t give up,” Branka laughs.
While Biljana is of the opinion that life has got worse these past three years, Branka and Milos maintain that
it’s “a bit better”.
“Expectations, expectations,” Branka explains. “The young ones had sky-high expectations about what their
lives would be like. We old ones know that nothing changes overnight.”
“How have things improved?”
“I get paid on time now. Once a month it’s pay day—not like before, when it came months later.”
“But the transition has come at a price,” Milos says. “Our Prime Minister got killed. And we won’t see the likes
of a man like that for a hundred years. No one can fill his shoes. Zivkovic made a miserable job of it, just as Kostunica is doing now.
“But we only have ourselves to blame. If the people aren’t good, their governments won’t be either.
“We Serbs can’t handle being confronted with the truth—we’re blaming others for all eternity. It’s a neverending story. Take this issue of the new government not wanting to cooperate with the tribunal in The Hague. Let
them try him there, I say, and if he’s not guilty they’ll give him back to us, if it’s so important to everyone,” says
Milos.
“Nationalism is coming back in a hurry. Just look at these Radicals, and their crazy notion that anywhere Serbs
live should be incorporated into some sort of Greater Serbia. All that means is another war. Is that all we know
how to do? Make war?”
Milos has worked himself into a lather. Branka does her best to calm him down. Milos gets up and retrieves the
rakija from the cupboard over the TV.
“This one we’ve made ourselves, from the plum trees at our cabin,” he says, and displays the bottle.
“If we hadn’t had the cottage I don’t what would have become of us,” Branka says. “There we grow vegetables
and fruits. Just enough to make it through the year. And it’s so beautiful out there; you’ll have to come with us
some time. It’s quiet and peaceful—everything there is as it used to be, in a good way.”
*
After a supper of meat, fried potatoes and handpicked tinned mushrooms with coffee and fifty-odd cigarettes,
we say our goodbyes to the Zarics.
Branka discreetly hands me a small glass and a bottle. Cherry jam and plum brandy.
The Archangel Mihajlo is painted by hand on the bottle, and he looks at me with a virtuous face. The clear
liquor wobbles behind his eyes.
“My cousin painted that,” Branka tells me. “He certainly knows his stuff,” she sighs.
“Come back soon. You know you always have a home with us!”
*
“What do you think?” I ask Drago once we're back in the car.
“Nice bottle.”
I’m sitting with the Archangel Mihajlo in my lap.
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Tender brushstrokes have left him with a golden aura illuminating his head, while his wings envelop the
bottle’s contents.
He looks at me with lenient eyes.
“I meant about the family,” I clarify.
“Milos is a wise man,” Drago replies.
“And Branka is a wise woman.”
“Besides, they have each other,” says Drago, with faraway eyes.
The God-fearing one lowers his eyes and smiles.
The cork leaks a little and the smell of plum brandy fills the car.
Dependency
The Svalbard Islands
[Vacant] … 2012 est., 2,642 … 23,561 sq. mi. (land area only) … Subject to the Svalbard Treaty of 1920 (in force
since 1925), containing some limits to Norwegian sovereignty.

The Cathedral of Our Savior, Oslo, Oslo City, Norway: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Olaf, Oslo, Oslo City, Norway: two views
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Trinity Church, Oslo, Oslo City, Norway
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Bærum Church, Bærum, Akershus County, Norway

Kaupanger Stave Church, Sogn-og-Fjordane County, Norway. It is both named and credited elsewhere.
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Hamar Church, Hedmark County, Norway

The Nidaros Cathedral, Trondheim, Sør-Trøndelag County, Norway: two views
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The New Cathedral of St. Olaf (artist’s rendering), Trondheim, Sør-Trøndelag County, Norway
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The Heddal Stave Church (wood, early 12th century), Notodden, Rogaland County, Norway
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The Stavanger Cathedral, Stavanger, Rogaland County, Norway: three views
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Bergen Cathedral, Bergen, Hordaland County, Norway
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Veoy-church, More-og-Romsdal County, Norway

Bodo Cathedral (built in 1954), Nordland County, Norway: two views
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A cvhurch in Lillehammer, Oppland County, Norway
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The Church of the Holy Trinity, Arendal, Aust-Agder County, Norway.

Vadsø Church, Finnmark County, Norway
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The Cathedral at Fredrikstad, Østfold County, Norway: two views
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The Bragernes Church, Drammen, Buskerud County, Norway: two views
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The Sandefjord Church, Vestfold County, Norway

The Kristiansand Cathedral, Vest-Agder County, Norway
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The Skien Church, Skien, Telemark County, Norway: two views
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The Førde Church, Førde, Sogn-og-Fjordane County, Norway

The Church of St. Laurentius, Drammen, Buskerud County, Norway
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The Stjørdal Church, Stjørdal, Førde, Nord Trøndelag County, Norway
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The Old Cathedral at Tromsø, Tromsø, Tromso County, Norway: two views
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The new Cathedral at Tromsø, Tromsø, Tromso County, Norway

Svalbard Church, Longyearbyen, Svalbard Island, Norway
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